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Abstract 

The aim of this thesis was to investigate the processes involved in constructing a 

personality rating: specifically, what judges attend to and use when rating personality. 

In doing so, this thesis addressed the call for research on factors that contribute to 

personality ratings, which was originally posed by Webb (1915). A key model for 

addressing this question and which is consequently integrated throughout this research 

is Funder’s (1995) realistic accuracy model (RAM). According to RAM, the accuracy of 

personality judgements is affected by the relevance, availability, detection, and 

utilisation of information. Based on RAM, Funder (1999) identified key factors that 

influenced personality judgements that were associated with the target of personality 

ratings, the personality trait, the quality and quantity of information, and the judge of 

personality ratings. These factors were used as a starting point to ascertain the types of 

information judges are most likely to attend to and use in rating personality. 

Study 1examined how the information available to a judge affects ratings of 

personality. Information about a target was manipulated according to target’s behaviour 

(approach or avoid), activity-based situation (social, task, or abstract thought), and 

location (at work, at university, or on holidays). On this basis, 18 vignettes were 

developed and assessed in an online survey completed by 257 participants. Findings 

indicated that different combinations of behaviour and situational information have a 

substantial impact on how traits are rated. The results highlighted the importance of 

situational information for judges in making sense of behaviour. Overall, the study 

showed that different personality traits are systematically related to the types of 

information provided, but these types of information interact in a more complicated 

fashion than has previously been assumed. 
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Study 2 examined how the judge’s own concerns impacted ratings of 

personality. The judge’s own concerns were assessed through the perception of a 

target’s general affordances (i.e., perception of ease of interaction, likeability, 

predictability, and usefulness) and the influence of a judge’s sensitivity to appetitive and 

aversive stimuli. The same participants from Study 1also participated in Study 2, and 

the findings indicated that trait-relevant behaviour differed with respect to the extent to 

which it conveyed general affordances to judges. Like personality ratings, affordances 

ratings varied as a function of the situational information available to a judge. A judge’s 

sensitivity to appetitive and aversive stimuli was also found to correspond with the 

perceptions of general affordances, but this was dependent on target behaviour. Overall, 

Study 2 demonstrated that ratings of a target’s personality are impacted by a range of 

factors associated with the judge’s own concerns.  

The insights acquired in Study 1and Study 2 about the quantity and quality 

information and the role of the judge, showed how key factors of available information 

and the judge’s own inclinations impacted ratings. Study 3 investigated what judges 

actually attend to when rating personality and how this compared to general 

affordances. Using a think-aloud method, 23 participants were invited to rate the 

personality of four targets using the Shafer (1999) clustered personality scales. The four 

target conditions included self, stranger, co-worker, and best friend/partner. Results 

indicated that the information verbalised during personality ratings reflected core 

categories of information that participants consistently attended to and discussed when 

rating personality. Findings revealed that level of target acquaintance substantially 

impacted information verbalised by participants and that previous studies that have 

attempted to assess the information basis of personality trait ratings have incorrectly 

inferred the information that judges actually use in personality ratings. Differences in 
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the information used to rate personality and affordances appear to reflect different 

cognitive processes. This study highlighted that the examination of information used in 

personality judgements is an important and underestimated avenue of research within 

personality. 

The three studies provided a fuller picture of the process by which personality is 

judged than has existed previously. Specifically, the information available, the judge’s 

own concerns, and the information used are integrated within a framework for 

understanding how personality judgements are constructed. This framework extended 

the insights summarised in Funder’s (1995) RAM. Unlike previous research on RAM, 

which has emphasised variations with respect to targets and traits, the research 

presented in this thesis provides one of the most thorough accounts of the complicated 

processes by which judges of personality produce personality ratings of targets, and 

demonstrates that it is not possible to determine the information basis of personality 

ratings without actively investigating personality judges’ own processes.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

The ability to perceive and understand others is a key component for 

successfully navigating the social world (Ferguson & Bargh, 2008). From hunter-

gatherers to suited professionals, humans have adapted and refined the innate skill to 

evaluate their social surrounds to inform decision making. Such decisions reflect who to 

trust, who to avoid, who to hire, and who to procreate with (Corr, 2010; Funder & West, 

1993). Trope and Liberman (1993) defined person perception according to two 

components: identifying what other people are doing and attributing the cause of this 

behaviour. Knowledge pertinent to person perception is gathered and processed 

routinely, automatically and even unconsciously from as little as a photo, to watching 

someone walk into a room (Borkenau & Liebler, 1992b). Just a glance can lead to an 

instantaneous evaluative judgement of personality (Ambady, Bernieri, & Richeson, 

2000; Carney, Colvin, & Hall, 2007). Strategically, this skill is an asset as humans can 

operate in their environments whilst unconsciously acquiring new information.  

So, a key type of social perception is personality perception. The process of 

personality perception is complex and how humans can have a degree of accuracy in 

these judgements with only minimal information about the target is not well-understood 

(Ambady et al., 2000; Funder & Colvin, 1988; Norman & Goldberg, 1966; Watson, 

1989). A means to achieving a greater understanding of the phenomenon of personality 

perception is to take a step back from examining the causes of attributions and the 

structure of traits, and instead to examine what actually happens in personality 

perception. Srivastava (2010) argued that to understand personality, researchers need to 

understand the content of perception and what it means to the judge to infer somebody’s 

level of a trait. In this regard, the judge is the person making the personality perception 

and the target is the person who is being perceived. Perception serves a function to the 
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judge and understanding this function will enable greater insights into constructs like 

personality and personality perception.  

A great deal of prior research has focussed on how humans judge personality. 

Researchers have explored the quality of the traits (Allick et al., 2010; Beer & Watson, 

2008a), the behavioural cues (Funder & Sneed, 1993), characteristics of the judge 

(Letzring, 2010; Mottus, Foster, & Bellmer, 2001), and manipulated features of the 

environment (De Raad, Siullot, & Barelds, 2008; Saucier, Bel-Bahar, & Fernandez, 

2007) to determine how these factors influence trait identification, the differences 

between individuals, and criterion variables. However, these studies assume that 

behavioural cues associated with the factor structure of traits are what judges use when 

perceiving others. Surprisingly, this issue was first raised by Webb (1915), who argued 

that we do not really know what judges attend to when completing personality ratings. 

Even though Webb (1915) raised this issue a century ago, very little research has 

directly examined this issue. To address this, the objective of the research reported in 

this thesis was to explore what information judges actually attend to and use when 

assessing personality. In outlining the framework used to explore this topic, the 

remainder of this chapter will present a definition of personality perception that forms 

the basis for the research reported in this dissertation, followed by an overview of the 

key models impacting personality judgement that are relevant to this project, and the 

structure of this dissertation. 

Personality Perception and Personality Judgement 

There is a distinction between perceiving personality and judging personality. 

Perception concerns the knowledge people possess about others and the way this 

knowledge is obtained (Funder & West, 1993). Perceptual information is acquired 

through the sensory system and internal representations are created to integrate sensory 
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information (Prinz, 2006). A particularly social type of perception is personality 

perception, where the types of information judges seek relate to the traits that an 

individual possesses (Tanke & Lund, 1980). Trait terms refer to any word that 

represents a stable personality disposition such as those in the five factor model (FFM; 

Newman & Uleman, 1993). This means that personality perception refers to trait-

relevant information gained through the observation of a target. However, assessing or 

judging refers to how an individual interprets this information to form a judgement or 

assessment of others. The benefits of perceiving and judging traits are reflected in the 

kinds of information they offer to the judge. Newman and Uleman (1993) argued that 

traits can be used to describe a person, describe frequent behaviour, describe a person 

across time, and describe dispositional causes for behaviour. Newman and Uleman 

(1993) argued that traits can be used to describe a person, describe frequent behaviour, 

describe a person across time, and describe dispositional causes for behaviour. This 

definition implies that personality traits may be understood in a variety of ways, 

including as underlying theoretical constructs that reflect different behaviours but also 

as reflecting behavioural manifestations. The benefit of judging trait-related information 

is that it assists judges in guiding their own behaviour (Baron & Boudreau, 1987). 

Personality perception and personality judgement enables a judge to simplify their 

world; with respect to persons, this is achieved by describing, understanding, 

explaining, and predicting the behaviour of others (Ferguson, 2007).  

One of the key models of personality judgement is the realistic accuracy model 

(RAM; Funder, 1999) that sought to clarify how humans perceive personality and do so 

accurately. According to RAM, there are four components to accurate personality 

judgement, by which one person (a judge) attempts to assess another (a target). The 

person being judged must provide some kind of information that is relevant to the trait 
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being judged (relevance). This information must be in a form and location where the 

judge can use it (availability). The judge must detect and attend to these cues (detection) 

and the judge must interpret the information correctly (utilisation). Through examining 

what information judges’ use in personality judgement, this study allowed for a greater 

understanding of factors impacting detection and utilisation. 

The detection process is complex due to a lack of knowledge about what judges 

actually pay attention to. At any given time there is an extensive amount of information 

available to a judge. This information includes actual observed behaviour (Brunswik, 

1956; Funder, 1999; Trope & Liberman, 1993), reports of behaviour by others 

(Beauvois & Dubois, 2000), memories of behaviour (Hastie & Kumar, 1979; Newman 

& Uleman, 1993), physical characteristics (Knyazev, Bocharov, Slobodskaya, & 

Ryabichenko, 2008; Naumann, Vazire, Rentfrow, & Gosling, 2009), and situational 

factors (Cantor & Mischel, 1979; Kammrath, Mendoza-Denton, & Mischel, 2005; 

Shoda & Mischel, 1993; Vonk, 1999). However, just because this information is 

available does not necessarily mean it will be attended to. Some judges may be 

extremely skilled and intuitive and others may be inattentive, distracted, or biased 

(Funder, Kolar, & Blackman, 1995). Such reasons for poor detection include mood, the 

judge’s level of cognitive busy-ness, and situational constraints (Funder, 1999). 

Alternatively, some information is likely to be detected and processed more quickly 

with less effort (Windmann & Kruger, 1998). Overall, there is an extensive range of 

information a judge may use in perception, and whether and how this information is 

attended to or not may vary.  

Understanding how information is used is challenging because we do not know 

what information is actually attended to. This is important, as utilisation refers to how 

information about the target is processed to result in a judgement of a target’s 
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personality (Funder, 2012). The importance of utilisation is most apparent when 

different judges who observe the same behaviour arrive at different conclusions about 

the target (Funder, 1999). A key factor in utilisation is determining what information 

judges are more sensitive to and pay more attention to. Utilisation varies between 

judges and what one judge finds important another judge may disregard. In this sense, 

utilisation is crucial in understanding the process of personality judgement and how 

information is used to construct a rating. Despite this, little previous research has 

examined how information is actually used by judges in personality ratings.  

Key models relevant to this thesis 

The primary model for understanding the process of personality assessment that 

is examined in this thesis is Funder’s (1999) RAM. This model outlines the four key 

components associated with personality judgments which included availability, 

relevance, detection, and utilisation. On the basis of RAM, Funder (1999) argued for 

four categories of moderators of accurate personality judgement, namely the target, the 

trait under examination, the information available, and the judge themselves. The key 

components of RAM (relevance, availability, detection, and utilisation) as well as the 

four moderators of accuracy (target, trait, quantity and quality information, and judge) 

will serve as the starting points for the studies contained in this thesis. 

Although Funder’s (1999) RAM has been influential within personality 

research, it does not explicitly address key components of social perception. An 

important element of social perception that is overlooked within RAM but argued to be 

strongly associated with personality assessment is the concept of affordances. 

Affordances refer to the perception of value, meaning or benefit that another object or 

human has for the perceiver (Beauvois & Dubois, 1992). As Beauvois and Dubois 

(1992) stated that “people throw away or ignore worthless objects; people seek, collect, 
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or display valuable ones” (p. 29), reflecting the factors they value, namely the perceiver-

determined affordances. So, affordances fundamentally focus not on what features exist 

independently in the environment but upon the meaning of these features to the 

perceiver and their consequences for action (Greeno, 1994). Consistent with this, 

Beauvois and Dubois (1992), Church, Katigbak, and del Prado (2010), Mignon and 

Mollaret (2002), and Zebrowitz and Collins (1997) all identified that traits offer 

information to the perceiver regarding the uses and benefits of a target. In other words, 

traits are perceived because they offer important and valuable information to the judge 

(Funder, 1999). Despite this, there is little research investigating the role of the judge in 

regards to how affordances influence personality judgement.  

What can be gained from this project 

A key reason why research on personality judgement is important is because our 

understanding of personality traits stemmed from research examining perception. In 

particular, the FFM was developed according to the lexical hypothesis, whereby trait 

groupings reflected the natural language from which ordinary people described one 

another (Larsen & Augustine, 2008; Saucier & Goldberg, 1996). However, much of the 

research on personality focuses on the structure of traits and the empirical strength of 

the FFM (Ching et al., 2014; Rauthmann, 2012; Serfass & Sherman, 2013). Srivastava 

(2010) argued that recent research has lost focus on the true intent of personality, which 

lies in the function of perception. Srivastava (2010) was not alone in arguing for this 

shift in research. Rauthmann (2012), Denissen and Penke (2008), and Serfass and 

Sherman (2013) all called for greater insight into the processes and functions associated 

with personality. Consequently, this dissertation will be one of the first set studies to 

systematically study the functions of personality judgement through understanding what 

information judges actually attend to and use. 
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Structure of the Thesis 

The primary aim of the research reported in this thesis was to investigate the 

information attended to and used by judges when constructing judgements of 

personality. Chapter 2 provides a literature review exploring Funder’s (1999) four 

moderators of accuracy (i.e., the target, the trait, quality and quantity of information, 

and the judge) as starting points for understanding what information influences 

personality judgement. During the review of the moderators, some key areas of 

influence are identified as worthy of greater investigation. These include observability 

of traits, evaluativeness of traits, acquaintance, situational information, and the role of 

affordances. 

Chapter 3 presents Study 1which sought to examine how the information made 

available to a judge impacts their rating of personality. The information presented to 

judges was manipulated in terms of target behaviour and different types of situational 

information. Chapter 4 presents Study 2 which extends the findings of Study 1by 

examining judges’ concerns and how these affect ratings. Through understanding the 

goals and intentions of behaviour, it is argued that judges extract information regarding 

the target’s general affordances (ease of interaction, likeability, predictability, and 

usefulness). Chapter 5 presents Study 3 which examines the information actually used 

to rate personality, the information used to rate general affordances, and the 

comparisons between personality and affordance ratings using a think-aloud method. 

The final chapter, Chapter 6 contains the overall integration of the primary 

findings of this research. The findings are presented as triangulated data reflecting the 

importance of the information available, the role of the judge, and what information is 

used. These primary findings are mapped onto Funder’s (1999) RAM to create an 

extended framework that reflects how personality judgements are constructed.  
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 

Judgements of personality refer to the evaluations of the persistent psychological 

properties of the people we encounter (Funder, 1995). These personality judgements are 

fundamental in navigating and interacting with others in the social world as they help us 

decide who to befriend, who to love, who to work for, and who to avoid. As personality 

is a powerful predictor of consequential life outcomes (Hampson, 2012; Roberts, 

Kuncel, Shiner, Caspi, & Goldberg, 2007), yet can be judged with some validity in less 

than 100 milliseconds (Willis & Todorov, 2006), whilst assessed with considerable 

accuracy by others (Connelly & Ones, 2010), it is important to understand how people 

assess personality.  

For most of the past half century, the dominant model within which personality 

traits have been understood has been the five factor model (FFM) (Anusic, Schimmack, 

Pinkus, & Lockwood, 2009; Block, 2010; Digman, 1990; Oh, Wang, & Mount, 2011; 

Saucier, 2002; Saucier & Goldberg, 1996). The FFM was developed on the basis of the 

lexical hypothesis, whereby trait groupings reflected the natural language from which 

ordinary people described one another (Larsen & Augustine, 2008; Saucier & Goldberg, 

1996). The particular areas of interest related to agreeableness, conscientiousness, 

emotional stability, extraversion and openness to experience (Kammrath et al., 2005; 

McAdams, 1992). Goldberg (1990) claimed that the five factors represent five questions 

an individual would seek to learn about another person upon meeting them for the first 

time. Furthermore, the FFM offers a unique framework that emphasises how personality 

is most meaningfully understood from the judge’s point of view.  

Accuracy and Personality Judgement  

Of theories designed to model perception, one of the few that specifically 

focuses upon personality judgement was presented by Funder (1999). According to 
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Funder (1999), accuracy of a personality judgement is based on the congruency of a 

judgement with other sources of information. Funder (1999) labelled his approach the 

realistic accuracy model (RAM), in which there are four components that contribute to 

accurate personality judgement. The first of these processes is known as relevance, 

which refers to whether a target (the person whose personality is being judged) exhibits 

behaviour that is relevant to the trait being judged. The next process is known as 

availability, where information must be in a form and location where the judge (the 

person making the personality judgement) can make use of it. The third process is 

known as detection and involves the judge detecting and attending to information about 

the target. The final process is known as utilisation, where the judge interprets the 

information to produce a judgement. Funder (1999) argued that each of these processes 

is fundamental in accurate personality judgement. 

On the basis of RAM, Funder (1999) identified the key moderators of accuracy. 

These moderators reflect factors about the target, the trait, the information available, 

and the person making the judgement, that have the capacity to aid or impair the 

personality judgement process. These four moderators are a critical element of 

understanding personality judgement, providing insight into what factors are influential 

when constructing a rating of personality. So, the good target is more judgeable, as a 

result of demonstrating more consistent behaviour that is relevant to the trait, while a 

good trait is one that is easily observed, more readily interpretable and less susceptible 

to social desirability bias. Good information refers to differing levels of quantity and 

quality of information available to the judge. Finally, the good judge possesses better 

knowledge, has a better ability to judge the personality of others, and is more motivated 

to do so accurately. Consequently, each of these moderators has clear implications for 
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the nature and quality of the relationship between targets’ traits and judges’ ratings of 

these traits. 

The importance of these moderators was tested by Connelly and Ones (2010) 

through a meta-analysis. Their study focussed on how a combination of accuracy 

approaches (i.e., self-other agreement, other consensus, and behavioural prediction) can 

contribute to our understanding of accurate trait perception. Self-other agreement, other 

consensus, and behavioural prediction were found to be stronger with traits more 

observable in behaviour, greater target-judge acquaintance, in traits with lower 

evaluativeness, and cross-situational opportunities to observe target behaviour. 

Connelly and Ones (2010) demonstrated that each of Funder’s (1999) moderators 

relating to targets, traits, information, and the judge influenced the accuracy of 

personality judgement.  

This and other research has used RAM to examine how people create a 

judgement of personality, mostly by focusing upon how traits are identified (Bassili, 

1989; Borkenau & Liebler, 1995; Jackson et al., 2010), differences between individuals 

(Costa, Terracciano, & McCrae, 2001; Funder & Dobroth, 1987; Schmitt, Realo, 

Voracek, & Allik, 2008), and the implications for relationships between personality and 

criterion variables (e.g., personality and various forms of performance) (Barrick & 

Mount, 1991; Ozer & Benet-Martinez, 2006; Poropat, 2014, 2011; Roberts et al., 2007). 

What these studies have not examined is the actual information people use when 

constructing personality ratings. There has been surprisingly little direct research on this 

issue despite Webb (1915) arguing that research is needed to understand what people 

actually pay attention to when assessing personality.   
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A Framework of Personality Judgement for this Research 

To begin understanding what information people use in personality ratings, 

Funder’s (1999) moderators of accuracy may be used as a framework to organise the 

literature. Specifically, factors relevant to the target, to the trait, to the information 

available, and the judge are discussed below in terms of what they add to our 

understanding of what people are mostly likely to think about and respond to when 

perceiving personality.  

How the target contributes to perception. 

The first moderator refers to the target and the target’s judgeability. Funder 

(2012) proposed that people who are more judgeable tend to perform more behaviours, 

be more transparent in their thoughts and feelings, their behaviour is more reflective of 

their personality, and their behaviour is consistent from one situation to the next 

(Funder, 2012). Biesanz (2010) developed and tested a social accuracy model of 

interpersonal perception and a component of this model examined expressive accuracy, 

whereby some people tend to be perceived more accurately as a result of being more 

readable, legible, judgeable, and transparent in their actions. Consistent with Funder’s 

RAM, Biesanz (2010) concluded that there are systematic differences that make some 

targets more judgeable than others.  

Earlier work has examined the target factors that contribute to accuracy as 

measured through inter-judge agreement. Biesanz and West (2000) concluded that a 

target with more consistent behaviour will be perceived with greater accuracy as 

measured through agreement between self-other ratings. Colvin (1993) concluded that 

targets that attain the greatest congruence between self and other ratings are described 

as extraverted, agreeable, conscientious, and emotionally stable. Biesanz and West 
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(2000) and Colvin’s (1993) research highlighted that there are specific traits as well as 

the consistency of behaviour that influences personality judgement.  

However, there is considerably less research examining what makes a good 

target in comparison to Funder’s other moderators (Beer & Brooks, 2011). What 

evidence exists suggests that with respect to the good target moderator, in relation to 

personality perception the observability of a target’s behaviour, differences across traits, 

and cross-situational consistency are factors that enhance accuracy and are ultimately 

influential on the personality assessment process.   

How the trait contributes to perception. 

Funder (1999) argued that some traits are more easily judged than others. 

According to the self-other asymmetry model (Vazire, 2010), information that is more 

observable, such as behaviour, is more readily detected when perceiving personality 

traits. For example, Borkenau and Liebler (1995) and Funder (1999) found that because 

talkative behaviour and social skills were more visible, this facilitated the accurate 

judgements of extraversion. However, Connelly and Ones (2010) concluded that traits 

lower in visibility may be perceived accurately when the judge and target relationship is 

marked by intimacy. When intimacy is lacking, such as when assessing the personality 

of a stranger, behaviour that is more visible is likely to play a greater role in personality 

perception (Borkenau & Liebler, 1992a). So, the observability of behaviour influences 

what information is attended to by a judge but this may vary depending on the level of 

acquaintance.  

Through the process of looking at which traits are more readily identified in 

behaviour, researchers have explored the behavioural manifestations of traits (Borkenau 

& Liebler, 1995; Furnham, 1990; Gangestad, Simpson, DiGeronimo, & Biek, 1992; 

Gifford, 1994; Gill, Oberlander, & Austin, 2006; Gosling, Ko, Mannarelli, & Morris, 
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2002; Jackson et al., 2010; Mairesse, Walker, Mehl, & Moore, 2007; Mehl, Gosling, & 

Pennebaker, 2006; Pennebaker & King, 1999; Rentfrow & Gosling, 2006; Scherer, 

1979; Smith, Brown, Strong, & Rencher, 1975). For example, the five factors of 

personality have all been linked to specific behaviour whilst being perceived. 

Agreeableness has been linked to frequent head nodding (Gifford, 1994), attractiveness, 

friendly facial expression, and frequent smiling (Borkenau & Liebler, 1995), while low 

agreeableness was linked to frequency of swearing (Mehl et al., 2006). 

Conscientiousness was linked to word use including avoiding negative emotion words 

(Pennebaker & King, 1999), faster speech rate (Smith et al., 1975), refined appearance, 

infrequent head movements, and effortful reading (Borkenau & Liebler, 1995). Jackson 

et al. (2010) concluded that conscientiousness was linked to being tidy, thinking before 

acting, writing down important dates, being professionally dressed, using timelines, 

finishing set work before relaxing, ensuring work is correct, rarely missing 

appointments, and rarely submitting assignments late. Neuroticism was linked to word 

use including first person singular pronouns, more negative emotion words (Pennebaker 

& King, 1999), while emotional stability was linked to stout physical appearance, 

friendly expression, self-assured expression, smiling, and having a pleasant voice 

(Borkenau & Liebler, 1995). Extraversion has been linked to frequent talking, repetitive 

use of words, fewer pauses, faster speech rate, informal language, positive emotion 

words, references to shared or common knowledge (Pennebaker & King, 1999), stylish 

hair, friendly expression, self-assured expression, smiling, relaxed posture, frequent 

head movements, powerful voice, indifferent expression (Borkenau & Liebler, 1995), 

amount of eye contact, and number of laughs (Gangestad et al., 1992). Openness was 

linked to the use of longer words, avoidance of first person singular pronouns, use of 

present tense (Pennebaker & King, 1999), use of words related to insight (Mehl et al., 
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2006), attractiveness, friendly facial expressions, effortful reading, being fashionably 

dressed, and stylish hair (Borkenau & Liebler, 1995). So, the five factors have all been 

linked to a range of observable behaviour and characteristics. 

Research on the behavioural manifestation of traits is important to our 

understanding of how personality judgements are constructed. Funder and Sneed (1993) 

concluded that judges have an implicit theory of the behaviours which they believe are 

diagnostic of specific traits and these behavioural markers of traits tend to be more 

observable. Consequently, judges search for these behaviours when making 

dispositional inferences (Funder & Sneed, 1993). However, the more observable such 

trait-relevant behaviours are, the more easily a judge detects them (Funder & Sneed, 

1993). These observable behaviours may inadvertently have greater influence in 

judgements of personality simply as a result of greater ease in the perception process. 

So, traits that are more observable in behaviour are more likely to be attended to.  

However, not only can traits be more observable, they also can be more 

desirable. All traits have an evaluative component relating to this level of desirability, 

and this influences ratings (Anusic et al., 2009). Thus, highly desirable or highly 

undesirable traits are also referred to as highly evaluative traits and include openness, 

conscientiousness, agreeableness, and emotional stability (John & Robins, 1993). 

Musch and Klaver (2003) argued that the less desirable a trait is the less accurate a self-

rated personality judgement is likely to be. This was supported by Spain, Eaton, and 

Funder (2000) who found participants were generally less accurate when rating negative 

emotional behaviour and traits when compared to actual behaviour. John and Robins 

(1993) proposed that less agreement exists between self and other ratings for highly 

evaluative traits because of distorted self-perceptions. Halo bias in self ratings was 

found to be a reliable and stable bias in individual perceptions of self (Anusic et al., 
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2009). Thus, traits that have an evaluative component impact how accurately they may 

be perceived by self in comparison to others and this suggests that how ratings of highly 

evaluative personality traits are constructed may differ from ratings of low evaluative 

traits.  

Consequently, the observability of trait-relevant behaviour and how evaluative 

the trait is may impact how personality ratings are constructed. Different information 

may be sought by a judge, or used in different ways, depending on the level of trait 

observability and trait evaluativeness. Based on further examination of how the trait 

itself may influence personality perception, trait observability and evaluativeness are 

likely to impact the judgements of personality traits. 

Quantity and quality of information. 

The next moderator of personality judgement relates to the quantity and quality 

of information made available to a judge when perceiving personality (Funder, 1999). 

Information quantity refers to the amount of target-related evidence available to a judge 

and is the result of longer acquaintance or periods of observation of the target, whereas 

information quality refers to the extent to which information about a target’s personality 

is meaningful with respect to any traits being judged (Funder, 2012). According to 

Funder (1999), higher quantity and quality information will allow for more accurate 

judgements of personality, which therefore has consequences for subsequent personality 

ratings.  

Judges who are well acquainted with their targets tend to have access to both a 

higher quantity of information and higher quality information (Funder, 1999). With 

well-acquainted targets, judges have knowledge of behaviour across time and situations 

to draw upon, which facilitates the perception process (Kolar & Funder, 1996). 

Consistent with this, the level of acquaintance with a target has repeatedly been shown 
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to substantially improve accuracy of personality-assessment, resulting in ratings that 

provide better prediction of behavioural criteria (Barrick, Patton, & Haugland, 2000; 

Colvin & Funder, 1991; Funder, 1999; Funder et al., 1995; John & Robins, 1993; 

Letzring, Wells, & Funder, 2006; Watson, Hubbard, & Wiese, 2000).  

When perceiving strangers the quantity and quality of information available to a 

judge is considerably less than with a best friend or life-partner. For example, Carney et 

al. (2007) investigated the effect of the length of time a judge had to view a stranger’s 

behaviour and found that judgements after a five minute interaction were typically more 

accurate than a first impression (Carney et al., 2007). Similarly, increasing information 

led to more reliable and differentiated peer judgments in a study where 300 seconds of a 

target on video coincided with more accurate target ratings than five, 20, 45, and 60 

seconds of video (Beer & Watson, 2010). So even when perceiving strangers after very 

brief periods, greater exposure to the target has an impact on the quantity of information 

available and this greater exposure to information influences accuracy.  

In regards to the quality of information, Beer and Brooks (2011) examined 

information quality through manipulating values information and factual information 

about a target, and found that information about values was rated as more important by 

judges than factual information about a target. However, Beer and Brook (2011) found 

that factual information was related to judgements of conscientiousness and values 

information was related to emotional stability. This suggests that different types of 

information have different uses during personality judgements and that different types 

of information may vary in importance to a judge, meaning that the nature of 

information quality can be quite varied.  

A further example of this is that the situation in which a target is perceived can 

vary the quality of information for a judge. So while Funder’s (1995) RAM emphasises 
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the importance of the situation for setting the starting point for relevant and available 

information in personality, situations also facilitate how a judge makes sense of a 

target’s behaviour. Specifically, situations can prime judges to think about expected 

behaviour in a given situation and to assess whether the behaviour observed is 

congruent with this expectation (Chen, 2003; Idson & Mischel, 2001). In turn, 

behaviour in certain situations can prime judges to think about certain traits (Saucier et 

al., 2007). The interaction between behaviour across situations is used by judges to infer 

additional information about the target that cannot be directly observed (Kammrath et 

al., 2005). Kammrath et al. (2005) concluded that judges use the behaviour of a target 

across situations to infer attitudes, values, and beliefs about the target. Through these 

processes, situations can have a strong influence on how personality is perceived and 

judged.  

Funder (2006) emphasised that behaviour can vary as a function of changes 

across situations. Funder and Colvin (1991) investigated the consistency of participant 

behaviour across two testing sessions. In the second session participants’ behaviour 

differed and this was attributed to the familiarity of encountering the same research 

session with the same research assistant, which reduced anxiety about the process. 

Whilst the change in the situation was relatively minor there were psychological 

differences in the second session for participants (Funder, 2006; Funder & Colvin, 

1991). However, Funder (2006) argued that despite the changes in participants’ 

behaviour in the second session, there was cross-situational consistency in individual 

differences whereby participants who were the most fearful in the first session were still 

the more fearful in the second session. Similarly, participants who laughed the most in 

the first session continued to laugh the most in the second session. So, whilst changes in 
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a situation can impact behaviour, it is important to emphasise that behaviour and 

personality do not change entirely from situation to situation (Funder, 2006).  

One way changes in situations can impact judgments is through the quality of 

information provided to a judge through situational constraints. Beer and Brook (2011) 

proposed a model of perception that accounted for high quality information using 

behavioural observation and situational strength. Known as the strong situation 

hypothesis, it refers to a moderating effect in which the strength of the situation 

influences the extent that personality influences behaviour (Cooper & Withey, 2009). 

The idea of a strong situation was outlined by Mischel (1977), who claimed that strong 

situations are those that result in all parties understanding the events in a similar way, 

creating uniform expectations regarding the appropriateness of behaviour, and providing 

strong incentives to encourage the performance of situationally-appropriate behaviour. 

In contrast, weak situations have an absence of these elements. For example, some 

situations enable the target to express a wide range of behaviours as the constraints on 

behaviour are low, these include parties and social activities where there are few 

expectations or restrictions upon behaviour (Funder, 1999). Other situations allow the 

presence of a specific set of target behaviours, as the constraints governing behaviour 

are very high, these include church, formal gatherings, or at work. Funder (1999) argued 

that observing a target in a weaker situation will enable more accurate and detailed 

personality inferences to take place. So, different types of situations allow for the 

expression of different types of behaviour and this has consequences for accuracy. This 

means that the situation has an impact on the information available and how it is used 

when constructing a rating of personality.  

One approach to examine and understand the influence of situations on 

personality and behaviour is the situational taxonomy of Saucier et al. (2007). Saucier et 
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al.’s (2007) taxonomy was derived from spontaneously-generated descriptions of 

situations, which included four situational domains, namely locations, associations, 

activities, roles, and passively experienced processes. However, personality research has 

tended to only examine the impact of situation through a single type of situation 

manipulation (Rauthmann, 2012). There is an opportunity to further examine the 

process of personality through examination of how different types of situations impact 

personality judgements.   

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this review of information quantity 

and quality and the effects upon personality judgements. First, longer acquaintanceship 

means that greater information is available to the judge of personality. Even when 

perceiving strangers, longer lengths of time aid in the quantity of information the judges 

can use for personality judgement. Second, different types of information (such as 

values or facts) are relevant and useful for judgements of different traits. Third, 

situations have meaningful consequences for personality ratings, because they have the 

potential to impact the kinds of behaviours that targets express and consequently impact 

the behaviours that judges can perceive. Further, if a judge can observe a target across 

situations they may be more likely to acquire better quality information about the target. 

Therefore, manipulations of information quantity and quality, especially associated with 

situational information, are expected to impact judgements of personality. 

How the judge contributes to perception. 

The final moderator of personality perception within Funder’s (1999) RAM is 

the ability of a judge to make an accurate judgement of others. Interestingly, the ability 

to judge another human is a skill that all humans possess and is needed for survival 

(Haselton & Funder, 2006), however some judges are said to be more accurate than 

others (Funder, 1999). Good judges tend to be female (Chan, Rogers, Parisotto, & 
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Biesanz, 2011), tend to make more positive attributions (Funder, 2012), and are 

individuals with higher levels of agreeableness and emotional stability (Letzring, 2008), 

who can detect similarity between themselves and the target (Letzring, 2010), and have 

higher self-rated confidence (Patterson, Foster, & Bellmer, 2001). McLarney-Vesotski, 

Bernieri, and Rempala (2011) concluded that social knowledge, motivation to read 

others, and the ability to multi-task are essential components for good judges. Letzring 

(2008) concluded that judgmental accuracy was related to social skill, agreeableness, 

and adjustment, as these characteristics of good judges (i.e., more talkative, creating a 

relaxed atmosphere, confidence) created environments where the target elicited more 

behavioural cues. So, the ability to make accurate personality judgements of others 

appears to itself be a reliable form of individual difference.  

However, the idea that some judges are simply better is a contentious topic. 

Biesanz (2010) conducted two studies designed to assess accuracy in interpersonal 

judgements. The first study examined how participants’ rated common targets presented 

in a video, and the second incorporated round-robin ratings where small groups of 

participants engaged in a getting-to-know-you conversation and then rated each other’s 

personality. Multi-level modelling in accordance with the social accuracy model 

(Biesanz, 2010), was then applied, leading Biesanz (2010) to conclude that individual 

differences in the accuracy of judges were relatively small. Instead, there appeared to be 

no differences in how judges detect unique information and personality characteristics 

about others. This finding supports previous work that concluded that there is little 

evidence that some judges are more accurate than others (Lippa & Dietz, 2004; Mottus 

et al., 2001). However, it is important to emphasise that the role of the judge in 

personality assessment processes tends to be researched in regards to the characteristics 

that judges possess that make them more or less accurate. In this sense the role of the 
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judge in personality judgements has been limited to accuracy. Given that the personality 

process occurs primarily within the judge, there is considerable opportunity to expand 

our understanding of the role of the judge. 

For example, judges bring their own interests and concerns into the personality 

assessment process. A way in which to understand how a judge’s own concerns may 

influence personality judgements is through affordances, an idea that is grounded within 

Gibson’s (1979) ecological theory of perception. According to Gibson (1979), the 

inherent value and meaning of things in the environment can be directly perceived by a 

judge because these are dependent upon the judge’s own goals and needs, so personality 

perception is inherently linked to opportunities for action. McArthur and Baron (1983) 

and Zebrowitz and Collins (1997) emphasised the link between perceived affordances 

and social perception that defined affordances in terms of a person’s characteristics, 

appearance, and behaviour that can indicate what uses or benefits the target possesses or 

can do for the judge in assisting the judge to achieve the judge’s own goals (Patterson et 

al., 2001). So, a judge’s own concerns will manifest in judgements of personality 

through how the judge perceives the uses or benefits of targets.  

The concept of affordances has previously been linked with personality 

perception. Beauvois and Dubois (2000) argued that traits themselves are types of 

general affordances, because specific traits can be perceived as more or less useful to 

others and perceiving the traits that a target possesses provides information to the judge 

about the importance of a target. Consistent with this, Goldberg (1990) highlighted that 

there are core categories of information that judges seek when observing others. These 

key areas reflect whether this target will be dominant or passive, will the target be 

agreeable and friendly, whether the target is dependable, and whether the target is 

intelligent. These key areas for understanding others reflect both affordances and traits. 
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For example, if someone was perceived as being dominant, disagreeable, unstable and 

unintelligent, this target would offer less rewards and benefits to the judge and may 

signal that this person may not be worth the investment of energy and time in 

establishing a relationship. Thus, affordances and traits overlap, as they represent the 

information judges wish to know about a target. 

Interestingly, the relationship between affordances and the impact they have on 

personality perception may be understood through goals. Specifically, all behaviour at 

some level is purposeful and goal-orientated (Read, Jones, & Miller, 1990) whereby 

behaviour serves the purpose of attaining rewards or avoiding punishment (Carver, 

2006). Accordingly, the target is goal-orientated in their behaviour and the judge 

perceives the target in regards to the uses or benefits the target offers to the judge in 

achieving the judge’s own goals (Patterson et al., 2001). This means that different target 

behaviours will convey different information about goals and this information also 

facilitates the perception of affordances. Even Borkenau (1990) argued the goal 

orientated nature of trait-relevant behaviour. Through understanding what uses and 

benefits target behaviour conveys we may acquire a better understanding of how a 

judge’s own concerns and goals impact all types of perception, including personality 

judgements. A means to understanding behaviour is through the types of goals that 

people pursue. Most commonly examined in research are goals reflecting the need to 

belong and the need to feel competent in what one does (Deci & Ryan, 2000). This 

means that there may be more general types of affordances that judges are sensitive to 

that relate to different types of goals regarding the need to belong and the need to feel 

competent. This thesis proposed that judges’ own concerns reflecting the general 

affordances of usefulness, likeability, predictability and ease may influence judgements 

of personality. 
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Given that affordances refers to the uses or benefits a target possesses or can 

provide for the perceiver, a starting point for understanding the types of affordances that 

reflect the judge’s own concerns relates to use. Usefulness is perhaps the most obvious 

of affordances, as reflected by the substantial body of literature examining perceived 

usefulness of objects (Amoako-Gyampha, 2007; Calisir & Calisir, 2004; Karahanna & 

Straub, 1999; Purnawirawan, De Pelsmacker, & Dens, 2012; Saade & Bahli, 2005). 

Karahanna and Straub (1999) argued that perceived usefulness reflects the extent to 

which an individual believes that use of a particular object would improve the 

perceiver’s performance. In regards to social affordances, usefulness may be understood 

as a person’s characteristics, appearance, and behaviour indicating to a judge what uses 

the target possesses or what the target can do for the judge that will aid the judge to 

achieve goals (Patterson et al., 2001). Consistent with this, Mollaret and Nicol (2008) 

concluded that first impressions of strangers actually reflected perceptions of the social 

usefulness of that person. According to social exchange theory, an individual’s 

preferences for others is based on the minimax principle, whereby individuals choose to 

be around others with the maximum number of valued benefits and the fewest perceived 

costs (Cook, Cheshire, Rice, & Nakagawa, 2013; Emerson, 1976). Similarly, according 

to the complementarity of needs hypothesis, humans are attracted to others who possess 

characteristics that complement, fulfil and gratify their own personal needs and goals 

(Dryer & Horowitz, 1997). Furthermore, the perceived usefulness of a target may be a 

type of information relevant to a judge’s own concerns that impacts how personality is 

perceived.  

Another type of general affordance that may influence how a judge perceives 

others is likeability. Likeability was examined as a type of affordance associated with 

personality traits as studies have shown that some personality traits are associated with 
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being liked more by others (Wortman & Wood, 2011). Trait descriptors associated with 

extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness were associated with people who 

were found to be liked more (Wortman & Wood, 2011). Alternatively, the traits of 

emotional stability and openness were not directly related to being liked but being 

emotionally unstable and being “complex” or “deep” was associated with being disliked 

(Wortman & Wood, 2011). An explanation for how being liked impacts personality 

judgements is through interpersonal attraction. Pirolli and Card (1999) examined the 

factors that influence interpersonal attraction and found that the perception of rewards 

and punishment when people interact are highly influential. Individuals who are 

associated with rewards are liked and considered desirable whereas those who are 

linked to punishments are disliked and avoided (Eagly & Chaiken, 1993; Pirolli & Card, 

1999), so likeability appears to be an integrated assessment of outcomes associated with 

the individual. Therefore, likeability may influence personality judgements through 

positive and negative valence associated with the trait and the target.  

A further type of general affordance is behavioural consistency or the 

predictability of others’ behaviour. Mignon and Mollaret (2002) argued that the 

perception of affordances was firstly drawn from the target’s behaviour and that much 

of the value afforded by descriptive knowledge of the target lies in the information it 

reveals regarding the consistency or predictability of behaviour. The ability to predict 

others’ behaviour accurately and consistently has long been argued to be important to 

humans (Colvin & Funder, 1991; Monson, Hesley, & Chernick, 1982; Newman & 

Uleman, 1993), for example because the ability to predict others’ behaviour enables a 

perceiver to pre-empt the actions of others, allowing the perceiver to interact with these 

individuals more easily (Tanke & Lund, 1980). Alternatively, being able to predict 

threat in others is fundamental to harm avoidance and survival (Cole, Balcetis, & 
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Dunning, 2013; Doty, Japee, Ingvar, & Ungerleider, 2013; LoBue & DeLoache, 2010; 

Neuberg, Kenrick, & Schaller, 2011; Windmann & Kruger, 1998). Thus, perceiving a 

target as predictable would be a good thing, as it allows a judge to be more confident in 

making behavioural decisions when interacting with the target (Beauvois & Dubois, 

2000). Consequently, the ability to predict the behaviour of others may be a type of 

affordance the judges perceive that influences personality judgements.  

A final type of general affordance that may be detected and used in personality 

judgements is perceived ease of interaction. The importance of ease was firstly 

identified in research examining the affordances of objects (Amoako-Gyampha, 2007; 

Calisir & Calisir, 2004; Karahanna & Straub, 1999; Saade & Bahli, 2005). Karahanna 

and Straub (1999) defined ease as an individual’s belief that using a particular object 

would be effortless and easy, and found that perceived ease was related to but distinct 

from perceived usefulness. Consistent with the minimax principle, Mignon and Mollaret 

(2002) argued that people choose to be around those with whom they can have adaptive 

interactions and avoid those with whom an interaction is likely to be challenging and 

maladaptive, so perceived ease is likely to be important for a judge. Mignon and 

Mollaret (2002) found that adaptive interactions that are more easy to engage in are also 

perceived as more useful (i.e., adaptive) and also influence how likability is perceived 

(i.e., individuals you choose to be around). In other words, targets who are perceived to 

be easier to interact with may be associated with usefulness, as well as being more 

likeable, which implies that this should influence how personality is perceived.  

This section has explored how understanding factors about the judge can 

contribute insights into how personality ratings are constructed. Funder’s (1999) 

original proposal about characteristics that make someone a more accurate judge was 

reviewed. An important criticism of the good judge factor is that a single characteristic 
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that consistently differentiates good judges may not exist (Biesanz, 2010), leading to 

consideration of how a judge’s own concerns may impact perception processes through 

increasing attention to factors linked with general affordances, especially factors that 

judges perceive as most useful and beneficial. Ultimately, different judges may perceive 

different affordances from different target behaviour. So, the role of general affordances 

should have an important impact on what judges pay attention to and how information 

is used in personality judgements.   

Cognitive Processes Associated With Ratings 

RAM offers a strong framework for understanding the general processes 

involved in a judgement of personality. In developing RAM, Funder (1999) simplified 

the complex array of processes associated with judgement. Specifically, RAM does not 

explicitly incorporate a range of cognitive processes that affect how relevance, 

availability, detection, and utilisation would function when judges are formulating a 

judgement using a rating scale. Yet the cognitive processes associated with rating scale 

responses need to be considered in any comprehensive understanding of how ratings of 

personality are created.  

The models that contribute most to our understanding of the processes involved 

in ratings were proposed by Krosnick (1999) and Ziegler (2011). Krosnick (1999) 

argued that when responding to an item, the test taker must first comprehend the item 

and retrieve relevant information corresponding to the item. This retrieved information 

is integrated into a judgement, which is then mapped onto the rating scale. Ziegler 

(2011) supported the presence of a four stage model of responding but concluded that 

the mapping occurs too quickly to ascertain the sub-processes involved, limiting the 

capacity of researchers to model these sub-processes. Although Funder’s (1990) cue 

utilisation does not include a mapping process, Krosnick’s (1999) model highlights that 
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it is likely that additional cognitive processes are involved when judges translate their 

judgement onto a rating scale. However, there is a lack of clarity regarding what this 

mapping process involves.  

Funder (1999) argued that if a judge fails to adequately undertake the RAM 

components, an inaccurate judgement of personality will occur. However, Krosnick 

(1999) argued that engaging in all four processes (i.e., comprehension, retrieval, 

judgement, and mapping) when a test taker is motivated and free from distractions 

represents an ideal strategy for responding, referred to as an optimising strategy. 

Alternatively, when a respondent is not motivated to provide thorough high-quality 

answers they adopt a different type of response strategy. A satisficing strategy occurs 

when a respondent adjusts the amount of effort they use to complete the task in 

accordance to the level of importance the task is associated with. This means that some 

of the cognitive steps may be skipped or performed less thoroughly with the objective 

of providing a satisfactory response as opposed to an optimally-accurate response. This 

is an important consideration as judgements of personality need not always be 

constructed with optimum processing strategies: satisfactory processing is often all that 

is needed especially when rapid judgements of personality are required (Ambady, 

Bernieri, & Richeson, 2000; Carney, Colvin, & Hall, 2007). 

Consistent with this, both Krosnick (1999) and Ziegler (2011) highlight that 

judges response processing may vary and that different considerations can lead to 

changes to the rating processes. Krosnick (1999) focused on how assessments of the 

importance of a rating may result in different levels of thoroughness of processing. This 

means that situational factors and how important different tasks are in a given situation 

(e.g., high stakes pre-employment testing) has an impact on how ratings are constructed. 

Ziegler (2011) focused on how the social situation within which a rating is constructed 
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contributes to socially desirable responding. Similarly, Tourangeau and Rasinski 

(1988), referred to an editing process whereby a respondent will deliberately alter their 

responses in a rating in an attempt to be consistent with the espoused views and beliefs 

of the other people present. These authors emphasised different influences upon rating 

processes, yet they each suggest that how a judge constructs their judgements will be 

influenced in part by situational and social determinants. 

Through examining the cognitive processes associated with survey responses it 

becomes clear that there are other processes that may be influential on how judges 

construct a rating of personality. Whilst cognitive processes involved in responding to 

rating scales are an important component in the personality judgement process, they will 

not be explored in this thesis. Prior to understanding the role of the processes involved 

in responding to survey items it is necessary to initially focus on what information is 

used by judges when constructing ratings of personality. Few if any studies have 

examined what information is used during personality ratings Webb (1915) highlighted 

this issue, and considerable work is needed to understand what is involved in general 

ratings of personality prior to integrating specific cognitive processes associated with 

rating scales. These cognitive processes should be considered by subsequent studies as 

the models presented by Krosnick (1999), Ziegler (2011) and Tourangeau and Rasinski 

(1988) highlight that judgements of personality are more complex when rating scales 

are involved. 

The Current Research 

The primary aim of the research reported in this thesis was to investigate what 

information people use when rating personality. Through reviewing literature about the 

moderators of accuracy proposed by Funder (1999), a range of factors that influence the 

accuracy of personality ratings were identified. Targets of personality ratings 
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contributed to accuracy through display of relevant observable behaviour, the 

consistency of behaviour, and the traits a target possesses, thereby influencing 

personality judgements. Observability of traits in behaviour and the evaluativeness of 

traits has also been shown to influence how accurately a target is perceived. Likewise, 

the quantity and quality of information affects accuracy as a function of 

acquaintanceship and type of situation. Judges may or may not contribute to accuracy 

through their unique characteristics, but these might not be as influential as the judge’s 

own concerns, such as those that are reflected in the general affordances of ease of 

interaction, likeability, predictability, and usefulness. Adding rating scales to 

personality judgements is also expected to create additional cognitive processing and 

impact responses strategies. These factors about the target, the trait, the quantity and 

quality of information, the judge, and the rating task influence accuracy, and should 

therefore have an influence on the personality judgements process. However, this 

conclusion has not been directly assessed. These factors were examined through the 

studies presented in this thesis to further identify what information people attend to and 

use in personality judgements.  
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Chapter 3: Study 1  

Through the course of understanding personality and understanding how 

personality is perceived in others, a substantial amount of research has examined the 

differences between individuals and the implications these differences in traits have for 

criterion variables such as job performance (Connelly & Ones, 2010) or academic 

performance (Poropat, 2014, in press). However, this course of research enquiry 

assumes that we have a comprehensive understanding of what information people use in 

personality perception and how it influences personality judgements from which to 

predict outcomes. Unfortunately, we know very little about personality judgement 

processes and the role that the information available to a judge has on the final ratings 

of personality. Consequently, this study will address this gap in the literature by 

examining how the information available to a judge affects judgements of personality.  

In understanding how the information available to a judge influences the final 

rating, it is necessary to firstly define the process of cue utilisation from Funder’s 

(1999) account of the realistic accuracy model (RAM). Within RAM, readily available 

and relevant cues are detected by judges and these cues are interpreted and utilised to 

create final judgements of personality (Funder, 1999). Funder (1999) emphasised that 

cue utilisation is the most error-prone component of the rating process, as most judges 

are generally less conscious of information processing during cue utilisation. A lack of 

conscious processing allows frequently encountered stimuli to be processed 

automatically where heuristics and biases in attention may interfere with the accuracy of 

information processing (Bargh, 1984). According to RAM, cue utilisation is partially 

automatic, making it more difficult for researchers to access. Consequently, there is still 

a great deal we do not understand about how different pieces of information culminate 

in a rating of personality.  
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Whilst prior work on personality perception has emphasised the important role 

that situations play (Ching et al., 2014; De Raad et al., 2008; Funder, 2012; Saucier et 

al., 2007; Serfass & Sherman, 2013), the study reported in this chapter was based upon 

a different approach. Specifically, rather than examining personality traits within a 

given situation this study explored how the availability of situational information 

impacts how traits are judged. So, this study examined the consequences of the 

manipulation of key types of information (situation and behaviour) used in personality 

judgements and how these correspond to predictable changes in the way traits are rated.  

Situations and Personality  

A key factor that is believed to influence perception processes is the situation 

within which a target is perceived. Situations are linked with personality judgement 

because they have the capacity to modify the expression of behaviour and traits 

(Reynolds & Karraker, 2009; Saucier et al., 2007). De Raad et al. (2008) proposed that 

traits ultimately refer to behaviour in situations. However, the difference between 

situations in how they influence the judgement of traits has yet to be examined. 

Consequently, this section reviews research that highlights how situational information 

can drive behaviour and can also ultimately influence judgements. 

Situations are difficult to adequately describe and understand (Sherman, Nave, 

& Funder, 2010), largely because there are two components of situation that have rarely 

been distinguished: an objective component attributable to the situation being perceived 

and a subjective component attributable to the person doing the perceiving (Serfass & 

Sherman, 2013). Recognition of these components is relevant to this thesis because an 

objective and a subjective process are also likely to be present within and have an 

impact upon trait judgements. 
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Understanding the process by which situations are perceived has other 

consequences for personality judgements: knowledge of a situation also assists the 

assessment of personality. For example, Bem and Funder (1978) found that each 

situation is linked to a range of expected or idealised behaviours for a situation, which 

assist a judge to disambiguate behaviour by enabling them to assess the appropriateness 

of actual behaviour within the situation (Bem & Funder, 1978; Newman & Uleman, 

1993). Consequently, judges can evaluate the presence or absence of ideal behaviours in 

a situation to further evaluate the personality of the target (Cheri, 2003, Cheri-Idson & 

Mischel, 2001). Similarly, Saucier et al. (2007) argued that situations tend to correspond 

to shared beliefs about prototypical behaviour and these shared beliefs prime judges to 

attend to specific personality traits. These expected behaviours for a situation may be 

used by judges to help perceive a target’s personality through implying which 

behaviours to pay more attention to (Chen, 2003; Idson & Mischel, 2001). So it appears 

that when assessing personality, the comparison between situationally-based 

expectations and individually-displayed behaviours plays an important role. 

This is at least partly exemplified by the way in which personality perception is 

influenced by behavioural changes across situations. For example, an individual’s 

behaviour may differ depending on whether they are at work or at a party, with more 

task-oriented and fewer socially-oriented behaviours displayed at work, but lack of 

change in these behaviours would be particularly informative about the individual. Such 

observations of behaviour across situations have been found to be readily detected and 

interpreted by judges (Cantor & Mischel, 1979; Kammrath et al., 2005; Shoda & 

Mischel, 1993; Vonk, 1999).  

Comparable arguments were used by Kammrath et al. (2005) to argue that 

judges used the situation and the actor’s behaviour to determine personality. Using 
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if...then vignettes, these researchers found that judges were aware that certain 

behaviours would or would not manifest as a result of situational factors as described 

above. This in turn made a behaviour more informative about the individual if it was 

observed in a situation that did not appear to be a natural prompt for that behaviour. 

Kammrath et al. (2005) explained that these links between behaviour and situation 

allowed judges to infer the target’s goals, values, motives and beliefs. In other words, 

information about the situation can provide a great deal of information to a judge about 

how to interpret the behaviour of a target, so providing greater information about the 

situation will enable judges to make more precise judgements of the target. 

In summary, drawing the judge’s attention to certain behaviours, priming traits 

for the judge to pay attention to, and allowing judges to infer information about the 

target as a result of changes in behaviour across situations, are all important for 

personality judgement. So, situations provide a great deal of information to judges to aid 

assessments of personality.  

Situational taxonomies 

Research on situation and personality have explored a wide range of situation 

types (Rauthmann, 2012). To begin with, Kammrath et al. (2005) examined personality 

perception in relation to interpersonal situations (e.g., with peers, with women, with 

men, with professors), while McCabe, Van Yperen, Elliot, and Verbraak (2013) 

examined the relationship between traits and goals across school and work contexts. 

Reynolds and Karraker (2009) examined personality attribution in regards to the target 

needing help when completing a survey, Sherman et al. (2010) examined personality 

and behaviour consistency across participant generated situation descriptions that varied 

across locations, activities, and other people, and Slobodskaya, Akhmetova, and 

Rippinen (2014) examined the link between personality and well-being across 
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favourable and unfavourable family environments. So, personality and situation have 

been examined in many ways.   

Unfortunately, the situations studied in personality research are so diverse that 

comparisons across studies are challenging. Saucier et al. (2007) provided one way of 

addressing this when they examined the situations that have the greatest impact on 

behaviour, exploring people’s accounts of what they believed influenced their behaviour 

patterns. In their study, Saucier et al. (2007) identified locations, associations with 

different people, activities performed, and passively experienced processes as the 

primary situational influences on behaviour. However, subsequent research is yet to 

explore the role of different types of situations in personality judgements. Given that the 

situation provides objective and subjective information to judges (Serfass & Sherman, 

2013), the next step in understanding the processes involved in personality perception is 

to understand how different types of situations impact how personality is judged.  

In accordance with Saucier et al.’s (2007) exploration of situational taxonomies, 

this study specifically examined the impact of physical locations and activity-based 

situations on personality judgements. As none of the situational factors listed by Saucier 

et al. (2007) have been examined before with respect to personality judgement, these 

factors were used as a starting point for making comparisons across situations, as 

locations and activity-based situations were selected for further exploration.  

Locations and frame of references. 

Situations operationalised as locations refer to physical locales, such as at work, 

university or school, and have most commonly been examined through studies on 

frame-of-reference (FOR) effects on personality assessment (Bing, Whanger, Davison, 

& Vanhook, 2004; Bowling & Burns, 2010; Hunthausen, Truxillo, Bauer, & Hammer, 

2003; Pace & Brannick, 2010). FOR studies include a common situational or contextual 
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reference that is applied to personality items. For example, an “at work” FOR can be 

created by commencing each item in a personality assessment with a phrase such as “At 

work, I (am / do / etc.) ...”. Research on FOR is descended from work by Wright and 

Mischel (1987) who proposed the theory of conditional dispositions in which the 

manifestation of behavioural traits depend upon the context. Later, Bing et al. (2004) 

argued that conditional dispositions had important implications for personality 

inventories, such as those containing non-contextual items. In particular, different 

individuals may think about their personality in different contexts when responding to a 

non-contextualised item, leading to less comparability and validity in results (Bing et 

al., 2004; Pace & Brannick, 2010). Subsequently, a range of studies emerged that 

explored the FOR used when providing personality ratings. The inclusion of a FOR has 

been found to increase clarity in item meanings, with increased measurement validity 

and reduced measurement error in personality inventories (Bing et al., 2004; Bowling & 

Burns, 2010; Hunthausen et al., 2003; Pace & Brannick, 2010; Schmit, Ryan, Stierwalt, 

& Powell, 1995). This FOR research has demonstrated that the inclusion of a FOR 

affects the validity of self-ratings of personality, typically producing higher predictive 

validity within the relevant FOR context. However, it is unclear which component of 

RAM is affected by FOR variations. Consequently, this study explored FOR effects by 

controlling both the information available and the context within which that information 

was to be interpreted. It was expected that the addition of a location based reference in 

personality items should focus judges’ thinking to behaviour associated with a particular 

location and guide their responses to items. 

Asking people to assess their personality using the FOR of “at school” and “at 

work” has been shown to moderate the strength of the statistical prediction of criterion 

variables by personality traits. Schmit et al. (1995) reported that a FOR of “at school” 
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increased validity of a conscientiousness measure in the prediction of academic 

performance. Similarly, Hunthausen et al. (2003) and Lievens, DeCorte, and Schollaert 

(2008) reported that a FOR of “at work” improved the capacity of conscientiousness 

items in statistically predicting work performance. Bowling and Burns (2010) reported 

that using an “at work” FOR in conscientiousness items statistically predicted work 

performance as well as maintaining predictive validity of non-performance outcomes. 

These earlier studies indicate that adopting “at work” and “at school” FORs appears to 

make conscientiousness more salient for judges of personality, apparently because the 

mere fact of being in those contexts affects the relevance of behaving in a conscientious 

manner.  

Consistent with this, it should be expected that the salience of conscientiousness 

within “at work” and “at school” contexts is likely to have two effects on ratings of 

conscientiousness. The context itself is likely to make conscientiousness more salient to 

judges, and the presence of the target within a performance-linked context such as work 

or education is itself likely to provide evidence of target conscientiousness. Consistent 

with this, an analysis of the results of Bowling and Burns’s (2010) showed that “at 

work” conscientiousness was significantly higher than “general” conscientiousness (t = 

4.80, p = 0). While Lievens et al. (2008) reported a similar effect, this was only for the 

“at work” FOR but their study was conducted within a university so their “general” 

FOR may not have been sufficiently distinguished from the “at school” effect. 

However, neither of these studies reported data that was not confounded by effects 

associated with self-ratings, limiting the interpretability of their results for 

understanding the role of situations in personality assessment. So, the present study 

explicitly tested the extent to which the context within which information is obtained 

has an effect upon personality ratings. Consistent with earlier reasoning, it was 
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hypothesised that more performance-linked contexts would result in higher ratings of 

conscientiousness, while less performance-linked and more social-linked contexts 

would result in higher ratings of the socially-oriented five-factor model (FFM) 

dimensions of agreeableness and extraversion. Consequently, it was predicted that: 

Hypothesis One: Use of information from work and university locations will 

result in higher ratings of conscientiousness than use of information from non-

work locations. 

Hypothesis Two: Use of information from non work-related locations will result 

in higher ratings of extraversion and agreeableness than work-related locations.  

Activities. 

In addition to Saucier et al.’s (2007) physical location situational taxonomy, the 

role of activities as a modifier of trait expression was examined. Mischel, Shoda, and 

Mendoza-Denton (2002) used the term “active ingredient” to refer to activities people 

perform that attract situational expectations but are not location specific. Examples of 

these ‘active ingredients’ include talking to another person, completing a task, or 

thinking hypothetically, because each of these actions can be performed across 

locations, such as at work or at school. Thus, activity-based situations refer to different 

types of activities (i.e., completing a task, socialising, thinking hypothetically) that a 

target can engage in across locations that also carry expectations for behaviour. To 

remain consistent with Saucier et al.’s (2007) terminology, this study will continue to 

use activity to refer to any activity that carries expectations for behaviour.  

Bales provided one of the first systematic explorations of group behaviours in 

regards to the task and socio-emotional activities (Bales, 1950; Nam, Lyons, Hwang, & 

Kim, 2009). This distinction between task and social behaviours formed the basis for 

many theories and models of groups and leadership (Blake & Mouton, 1964; Cairns, 
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Hollenback, Preziosi, & Snow, 1998). A separate group of activities are those that 

reflexively affect other activities, such as planning and meta-cognitive thought. An 

example of this was discussed by Halford, Wilson, and Phillips (2010), who argued that 

planning a sequence of actions to achieve a goal represented relational knowledge and 

reflected the core of higher cognition, rather than simply a repeat of the actions that the 

planning referred to. In a similar fashion, Cragg and Nation (2010) examined the 

activity of inner speech and how it is used to aid task completion and cognitive 

flexibility, while Rueda, Posner, and Rothbart (2005) examined executive attention 

through working memory, planning, switching tasks and self-regulation. In summary, 

social, task, and higher cognitive or abstract thought activities, form three distinct types 

of behaviour, each of which are relevant to different types of situation or context.    

Links between activities and trait perception were reviewed to assist the 

identification of identifying activity-based situations that may be of use in this study. 

Ashton and Lee (2001) studied the lexical components of personality structure and the 

links between personality and activities. Surgency (the term they used for their 

equivalent of extraversion), is operationally defined using items such as talkative, 

verbal, forward, and extraverted. In Ashton and Lee’s (2001) work, surgency was linked 

to social activities such as the degree to which people engaged in behaviours that attract 

social attention. Consistent with research reviewed earlier, conscientiousness, which 

Ashton and Lee defined using adjectives like organised, orderly, systematic, efficient, 

and practical, was linked to task activities reflecting the degree that people engage in 

behaviours that incorporate efficient or accurate task completion. The trait of 

intellect/imagination (Ashton and Lee’s analogue to openness) was defined using 

adjectives like creative, imaginative, and philosophical, and was linked to ideal-related 

activities that involved behaviours that generate or facilitate the comprehension of ideas. 
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Thus, Ashton and Lee (2001) argued that social, task, and ideal related activities would 

be linked to surgency/extraversion, conscientiousness, and intellect/imagination 

(openness). The current study will extend the work of Ashton and Lee (2001) through 

exploring whether activities are perceived by judges to be aligned with specific traits in 

a manner consistent with Ashton and Lee’s analysis. If that analysis is correct, it follows 

that dimensions of personality should be related to the corresponding activities, such 

that targets who engage in these activities would be more likely to be rated as higher on 

these personality dimensions. This reasoning led to the following hypotheses: 

Hypothesis Three: Engaging in social activities will produce higher ratings of 

extraversion than other activities. 

Hypothesis Four: Engaging in task activities will produce higher ratings of 

conscientiousness than other activities.  

Hypothesis Five: Engaging in abstract thought activities will produce higher 

ratings of openness than other activities.    

This section has reviewed the situational taxonomies of locations and activities 

whilst also arguing that there is limited insight into the relationship between different 

types of situations and personality trait judgements. In particular, locations were 

expected to be associated with judgements of conscientiousness through work 

orientated FORs, and different activities were expected to be associated with different 

types of traits.  

Complex observations 

The previous section explored how different types of situations may be 

associated with the judgement of certain traits. However, it is important to recognise 

that a single behaviour may be influenced by multiple factors at a given time (Tett & 

Guterman, 2000). Consequently, the challenge for the personality judge is to identify 
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how different types of information interact to influence the target’s behaviour, and how 

this knowledge influences persistent individual differences in personality traits.   

One study that examined such an interaction was presented by Slobodskaya et 

al. (2014), who examined the interaction of personality with family environment in the 

prediction of child well-being. Interestingly, personality traits had a stronger effect on 

well-being related behaviours (i.e., emotional and behavioural difficulties, mental 

health, and academic achievement) in more unfavourable family situations. The 

favourability of family situations was measured according to socio-economic status, 

family type, neighbourhood safety, domestic violence, harsh parenting, alcohol abuse, 

family cohesion, and social support. For example, higher levels of neuroticism generally 

predicted poorer well-being but levels of poor well-being were amplified for more 

unfavourable family situations. As self-reported extraversion increased, the amount of 

difficulties stemming from well-being decreased, but the extent that extraversion 

buffered poor well-being varied across favourability of the home situation. Slobodskaya 

et al. (2014) demonstrated that personality correlated with different well-being related 

behaviours and this varied across situations. Further, Slobodskaya et al. (2014) found 

that personality traits were a factor influencing behavioural and mental outcomes and 

these personality traits varied across combinations of situational factors. These findings 

showed how personality and situation interact to influence behaviour. Unfortunately, 

there has been little if any research on whether these interactions affect how judges 

perceive traits on the basis of observed behaviour within situations.      

Kammrath et al. (2005) provided one of the few examples of research on this 

issue, when they examined these types of if...then personality perceptions, in the form of 

interacting with a peer versus interacting with a professor, by subtly priming a 

university location to participants. However, the personality judgements observed in 
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that study may have differed if the behaviours and social activity-based situation had 

occurred off-campus, such as at an end-of-year cocktail party.  

According to trait activation theory (Tett & Burnett, 2003; Tett & Guterman, 

2000) traits manifest as a result of trait-relevant situational cues. Specifically, the extent 

that a trait is expressed in behaviour is dependent on the relevance of the situation to the 

trait (Tett & Guterman, 2000). Research on trait activation emphasises the interaction 

between behaviour and situations. However, much of the work on trait activation has 

been based on self-reported intentions for behaviour (Tett & Guterman, 2000) and 

emphasised validity of personality traits predicting job performance in assessment 

centres (Christiansen & Tett, 2008; Lievens, Chasteen, Day, & Christiansen, 2006). The 

application of such interactions to trait judgements of other-behaviour has yet to be 

assessed, which led to the formulation of the following research question: 

Research Question: Do locations and activity-based situations create interaction 

effects in regards to how personality traits are perceived?  

Based on the discussion of locations and activities presented above, some 

predictions can be made about likely effects on personality assessments of interactions 

between behaviour and situations. Specifically, work- and school-related locations have 

been found to correlate with conscientiousness (Bing et al., 2004; Hunthausen et al., 

2003; Lievens et al., 2008; Pace & Brannick, 2010), while task activities are correlated 

with conscientiousness (Ashton & Lee, 2001), so the combination of task activity with 

work location should produce stronger ratings of conscientiousness than any other 

activity-location combination. In similar fashion, Ashton and Lee (2001) argued that 

there was a relationship of social activities with extraversion, so the combination of 

social activities in a non-work location should coincide with higher ratings of 

extraversion. However, Funder (1999) argued that true personality would be 
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demonstrated when the situational constraints were weak allowing an individual to 

behave however they preferred. Similarly, Kammrath et al. (2005) highlighted that 

behaviours that are not prompted by or expected in the situation are especially 

informative of personality traits. This means that if behaviour appeared when the 

situation did not require or expect it, making this behaviour contextually-inconsistent, 

this should be more indicative of how personality is perceived. Accordingly, the 

following predictions were made:  

Hypothesis Six: Ratings of conscientiousness that are based on task behaviour 

when not in a work location will be higher than ratings of conscientiousness that 

are based on a task activity at work. 

Hypothesis Seven: Ratings of extraversion that are based on social behaviour in 

a work location will be higher than ratings of extraversion based on social 

behaviour in a non-work location.  

Approach and Avoidance Sensitivity 

A key component underlying personality and behavioural theory is the manner 

in which individuals respond to different types of stimuli, with growing interest in 

research examining personality and its association with appetitive-aversive sensitivity 

(Corr, 2013; Smillie, 2013). Although the appetitive and aversive systems are one of the 

longest recognised components of the major systems that drive behaviour (Corr, 2013), 

there is little consensus on the names for these systems, which have been labelled as 

approach versus avoidance motivation (Elliot & Thrash, 2010), reward versus 

punishment sensitivity (De Pascalis, Varriale, & D'Antuono, 2010; Harrison, O'Brien, 

Lopez, & Treasure, 2010; Moorre, Stevens, & Conway, 2011), and behavioural 

activation system (BAS) versus behavioural inhibition system (BIS) (Gray, 1990, 1991; 

Gray & McNaughton, 2000). A commonality across these models is that the distinction 
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between appetitive and aversive sensitivity is a fundamental factor underlying and 

driving behaviour (Elliot & Covington, 2001). Consequently, if personality judgement 

has any relationship to underlying factors driving behaviour, the manifestation of 

appetitive and aversive systems in behaviour should be relevant for personality 

judgement. 

Bijttebier, Beck, Claes, and Vandereycken (2009) argued that the appetitive and 

aversive systems have a strong impact on behaviour through their associated individual 

differences in personality. Specifically, the personality dimensions of anxiety and 

impulsivity reflect individual differences in appetitive and aversive sensitivity (Gray & 

McNaughton, 2000). At more extreme levels, anxiety results from an individual being 

hypersensitive to potentially punishing stimuli while impulsivity results in a greater 

sensitivity to positive and desirable stimuli (Mitchell et al., 2007). From the underlying 

framework of anxiety and impulsivity, appetitive-aversive sensitivity is further linked to 

the direction of behaviour or energy in either a pursuit of a desirable outcome or to 

avoid an undesirable outcome (Elliot & Thrash, 2010). Thus, the theoretical beginnings 

of appetitive and aversive systems align with the underlying traits of anxiety and 

impulsivity.  

With respect to appetitive and aversive sensitivity, two key classes of behaviours 

appear to be most indicative. As described in reinforcement sensitivity theory (RST) 

(Gray, 1987, 1990, 1991; Gray & McNaughton, 2000), the strongest behavioural marker 

of appetitive sensitivity or BAS is approach behaviour, especially behaviour that 

actively aids attainment of desirable outcomes. The tendency to approach desired 

outcomes was observed in studies through impulsive and fun-seeking behaviours 

(Franken & Muris, 2006), performance goals (Elliot & Thrash, 2002; Izadikah, Jackson, 

& Loxton, 2010), and greater job involvement to achieve higher well-being (van der 
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Linden, Taris, Beckers, & Kindt, 2007). The strongest marker of aversive sensitivity or 

BIS tends to be avoidance behaviour, such as behaviour that actively withdraws or 

avoids some punishment or likely threat (Carver, Sutton, & Scheier, 2000; Corr, 2004; 

Elliot & Thrash, 2002; Erdle & Rushton, 2010; Fowles, 1987; Franken & Muris, 2006). 

Whilst the most recent revision of RST (Gray & McNaughton, 2000) outlined the BIS 

to be involved in the resolution of conflicting goals and the fight-flight-freeze system 

(FFFS) to be responsible for activation of avoidance behaviour, Gray and McNaughton 

(2000) did outline that the activation of the revised BIS tends to favour avoidance 

behaviours. For all of these various reasons, the behaviours of approach and avoid 

provide a strong basis to serve as the experimental stimuli for an examination of the 

perception of personality traits.  

Trait desirability or trait evaluativeness have also been shown to be important 

for understanding the manner in which people assess personality. Desirability or 

evaluativeness of traits refers to the degree to which traits are considered to be good or 

bad from the perspective of personality judges. For example, openness, conscientious, 

agreeableness, and emotional stability are evaluative traits: being described as open, 

conscientious, agreeable, and emotionally stable is more desirable and evaluated more 

positively than being described as closed, unintelligent, unorganised, argumentative, 

and neurotic (John & Robins, 1993). There is some evidence to suggest that the 

tendency to view some traits as more evaluative leads to impression management, and 

social desirability is one of the explanations that has been proposed to account for the 

so-called global factor of personality (Danay & Ziegler, 2011), so trait evaluativeness 

appears to have pervasive effects. Behaviours that contribute to the judgement of traits 

are likely to be affected similarly by trait desirability/evaluativeness, even if only 

because of their associations with relevant affordances. So, information regarding 
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desirability or evaluativeness may be conveyed through trait-relevant behaviour and this 

should impact how behaviour is perceived. 

Aversive sensitivity has been shown to be expressed through various 

behavioural markers. Fowles (1987) found that BIS was associated with behaviours like 

being cautious, demonstrating behavioural restraint, and showing avoidance. Voigt et al. 

(2009) concluded that the inhibitory system produced greater anxiety, which was 

associated with poor diet, and lack of physical activity. Alternatively, Franken and 

Muris (2006) claimed that individuals with high inhibition sensitivity avoided drinking 

large quantities of alcohol in order to prevent the punishing aspects of hangovers. Elliot 

and Thrash (2002) concluded that BIS was a positive statistical predictor of avoidance 

goals (e.g., “I want to avoid doing poorly”) and linked these goals to avoidance 

temperament. In the work environment, van der Linden et al. (2007) concluded that BIS 

predicted stress levels and proneness to negative coping strategies. Gable, Reis, and 

Elliot (2000) found a link between higher BIS and greater negative affect.  

Whilst the findings presented above outline the consequences to target 

behaviour as a result of aversive sensitivity, they do not necessarily link to how these 

behaviours may be perceived by a judge. One proposed avenue for understanding how 

avoidance behaviours may be perceived by judges involves visuomotor neurons and in 

particular mirror neurons (Gallesse & Goldman, 1998). Mirror neurons were originally 

thought to be involved in motor behaviour recognition but have been shown to also be 

associated with understanding the minds of others, especially their attitudes and beliefs 

(Uddin, Iacoboni, Lange, & Keenan, 2007). In this sense, mirror neurons would prompt 

a judge who sees a target engaging in avoidance behaviour to mirror the avoidance 

attitude, and infer that there is something that is negative and needs to be avoided by the 

judge as well. This can prime the judge to perceive avoidance behaviour in a negative 
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and unfavourable way. Given the association of aversive systems and avoidance 

behaviours with negatively-evaluated behaviours, it was hypothesised that: 

Hypothesis Eight A: Avoidance behaviour will be perceived as less desirable in 

ratings of personality traits.  

Hypothesis Eight B: Avoidance behaviour will coincide with less desirable 

ratings of highly evaluative traits. 

An individual’s level of appetitive sensitivity manifests in behaviour through a 

number of ways. Fowles (1987) concluded that BAS was linked to behaviours including 

impulsiveness, adventurousness, and rejection of conventional guidelines. Consistent 

with this, Franken and Muris (2006) concluded that components of BAS, such as 

behaviour in the pursuit of fun-seeking and drive for desirable outcomes, were 

positively correlated with the quantity of illegal substance usage, as well as alcohol 

consumption and binge drinking activities. Elliot and Thrash (2002) observed that BAS 

was correlated with mastery behaviour (e.g., “I want to completely master the material 

presented”) and performance approach goals (e.g., “It’s important for me to do well in 

comparison to others”). Likewise, BAS correlates with better work performance though 

mastery approach behaviour and goals (Izadikah et al., 2010). In regards to behaviours 

at work, teachers with stronger BAS have greater positive well-being, job satisfaction, 

and higher job involvement (van der Linden et al., 2007). Additionally, Gable et al. 

(2000) linked higher BAS to more positive affect. However, Seibert, Miller, Pryor, 

Reidy, and Zeichner (2010) argued that appetitive sensitivity impacted aggression 

through greater impulsivity tendencies.  

These studies present a range of approach behaviours that occur as a 

consequence of BAS and appetitive sensitivity. However, these behaviours do not 

necessarily translate to how a judge may perceive a target acting in these ways. As 
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discussed with avoidance behaviours, the existence of mirror neurons suggests that a 

judge may achieve a personal understanding of the target’s attitudes and motives 

through observation (Uddin et al., 2007). Thus, seeing someone engaging in approach 

behaviour is likely to convey to the judge that there is something positive impacting the 

target and it should be approached. This in turn is likely to prime the judge to perceive 

approach behaviour in a positive and desirable way, and in turn this will manifest in 

more desirable ratings of the target. Given the links between appetitive sensitivity, 

behaviour that approaches desirable outcomes and positive evaluations of behaviour, it 

was hypothesised that: 

Hypothesis Nine A: Approach behaviour will be perceived as more desirable in 

ratings of personality traits  

Hypothesis Nine B: Approach behaviour will coincide with more desirable 

ratings of highly evaluative personality traits. 

Aims and Research Questions  

This study experimentally manipulated the information that judges received 

about a target’s behaviour to further explore the interaction between situational 

information and the judgement of personality. The key research questions that this study 

sought to answer included:  

 How does the information available to a judge affect judgements of 

personality? 

 Do different types of situations interact significantly, creating interaction 

effects in regards to how personality traits are perceived?  
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Method 

Participants 

A total of 258 participants participated in this study, however one participant 

was removed as a result of no variance in response patterns, indicating that they did not 

respond according to the instructions. Of the remaining 257 participants, 46 were male 

and 211 were female, while age ranged from 18 to 58 years. Male participants (M = 

26.63, SD = 9.39) were slightly older than female participants (M = 23.24, SD = 5.98; t 

= 2.35; p = .022). Most participants (239) were Griffith University students who 

participated for course credit as a part of course requirements, while 18 participants 

were adults unaffiliated to the university who volunteered through a Facebook survey 

invitation.   

Materials 

Participants received one FFM personality scale for each target. These 

personality scales used items originally developed by Shafer (1999), comprised of 30 

adjective pairs forming short rating scales of the FFM of personality. These 30 adjective 

pairs were developed based on the findings of a range of personality inventory studies 

including Goldberg (1983, 1985, 1990), McCrae and Costa (1985, 1987), Norman 

(1963), Peabody (1984), and Trapnell and Wiggins (1990; as cited in Shafer, 1999). 

Langford (2003) later revised the Shafer (1999) scales into clustered scales, in which the 

Shafer (1999) adjective pairs relating to each of the five factors were combined to create 

a single seven-point rating scale for each of the five factor traits. Thus, these clustered 

scales contained six adjective pairs for each trait with the lists of opposing adjectives 

appearing at each end of the scale. The clustered personality scales may be viewed in 

Appendix A.  
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The original Shafer (1999) scales recorded high univocal factor loadings (M = 

.62, SD = .13) and acceptable internal consistency (M = .79, SD = .07). Langford’s 

(2003) study further demonstrated that the original Shafer (1999) scales had good 

structure, reliability, and validity, and had Cronbach alphas ranging from .65 to .88. 

However, Langford (2003) found that the clustered scales were as good or better than 

the original Shafer (1999) scales in predicting self-reports of job satisfaction, job 

security, and job stress, eight weeks after completing the measures. Further, the 

clustered scales had correlations ranging from .62 to .86 with the original Shafer (1999) 

scales.  

The clustered Shafer (1999) scales were selected for this study for a number of 

reasons. Using a shortened scale was necessary because of the requirement to limit the 

total demand on participants while they made multiple assessments, however this was 

advantageous in other ways. A single rating scale for each of the five factors forced 

participants to make a single decision regarding a participant’s level on a trait, 

prompting greater conscious cognition regarding the rating. At the same time, providing 

additional information about the trait helped participants get a better understanding of 

what the trait assessed. So, this is a case where a shorter scale was both more 

convenient and more appropriate.  

Target Stimulus. Eighteen vignettes were used as the target stimuli for this study 

in order to allow control of the independent variables described in the introduction to 

this chapter. Each of the vignettes related to specific, observable behaviours and 

referenced an activity-based situation and a location. To create the approach-avoid 

manipulation, the vignettes explicitly described activities that reflected behavioural 

approach or avoidance (e.g., “when the lecturer asked a question, X quickly put up 

his/her hand” or “when the lecturer asked a question, X lowered his/her gaze to the 
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floor”). The target was referred to in all the vignettes as ‘X’, in order to minimise the 

degree to which a personal name may have prompted associations with people who 

were known to the judges, thereby reducing the influence of these potential confounds.  

Activity-based situation was manipulated by positioning the behaviour within 

the vignettes within one of three activities: a social activity focused upon interpersonal 

interaction; a task activity that required some behaviour to be completed; and an 

abstract thought activity that involved the target hypothetically planning or thinking 

abstractly. These three situational manipulations reflected the classification content 

areas identified by Saucier et al. (2007), namely: included relational contexts (i.e., with 

friends or with family), activity (i.e., doing homework or playing tennis), and cognitive 

states (i.e., reminiscing or thinking ahead). Additionally, the activities of social, task 

and abstract thought mapped onto the activities/endeavours identified by Ashton and 

Lee (2001).  

The location manipulation reflected behaviour at work, at university, and on 

holidays. Although “at school” and “at college” FORs are often used in previous 

research, this terminology is unusual in Australian tertiary education so the FOR of “at 

university” was substituted for the Australian sample used in Study 1. The rationale for 

location originated from studies examining FOR. Interestingly, no studies to date have 

examined specific FORs other than work or school-based FORs. Consequently, a 

holiday location was added to enable testing of the hypotheses that referred to a non-

work based location.  

Vignette development. Vignette development began with a list of verbs and 

activities that reflected the categories of approach and avoid with respect to social, task, 

and abstract thought activities, and which enabled the language of approach and 

avoidance behaviour to be communicated clearly. Each vignette was subsequently 
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structured as follows: List a location (holiday, university, or work) with an activity-

based situation (social, task, or abstract thought), and describe the target’s behaviour 

(approach or avoid). To aid development, further rules were set to guide the writing of 

vignettes:  

1. To enable greater consistency, both an approach and an avoid 

behavioural response was created for each activity-based situation and 

location combination.  

2. A vignette in one activity (social, task, abstract thought) must not refer in 

some way to content that may be associated with another context, in 

order to reduce perceived content overlap between the vignettes. For 

example, vignettes developed for the task situation were not to include 

“talking” or “asking for help” as these behaviours may be perceived as 

social.  

Ten to fifteen vignettes were generated for each situation, which contained either 

an approach or avoidance behaviour response in either a work, university, or holiday 

location. The vignettes were independently reviewed and edited by my research 

supervisor to ensure that the vignettes were easy to comprehend and reflected only one 

activity and location. Three vignettes were selected for each of the social, task and 

abstract domains, whilst ensuring that each specific location (i.e., work, university, 

holiday) was represented, producing a total of 18 vignettes. Table 3.1 includes examples 

of the vignettes used in this study, while the complete list of vignettes is presented in 

Appendix B.  
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Table 3.1 

Vignette Examples for the Social Activity-based Situation 

Behaviour Activity Location Vignette 

Approach Social Work  When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved interacting with people. 

  University When the lecturer asked a question. X quickly put up his/her hand. 

  Holiday While on holidays, X stayed on a popular beach with lots of people. 

Avoid Social Work  When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved working alone. 

  University When the lecturer asked a question. X lowered his/her gaze to the floor. 

  Holiday While on holidays, X stayed on his/her own in a remote isolated cottage. 

 

Procedure 

Ethical approval for the study was obtained from Griffith University’s Human 

Research Ethics Committee. An online survey was constructed and administered 

through Onetest Pty Ltd, a secure online survey administration provider in Brisbane. 

Participants were recruited through the Griffith University research participant student 

pool website, where an advertisement for the survey was placed. Griffith University 

students who expressed interest in participating were emailed a link to the anonymous 

survey. Additionally, a Facebook event was created, inviting the public to volunteer to 

participate in the online survey. Participants who expressed interest in participating via 

the Facebook event were invited to link directly to the anonymous survey. Participants 

viewed an information sheet on the first page of the survey that overviewed what the 

survey involved, the intent of the survey, that there were no benefits to them for 

participating, and contact details for my research supervisor and myself, as well as for 

the Griffith Office for Research Ethics. Consent was given by participants selecting 

“Next”.  

Participants were asked for gender and year of birth, before rating their own 

personality on the BFI-10, and the Shafer (1999) clustered scale. The subsequent pages 
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of the online survey contained the vignettes and the Shafer (1999) personality scales. 

One scale was presented on screen at a time and participants rated each vignette 

according to that single scale. The clustered Shafer (1999) scales were rated on a seven 

point scale and the emotional stability scale was reverse scored. When participants hit 

“Next”, another personality scale appeared along the top of the page and the vignettes 

were then rated according to this scale. This process occurred for each vignette in turn, 

with each trait (agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, extraversion, 

openness) rated on the Shafer (1999) clustered scale. The entire online survey is 

presented in Appendix C, which shows the order of presentation of the vignettes.  

Results  

Preliminary analyses focussed on the equivalence of the samples recruited 

through Facebook or the Griffith University student pool. Table 3.2 presents the means 

and standard deviations for demographics and the average overall trait rating of 

approach and avoidance vignettes. Participants recruited via Facebook tended to be 

significantly older then psychology students. Despite this, significant differences were 

not observed in the overall trait ratings of approach and avoidance behaviour vignettes 

or the self-ratings on the BFI-10 and the Shafer (1999) clustered self-ratings, suggesting 

that the two samples did not differ significantly in their ratings of target behaviour. 
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Table 3.2 

Comparison of Participants Sourced from Facebook and Griffith University  

 Facebook Griffith University t-test Statistic 

 N M SD N M SD  

Age 18 30.17 8.81 239 23.37 6.42 t (255) = 4.21, p < .001 

Average Approach 18 4.61 .36 239 4.71 .49 t (255) = -.89, p = .37 

Average Avoid 18 3.57 .34 239 3.51 .43 t (255) = .61, p = .54 

BFI_A 18 3.36 0.68 239 3.51 0.86 t (255) = -.73, p = .47 

BFI_C 18 3.47 0.78 239 3.41 0.77 t (255) = .33, p = .74 

BFI_ES 18 3.00 0.89 239 2.73 0.98 t (255) = 1.12, p = .26 

BFI_E 18 3.22 1.02 239 3.36 0.91 t (255) = -.59, p = .55 

BFI_O 18 3.61 0.92 239 3.55 0.83 t (255) = .32, p = .75 

Clustered A  18 4.50 1.34 239 4.55 1.42 t (255) = -.15, p = .88 

Clustered C 18 5.06 1.16 239 5.11 1.24 t (255) = -.19, p = .85 

Clustered ES 18 4.61 1.20 239 4.42 1.45 t (255) = .55, p = .58 

Clustered E 18 4.67 1.33 239 4.84 1.36 t (255) = -.51, p = .61 

Clustered O 18 4.78 1.87 239 4.62 1.53 t (255) = .41, p = .69 

Note. Average Approach = Average ratings of all vignettes that contained approach behaviour, Average Avoid = 

Average ratings of all vignettes that contained avoidance behaviour. A = Agreeableness, C = conscientiousness, ES = 

emotional stability, E = extraversion, and O = openness. Clustered refer to the Shafer (1999) clustered scales. 

 

Analytic Strategy   

Within this section, the analytic strategy used to examine the role of situational 

information on ratings of personality is addressed. Firstly, the interaction between 

ratings of personality traits by location and activity is reviewed, followed by the 

exploration of personality and activity interactions at each type or level of location. It is 

important to note that for these analyses, the dependent variable is the average rating of 

the vignettes on the FFM traits. Consequently, the traits themselves are treated as an 

independent variable in these analyses, because they help to predict the level of ratings. 
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A summary of the interactions is then presented and planned comparisons are 

addressed. All analyses of interactions involving situation information focus on ratings 

of vignettes referring to approach behaviour. Only approach behaviour was examined in 

the interactions for the purpose of being concise and only presenting analyses relevant 

to the research questions and hypotheses. However, Appendix D contains the analysis 

of the interaction and simplex effects for avoidance behaviour. Nonetheless, approach 

and avoidance behaviour are examined in regards to overall ratings of traits.  

As multiple tests were conducted to explore the simple effects and planned 

comparisons, a more stringent significance level was used based on the Bonferroni 

adjustment. The significance level was set at .02 for the tests of simple effects and 

planned comparisons as the differences in the ratings of vignettes between situations 

(locations or activities depending on the table) for each trait were examined across three 

analyses (e.g., ratings of extraversion at work between abstract thought-social, social-

task, and abstract thought-task activities). Wherever possible the analyses are reported 

in graphs at the p = .01 level.  

Interaction between location and activity-based situations  

To assess the research question that different types of situations interact 

significantly creating interaction effects in regards to how personality traits are 

perceived, a 5x3x3 within-subjects repeated-measures ANOVA that compared FFM 

ratings of vignettes based on approach behaviour in activity-based situations (social, 

task, and abstract thought) and locations (work, university, and holiday). Repeated 

measures were used as the different activity-based situations and locations were 

embedded within the trait rating for each vignette. There was a significant interaction 

for activity, location and trait, Wilks’s Lambda = .34, F (16, 241) = 29.19, p < .001, 

partial eta squared .66. To examine which situation (i.e., location or activity) had a 
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stronger effect on traits, the partial eta squared for each interaction was examined. The 

interaction between traits and activity, Wilks’s Lambda = .29, F (8, 249) = 77.36, p < 

.001, partial eta squared .71, was stronger than the interaction between traits and 

locations, Wilks’s Lambda = .50, F (8, 249) = 31.03, p < .001, partial eta squared .50. 

Trait ratings of activities in the holiday location. 

The simple effects for personality ratings of activities were examined across 

each level of location. Within the holiday location, activities were examined across 

ratings of the FFM using 5x3 repeated-measures ANOVA. The repeated factor reflected 

how the vignettes were embedded within the location and activity conditions. There was 

a significant interaction for activity and traits in the holiday location, Wilks’s Lambda = 

.34, F (8, 249) = 61.36, p < .001, partial eta squared .66. Table 3.3 presents the means 

and standard deviations of trait ratings across activities involving holiday locations. The 

findings along with the interaction indicate that the rating of vignettes varied 

considerably across activities and traits within the holiday location. Figure 3.1 presents 

the average rating of traits across activities in the holiday location. According to Figure 

3.1, abstract thought activities in the holiday location were associated with higher 

ratings of openness, social activities in the holiday location were associated with higher 

ratings of extraversion, and task activities in the holiday location were associated with 

higher ratings of conscientiousness, which is consistent with expectations.   
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Table 3.3  

Trait Ratings of Approach Behaviour across Activities in a Holiday Location 

Trait Activity M SD 

Cohen d 

Social Task 

Agreeableness 

Abstract thought 4.85a .08 0.16 1.03 

Social 4.65ab .08  0.86 

Task 3.48c .09   

Conscientiousness 

Abstract thought 5.20a .08 0.73 -0.31 

Social 4.26b .08  -0.97 

Task 5.61c .09   

Emotional stability 

Abstract thought 5.37a .10 -0.06 1.7 

Social 5.47ab .10  1.76 

Task 2.73c .10   

Extraversion 

Abstract thought 5.62a .07 -0.42 1.77 

Social 6.06b .06  2.18 

Task 3.26c .10   

Openness 

Abstract thought 5.74a .08 0.75 1.97 

Social 4.75b .09  1.18 

Task 3.07c .09   

Note. Means within a trait that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as assessed using  

p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  
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Figure 3.1. Trait ratings of approach behaviour in a holiday location across activities. 

 

Trait ratings of activities in the university location.  

A 5x3 repeated-measures (whereby the repeated factor reflected that the activity 

and location conditions were embedded within the trait ratings for each vignette) 

ANOVA of personality traits across activities at university locations revealed a 

significant interaction, Wilks’s Lambda = .31, F (8, 249) = 71.06, p < .001, partial eta 

squared .70. Table 3.4 contains the average rating and standard deviations associated 

with trait ratings of activities at university locations and Figure 3.2 presents the average 

ratings. According to Figure 3.2, abstract thought activities were associated with higher 

ratings of openness, social activities were associated with extraversion, and task 

activities were associated with higher ratings of conscientiousness. Once again, the 

interaction indicates that the way in which approach behaviour at university is rated 

varies across traits and activities in a manner consistent with expectations.  
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Table 3.4  

Trait Ratings of Approach Behaviour across Activities in a University Location 

Trait Activity M SD 

Cohen d 

Social Task 

Agreeableness 

Abstract thought 4.90a .08 0.78 0.63 

Social 3.79b .10  -0.17 

Task 4.04bc .09   

Conscientiousness 

Abstract thought 5.35a .08 -0.25 -0.65 

Social 5.67b .08  -0.41 

Task 6.19c .08   

Emotional stability 

Abstract thought 5.45a .09 -0.03 1.44 

Social 5.50ab .10  1.45 

Task 3.15c .11   

Extraversion 

Abstract thought 5.47a .07 -0.18 1.67 

Social 5.70ab .09  1.69 

Task 3.27c .09   

Openness 

Abstract thought 5.78a .07 0.83 1.52 

Social 4.75b .08  0.69 

Task 3.81c .09   

Note. Means within a trait that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as assessed using  

p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  
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Figure 3.2. Trait ratings of approach behaviour in a university location across activities. 

 

Trait ratings of activities in the work location.  

A 5x3 repeated-measures ANOVA of trait ratings (whereby the repeated factor 

reflected that the activity and location conditions were embedded within the trait ratings 

for each vignette) at a work location across activities recorded a significant interaction, 

Wilks’s Lambda = .32, F (8, 249) = 66.68, p < .001, partial eta squared .68. Table 3.5 

presents the means and standard deviations across trait ratings and activities in the work 

location and Figure 3.3 presents the averages. According to Figure 3.3, abstract thought 

activities were associated with higher ratings of conscientiousness, social activities were 

associated with extraversion, and task activities were associated with conscientiousness. 

Once again, trait ratings of behaviour at work locations varied across activities in a 

manner that was consistent with expectations.  
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Table 3.5  

Trait Ratings of Approach Behaviour across Activities in a Work Location 

Trait Activity M SD 

Cohen’s d 

Social Task 

Agreeableness 

Abstract thought 4.28a .09 -0.39 0.21 

Social 4.84b .09  0.56 

Task 3.94c .11   

Conscientiousness 

Abstract thought 5.83a .08 0.8 -0.2 

Social 4.76b .09  -0.98 

Task 6.07c .08   

Emotional stability 

Abstract thought 3.56a .10 -1.28 0.03 

Social 5.58b .10  1.22 

Task 3.51ac .11   

Extraversion 

Abstract thought 3.62a .08 -2.23 -0.27 

Social 6.23b .07  1.63 

Task 4.01c .10   

Openness 

Abstract thought 3.91a .09 -0.68 0.01 

Social 4.85b .09  0.66 

Task 3.89ac .09   

Note. Means within a trait that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as assessed using  

p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  
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Figure 3.3. Trait ratings of approach behaviour in a work location across activities. 

Summary of interaction. 

An interaction between different situational dimensions were found to 

significantly affect personality trait ratings, and the subsequent examination of simple 

effects when location was held constant indicated that the situational information 

available has a strong effect on the ratings of personality traits. The strength of the 

interaction of traits and activity was greater than the interaction between trait, activity, 

and location, suggesting that manipulation of activities had a stronger impact on how 

traits were rated.  

Further, how traits were rated was the result of both activities and locations with 

different combinations of traits, activities, and locations resulting in different ratings of 

the vignettes. This means that how traits are rated is a function of all of the information 

available to the judge and varies depending on the trait under examination. These 

findings demonstrated that situational information plays an important role in how traits 

are perceived, substantially moderating the interpretation of observed behaviours.  
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Planned Comparisons  

In addition to the overall interaction, a range of planned comparisons were 

explored. These planned comparisons were conducted to test specific hypotheses.  

When repeated-measures ANOVAs are used, the repeated factor reflected that the 

activity and location conditions were embedded within the trait ratings for each 

vignette. 

Hypothesis One. 

Hypothesis One stated that the use of information from work and university 

locations will result in higher ratings of conscientiousness than use of information from 

non-work locations. To test this, each activity was held constant and a repeated-

measures ANOVA was performed for ratings of conscientiousness across locations. As 

expected, conscientiousness was rated significantly differently in different locations 

during abstract thought activities, Wilks’s Lambda = .85, F (2, 255) = 22.65, p < .001, 

partial eta squared .15, during social activities, Wilks’s Lambda = .58, F (2, 255) = 

92.04, p < .001, partial eta squared .42, and during task activities, Wilks’s Lambda = 

.81, F (2, 255) = 29.54, p < .001, partial eta squared .18.  

Means, standard deviations, post-hoc comparisons, and Cohen’s d are presented 

in Table 3.6. Post-hoc comparisons indicated that across all activities, conscientious 

ratings of holiday and work were significantly different from one another. Accordingly, 

Hypothesis One, that use of information from work and university locations will result 

in higher ratings of conscientiousness than use of information from non-work locations, 

was supported. This hypothesis was supported across activities and was most 

pronounced in social activities.  
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Table 3.6 

Conscientiouness Ratings of Approach Behaviour across Activities and Locations 

Activity Location M SD 

Cohen’s d 

University Work 

Abstract thought Holiday 5.20a 1.22 -.12 -.50 

 

University 5.35ab 1.30  -.37 

 

Work 5.82c 1.25   

Social Holiday 4.26a 1.34 -1.09 -.35 

 

University 5.67b 1.25  .69 

 

Work 4.75c 1.42   

Task Holiday 5.61a 1.45 -.42 -.34 

 

University 6.19b 1.28  .09 

 

Work 6.07bc 1.26   

Note. Means within an activity that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as assessed 

using p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  

 

Hypothesis Two. 

The first part of Hypothesis Two examined whether the use of information from 

non work-related locations will result in higher ratings of extraversion than work-related 

locations. A repeated-measures ANOVA was performed for ratings of extraversion 

across locations when activity was held constant. Extraversion was rated significantly 

different across locations during abstract thought activities, Wilks’s Lambda = .38, F (2, 

255) = 209.98, p < .001, partial eta squared .62, during social activities, Wilks’s Lambda 

= .87, F (2, 255) = 18.43, p < .001, partial eta squared .13, and during task activities, 

Wilks’s Lambda = .74, F (2, 255) = 43.95, p < .001, partial eta squared .26.  

Means, standard deviations, post-hoc comparisons, and Cohen’s d are presented 

in Table 3.7. Post-hoc comparisons indicated that for abstract thought activities, the 
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holiday location coincided with higher ratings of extraversion than the work location. 

However, in social and task activities work locations tended to be associated with 

higher ratings of extraversion. So, in accordance to Hypothesis Two, non work-related 

locations only resulted in higher ratings of extraversion than work-related locations in 

abstract thought activities. 

Table 3.7 

Extraversion Ratings of Approach Behaviour across Activities and Locations 

Activity Location M SD 

Cohen’s d 

University Work 

Abstract thought Holiday 5.62a 1.11 .13 1.68 

 

University 5.47ab 1.17  1.52 

 

Work 3.62c 1.27   

Social Holiday 6.06a 0.98 .29 -.17 

 

University 5.70b 1.43  -.42 

 

Work 6.23ac 1.06   

Task Holiday 3.26a 1.53 .01 -.48 

 

University 3.27ab 1.45  -.48 

 

Work 4.01c 1.60   

Note. Means within an activity that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as assessed 

using p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  

 

The second part of Hypothesis Two examined whether the use of information 

from non work-related locations will result in higher ratings of agreeableness than 

work-related locations. A repeated-measures ANOVA was performed for ratings of 

agreeableness across locations when activity was held constant. Agreeableness was 

rated significantly different across locations during abstract thought activities, Wilks’s 

Lambda = .88, F (2, 255) = 17.79, p < .001, partial eta squared .12, during social 
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activities, Wilks’s Lambda = .77, F (2, 255) = 38.60, p < .001, partial eta squared .23, 

and during task activities, Wilks’s Lambda = .89, F (2, 255) = 16.64, p < .001, partial 

eta squared .12.  

Means, standard deviations, post-hoc comparisons, and Cohen’s d are presented 

in Table 3.8. Post-hoc comparisons indicated that agreeableness was rated higher in 

abstract thought activities at university as opposed to work locations, in social activities 

at work as opposed to university locations, and task activities at university as opposed to 

holiday locations. So, Hypothesis Two was not supported as non work-related locations 

did not result in higher ratings of agreeableness than work-related locations. 

Table 3.8 

Agreeableness Ratings of Approach Behaviour across Activities and Locations 

Activity Location M SD 

Cohen’s d 

University Work 

Abstract thought Holiday 4.85a 1.23 -.04 .42 

 

University 4.90ab 1.27  .45 

 

Work 4.28c 1.45   

Social Holiday 4.65a 1.30 .60 -.14 

 

University 3.79b 1.57  -.69 

 

Work 4.84ac 1.46   

Task Holiday 3.48a 1.42 -.39 -.29 

 

University 4.04b 1.45  .06 

 

Work 3.94bc 1.73   

Note. Means within an activity that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as assessed 

using p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  
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Hypothesis Three.  

Hypothesis Three examined whether engaging in social activities will produce 

higher ratings of extraversion than other activities. Repeated-measures ANOVAs were 

performed to assess how extraversion was rated based on approach behaviour in 

activities whilst holding each location constant. Extraversion was rated significantly 

different across activities in a holiday location, Wilks’s Lambda = .33, F (2, 255) = 

262.00, p < .001, partial eta squared .67, in a university location, Wilks’s Lambda = .36, 

F (2, 255) = 223.76, p < .001, partial eta squared .64, and in a work location, Wilks’s 

Lambda = .30, F (2, 255) = 292.39, p < .001, partial eta squared .70. 

Post-hoc tests of the interaction of traits and activity at each location reported in 

Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 indicated that social activities across all locations were 

associated with stronger ratings of extraversion. Hypothesis Three was supported, 

indicating that engaging in social activities will produce higher ratings of extraversion 

than other activities.  

Hypothesis Four.  

Hypothesis Four examined whether engaging in task activities will produce 

higher ratings of conscientiousness than other activities. Repeated-measures ANOVAs 

were performed to assess how conscientiousness was rated based on approach 

behaviour in activities whilst holding each location constant. Conscientiousness was 

rated significantly different across activities in a holiday location, Wilks’s Lambda = 

.66, F (2, 255) = 65.62, p < .001, partial eta squared .34, in a university location, 

Wilks’s Lambda = .75, F (2, 255) = 43.73, p < .001, partial eta squared .26, and in a 

work location, Wilks’s Lambda = .64, F (2, 255) = 71.79, p < .001, partial eta squared 

.36. 
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Post-hoc comparisons of the interaction of traits and activity at each location 

reported in Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 indicated that task activities across all locations were 

associated with stronger ratings of conscientiousness. Hypothesis Four was supported, 

engaging in task activities will produce higher ratings of conscientiousness than other 

activities.  

Hypothesis Five.  

Hypothesis Five examined whether engaging in abstract thought activities will 

produce higher ratings of openness than other activities. Repeated-measures ANOVAs 

were performed to assess how openness was rated based on approach behaviour in 

activities whilst holding each location constant. Openness was rated significantly 

differently across activities in a holiday location, Wilks’s Lambda = .38, F (2, 255) = 

212.85, p < .001, partial eta squared .63, in a university location, Wilks’s Lambda = .45, 

F (2, 255) = 154.42, p < .001, partial eta squared .55, and in a work location, Wilks’s 

Lambda = .79, F (2, 255) = 34.83, p < .001, partial eta squared .22. 

Post-hoc comparisons of the interaction of traits and activity at each location 

reported in Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 indicated that abstract thought activities across 

holiday and university locations were associated with stronger ratings of openness. So, 

Hypothesis Five was supported only in holiday and university locations because 

engaging in abstract thought activities in a work location was most indicative of 

conscientiousness. Once again, this result highlights the complexities of situational 

information and the impact this has on how traits are perceived and rated.   

Hypothesis Six.  

Hypothesis Six explored whether ratings of conscientiousness that are based on 

task behaviour when not in a work location will be higher than ratings of 

conscientiousness that are based on a task activity at work. Table 3.6 contains the 
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means, post-hoc tests, and Cohen’s d for ratings of conscientiousness across activities 

and locations. According to Table 3.6, task activities coincide with higher ratings of 

conscientiousness in the university and work locations than in holiday locations. 

However, task activities at university resulted in a slightly stronger rating of 

conscientiousness than a work location, but this difference was not significant. So, 

Hypothesis Six was not supported. The results suggest that approach task behaviours in 

locations like university and work is indicative of conscientiousness whereas engaging 

in task behaviours on holidays (when such behaviours are not necessarily contextually 

required) does not have an additional influence on ratings of conscientiousness. The 

result further confirms the complex impact of multiple types of situations on the rating 

of personality traits and highlights that task activities and work situations are not 

equivalent in their impact on the assessment of conscientiousness. 

Hypothesis Seven. 

Hypothesis Seven examined whether ratings of extraversion that are based on 

social behaviour in a work location will be higher than ratings of extraversion based on 

social behaviour in a non-work location Table 3.7 contains the means, post-hoc tests, 

and Cohen’s d for ratings of extraversion across activities and locations. According to 

Table 3.7, social activities performed in a work location are more indicative of 

extraversion than social behaviour in a holiday location. Behaviour that approaches a 

social activity at work recorded higher rating which also recorded the largest effect size 

in comparison to the university location. So, Hypothesis Seven was supported. The 

result further confirms the complex impact of multiple types of situational information 

and contextually-inconsistent behavioural information on the rating of personality traits.  
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Approach and Avoidance Target Behaviour 

To further examine the consequence of trait desirability of observed behaviours, 

a within-subjects repeated-measures ANOVA was used to compare the scores across all 

traits for vignettes that referred to approach and avoidance behaviour. The repeated 

factor reflects that the approach-avoidance behaviour manipulation was embedded 

within the trait ratings of vignettes. There was a significant main effect for target 

(approach or avoidance) behaviour across all traits, Wilks’s Lambda = .28, F(1,256) = 

651.07, p < .001, partial eta squared .72. However, there was also a significant 

interaction effect for target behaviour and trait, Wilks’s Lambda = .31, F (4, 253) = 

139.71, p < .001, partial eta squared .69. The means, significant differences in trait 

ratings, and effect sizes across behaviour are presented in Table 3.9. Hypothesis Eight 

A, that avoidance behaviour will be perceived as less desirable in ratings of personality 

traits, and Hypothesis Nine A, that approach behaviour will be perceived as more 

desirable in ratings of personality traits, were both supported. The very large effect sizes 

indicated that the impact of approach and avoidance behaviour on ratings was 

substantial, with approach behaviour receiving the higher and more desirable ratings 

across all traits. However, ratings of some traits were especially impacted by target 

behaviour. Specifically, ratings of conscientiousness and extraversion were more 

strongly affected by target behaviour than were ratings of emotional stability and 

agreeableness.  
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Table 3.9 

Descriptive Statistics for Ratings of Approach and Avoid Vignettes Across Traits 

  Approach Avoid t-test Statistic Effect size 

Trait N M SD M SD  Cohen’s d 

Agreeableness 257 4.31 .83 3.74 .68 t (256) = 7.33, p < .001 .75 

Emotional stability 257 4.48 .76 4.00 .64 t (256) = 7.71, p < .001 .68 

Extraversion 257 4.80 .64 3.33 .64 t (256) = 22.96, p < .001 2.30 

Conscientiousness 257 5.44 .80 2.88 .85 t (256) = 29.19, p < .001 3.10 

Openness 257 4.50 .74 3.63 .74 t (256) = 11.91, p < .001 1.18 

Note. SD = Standard deviation. 

 

Hypothesis Eight B, that avoidance behaviour will coincide with less desirable 

ratings of highly evaluative traits, was not supported. John and Robins (1993) identified 

highly evaluative and desirable traits as openness, conscientiousness, agreeableness, and 

emotional stability. Whilst, avoidance behaviour generally received lower ratings on 

scores across all traits in comparison to approach behaviour, the effect sizes reported in 

Table 3.9 indicated that extraversion, conscientiousness, and openness were the most 

strongly impacted by the approach-avoid manipulation. This finding indicated that a 

mix of highly evaluative traits and low evaluative traits were most affected. Hypothesis 

Nine B, that approach behaviour will coincide with more desirable ratings of highly 

evaluative personality traits, was also not supported. Whilst approach behaviour 

generally received higher ratings on traits than avoidance behaviour, the effect sizes 

again indicated a mix of high and low evaluative traits recording the greatest changes as 

a result of the approach-avoidance manipulation.  
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Discussion  

Summary 

The current study focussed on the process of personality judgement and 

examined (a) how certain situation taxonomies influence how different types of 

behaviours contribute to ratings of specific traits, (b) the interaction of different types of 

situational information on personality judgement, and (c) how approach and avoidance 

behaviour is perceived across traits. The results clearly demonstrated that ratings of 

personality traits vary in meaningful ways depending upon the information provided to 

judges of personality, and the various components of target observation, including 

location, activity, and behaviour, interact to influence the rating of personality. 

Key Findings   

The first research question concerned the information available to a judge and its 

effect on how judges rate personality. The results showed that certain types of 

situational information resulted in higher ratings of certain traits: work and university 

locations as well as task activities were linked with higher ratings of conscientiousness, 

engaging in social activities were linked with higher ratings of extraversion, and 

abstract thought activities were linked with ratings of openness. These findings 

supported the idea that rating behaviour varied in predictable ways based on the 

presentation of particular situational information, with similar behaviours interpreted 

differently depending upon situational specification. Consequently, the situation in 

which behaviour takes place is an important factor that judges use in making sense of 

target behaviour.   

The second research question concerned whether different types of situational 

information interact to affect ratings of personality traits. The results demonstrated that 

the interaction of different types of situational information on the relationship between 
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target behaviour and trait ratings is complicated and not well understood. The study 

explored complex interactions of location and activity information in regards to 

behaviour that was contextually-consistent and contextually-inconsistent. Prior research 

argued that behaviour in situations with fewer constraints or expectations would be 

more reflective of the target’s personality (Funder, 1999; Meyer, Dalal, & Bonaccio, 

2009; Meyer, Dalal, & Hermida, 2010). In the current study, this was interpreted as 

meaning that behaviour that is performed when it is not contextually required would be 

more indicative of personality traits, but this was not fully supported in the current 

study. Specifically, task behaviour in a holiday location did not result in stronger ratings 

of conscientiousness than task behaviour in a work location, whereas social behaviour 

in a work location was more indicative of extraversion than social behaviour in a 

holiday location. These findings indicate that not only are there complex interactions 

between available situational information and how behaviour is rated but there are also 

implications for the presence of behaviour when this behaviour is contextually-

consistent and contextually-inconsistent but this varies upon the trait under examination. 

Consequently, the results presented here provide an important increment to previous 

understandings of the process by which judges create ratings of personality, and hence 

for understanding the nature of personality as it is customarily measured.   

The study also explored trait evaluativeness (John & Robins, 1993) and how this 

would be reflected in trait ratings when behaviour varied in desirability. The two traits 

that were most strongly influenced by the approach-avoidance manipulation were 

conscientiousness and extraversion. However, Hypotheses Eight and Nine predicted that 

the traits that John and Robins (1993) identified as most evaluative (i.e., openness, 

conscientiousness, agreeableness, and emotional stability) would be most affected by 

the approach-avoid manipulation. As John and Robins’s (1993) most evaluative traits 
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were not consistently rated significantly more desirably in approach conditions than in 

avoidance conditions, trait evaluativeness appears to be less influential on personality 

perception as John and Robins (1993) and Vazire (2010) expected it to be. Further 

research is required to understand what information judges actually use in personality 

ratings and how this information varies depending on trait evaluativeness — Study 3 of 

this thesis provides an initial examination of this.  

This study has shown that approach behaviour (Gray & McNaughton, 2000; 

Smits & Boeck, 2006) generally coincided with higher ratings of extraversion, 

conscientiousness, agreeableness, emotional stability, and openness. Avoidance 

behaviour (Erdle & Rushton, 2010; Franken & Muris, 2006) generally coincided with 

lower ratings of extraversion, conscientiousness, agreeableness, emotional stability, and 

openness. These ratings of the behavioural manifestations of appetitive and aversive 

behaviour highlight that the information available to a judge has the capacity to trigger 

sensitivity systems. This is an important finding as it shows that understanding the link 

between the FFM and RST is dependent on the information made available to the judge 

during assessment.  

Theoretical Basis for Personality Judgement  

This study explored a range of observational components that contribute to 

judgements of the five factors of personality, uncovering a number of insights regarding 

how traits are perceived in relation to particular behaviours, activities, and locations. As 

such, this is the first study that has actively manipulated factors relating to behaviour 

and situation to determine the influence these have upon personality ratings. The range 

of direct and interactional effects observed, in what was a relatively simple model, 

demonstrated that personality judgement is far more complex than has been modelled 

previously.  
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The effect sizes reported in this study are relatively large and should not be 

ignored when attempting to understand how personality is measured, understood, and 

perceived. In regards to measurement, it appears that behaviour and situation are linked 

when rating personality, and the strength of these findings indicate that tools that seek to 

measure personality through thin slices of behaviour that separate situational elements 

from behaviour are underestimating the importance of these elements for the 

measurement of personality. The effect sizes also highlight the importance of situation 

and behaviour for understanding and judging personality. The study has shown that 

situations and behaviours together provide a unique source of information to the judge, 

and the examination of either behaviour or situation alone would limit judges in their 

assessment of personality. Consequently, the process of creating personality ratings 

cannot be properly understood without considering the role of situations, and not just 

behaviours.   

This study explored the interactional effect that different types of situational and 

behavioural information have on ratings of traits. The findings highlight that the ratings 

of certain traits are influenced more strongly under certain situations, showing that trait 

activation theory (Tett & Burnett, 2003; Tett & Guterman, 2000) is relevant in 

understanding how traits manifest but also how traits are perceived. Only a few 

hypotheses were generated regarding these situation-behaviour interactions, however, 

the post-hoc examination of the interactions observed across situations and traits appear 

to be meaningful in the context of the review presented in the introduction to this 

chapter. 

Abstract thought activities produced considerably different trait ratings across 

university and work locations. This is interesting, as previous researchers argued that 

“at school” and “at work” FOR have similar effects (Hunthausen et al., 2003), yet 
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judges in this study interpreted similar behaviours quite differently in different 

locations. At university, an individual who engaged in abstract thought activities was 

rated as open, extraverted, and emotionally stable. However, engaging in abstract 

thought activities at work resulted in ratings of high conscientiousness, low 

extraversion, and low emotional stability. These patterns were generally mirrored in 

ratings of avoidance behaviour. The only exception was for the avoidance of abstract 

thought activities on holidays, which was associated with an individual who was 

slightly more emotionally stable and agreeable. These patterns indicate that judges 

perceive personality differently as a function of behaviour, activity, and location. 

Social activities performed at university were rated differently from social 

activities performed at work or on holiday. Engaging in a social activity across all 

locations was rated as extraverted and emotionally stable. However, social activities at 

university were rated as higher on conscientiousness and disagreeableness. These trends 

were mirrored in ratings of avoidance behaviour, which suggests that participants in this 

study perceived social activities at university to have a different implication than those 

same behaviours at work or on holiday. One possible explanation is that people who 

engage in social activities at university are doing so for instrumental reasons (i.e., 

because they are required to socialise in order to do well in courses), rather than 

socialising for the sake of socialising. Once again, these findings show that 

understanding how personality traits are perceived requires careful consideration of the 

behaviour in respect to situational information.  

Trait ratings of behaviour during task activities tended to change as the location 

varied with expectations of requirements for behaviour. Task behaviours at work were 

associated with a highly conscientious yet slightly neurotic individual. Task behaviours 

at university produced a rating of a highly conscientious individual who was slightly 
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low on emotional stability and extraversion. The locations of work or university tended 

to coincide with greater expectations or requirements for work-related behaviour. 

However, task behaviours whilst on holidays (a location with relatively few 

expectations for work-related behaviour) were associated with a moderate level of 

conscientiousness and lower levels of emotional stability and openness. These ratings 

indicated that when task behaviours are performed when they are not situationally 

required or expected, an individual is rated in a way that suggests that they are less 

pleasant to be around. This conclusion is further supported by ratings based on 

avoidance behaviour during task activities, as individuals are rated as more emotionally 

stable when they avoid task activities on holidays. These findings highlight that ratings 

of task activities are especially linked to the information available about the situation 

and the behaviour.  

Theoretical Meaning for RAM  

According to RAM (Funder, 1999), available and relevant cues are detected by 

judges and these cues are interpreted to create final judgements of personality. The 

results presented here help to describe the process by which cues are interpreted and 

specifically how different types of information are used throughout this process. 

Accordingly, the results of this study contribute and extend our understanding of 

personality judgement as it is described within RAM. 

A simplistic interpretation of RAM would have personality judgement seen as a 

series of linear, simplified processes through which different types of information 

influence personality judgement. However, the results of this study demonstrate that 

personality judgement is not simply an additive process of main effects, instead 

involving complex interactions. Funder (1999) explicitly recognised that the processes 

of availability and relevance reflect the influence of the situation on personality 
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judgement, whereby the situation an individual is in influences the availability of 

relevant information, making this a key for accuracy in personality judgement. The 

results of the current study indicated that situational information has additional 

functions beyond being a tick box for accurate and relevant information (Funder, 1999). 

Specifically, the presence of additional situational information altered the way in which 

a judge interpreted similar information when producing ratings of targets on personality 

traits.  

The interactions of situation and behaviour on ratings of personality make it 

clear that the relationship between the information available and how this information is 

used is far more complex. The social relations model (Kenny, 1994; Malloy & Kenny, 

1986) proposed that person and situation effects, and their interactive effects, may be 

partitioned to understand the contribution of these to ratings of traits. Such partitioning 

needs to incorporate the complex relationships between dispositional inferences of 

behaviour across situations, because situations provide additional information that 

enable judges to make sense of the behaviour and of the target’s personality. The 

implication of this result for RAM is that judges do not understand personality by either 

behaviour or situation alone, but by considering both at the same time, a conclusion that 

requires the refinement of RAM. The results of this study mean that the effects of 

situations are not separable from those of observable behaviours, with the same type of 

behaviour interpreted differently within different situations even though there is no 

variation in the quality or availability of the information.  

What We Do Not Know  

An important consideration that is relevant to all studies using personality rating 

scales is the extent that judges enlist optimising and satisficing response strategies 

(Krosnick, 1999). Chapter 2 explored the cognitive processes involved in responding to 
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rating scales and highlighted that there is much that is still unknown. Whilst the current 

study was unable to assess the strategy that judges utilised when responding to items, 

the role of strategy may play a role in the extent that situational information influences 

judgements of traits. Subsequent studies may wish to further explore the extent that 

response strategies influence the types of information judges pay attention to and the 

consequence this has for judgements of personality. 

Through the manipulation of information available to judges of personality, this 

study has highlighted that there is much that is unknown about the processes involved in 

personality judgement, especially about how judges use information about the 

behaviour and situation and integrate this to produce ratings of traits. Both Funder 

(1999) and Kenny (1994) argued that the role of the judge is an important element in 

personality judgement. Furthermore, a judge’s own biases and sensitivities may play a 

role in how behaviour across situations is understood. The results of this study suggest 

that judges may think about traits differently when applying them to inferences about 

different types of behaviour across different situations. Thus, it is important to further 

explore the extent to which a judge’s unique understanding of a trait or even how a 

judge’s own concerns influences how they perceive a personality trait in self or others. 

Conclusion 

This study examined how the information available to a judge influences ratings 

of personality. Through the manipulation of various types of information, a complex 

array of relationships was observed. The interactions between behaviour and situation 

highlight that how traits are perceived is a function of both behaviour and situational 

information. Ultimately, the judgement of personality depends on the effects of 

behaviour and situation and these cannot be disentangled. 
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Chapter 4: Study 2  

Study 1 explored how the information available to a judge influences ratings of 

personality. The results obtained in Study 1 showed that personality ratings are 

intrinsically dependent on both behavioural and situational information. A direction for 

future research identified in Study 1 was the exploration of the judge’s role in ratings of 

personality. Consequently, Study 2 built upon Study 1 through the examination of how 

judges’ own concerns affect how they rate personality.  

The idea of affordances, which was first discussed in Chapter 2, provides a 

model for understanding personality judges’ concerns. The term affordance refers to the 

idea that judges focus on information about how useful or beneficial the target may be 

to the judge (Beauvois & Dubois, 2000). Such information may include anticipated ease 

of future interactions, how likeable or desirable the target is, how predictable the 

target’s behaviour is, and general inferences about the overall usefulness of the target as 

discussed in Chapter 2. These specific types of affordances are important as they reflect 

important types of information that a judge wishes to know about a target (Goldberg, 

1990). For the purposes of this study these specific types of affordances, will be referred 

to as general affordances as measured by ease of interaction, likeability, predictability, 

and usefulness (ELPU). In contrast, personality traits reflect predictable differences 

between individuals with respect to how they think, feel and act. As such, traits often 

represent affordances to judges but are not synonymous with affordances: these 

concepts overlap but are clearly distinct. These general affordances are expected to be 

important in all types of perception, including personality judgements, the following 

research question was posed: 

Research question: How do judges’ own concerns, as measured through general 

affordances, affect ratings of personality?  
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The results of Study 1 emphasised that situational information is also important 

in the judgement of personality traits. Thus, an adequate exploration of how a judge’s 

concerns influence ratings of personality would be insufficient without the 

consideration of situational information. Consequently, the following research question 

was also posed: 

Research question: How is the judgement of general affordances influenced by 

situational factors?     

To address the research questions, a review was undertaken that focussed on the 

factors of value to judges in perceiving targets by exploring the factors of value that 

guide their judgments. An important element of this perception is how judges think 

about targets’ behaviour and goals. The situational elements that affect general 

affordance perception are then considered with a specific emphasis on how the 

predictability of behaviour is perceived. Finally, how a judge’s sensitivity to stimuli 

affects their perception of targets is examined as an underlying determinant of general 

affordance perception.   

Behaviour and Target Goals 

Research on the use of trait terms and how traits manifest in behaviour indicates 

that traits reflect and summarise considerable information. According to the lexical 

hypothesis, embedded in language are the terms that are most important in describing 

the characteristics and behaviours that people possess (Larsen & Augustine, 2008). 

These terms for describing important individual differences were extensively researched 

to develop the five factor model (FFM) that we commonly use today (De Raad et al., 

2014; Saucier et al., 2014). However, Borkenau (1990) argued that trait terms are more 

than descriptions, as trait terms also convey important information regarding whether 
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people are capable of fulfilling personal and societal roles. So, traits provide insights 

regarding an individual’s overall competence or efficacy. 

This conception is consistent with the idea that an individual behaves in a certain 

way because that behaviour serves a purpose (Read et al., 1990). In particular, 

behaviours that are trait-relevant, in that they assist in the assessment of a trait, have 

been argued to be goal-based whereby the degree that trait-relevant behaviour is evident 

depends on the extent that the behaviour contributes to attainment of trait-linked goals 

(Read et al., 1990). So, different types of behaviour serve a purpose meaning that 

behaviour can reveal trait-relevant information, and traits convey the potential of an 

individual to successfully achieve goals.  

The idea that the behaviour of others is recognised by judges as serving a goal or 

purpose may be especially useful in personality judgements and is further confirmed by 

the identification of a new class of visuomotor neurons that play an important role in 

social perception. These so-called mirror neurons form a cortical system that enables an 

individual to match observation and execution of goal-related actions by others with the 

observers’ own neural action systems (Gallesse & Goldman, 1998). The role of mirror 

neurons extends beyond motor imitation to include social understanding of complex 

psychological aspects of others, such as attitudes and intentions implicit within goal-

directed behaviour (Uddin et al., 2007). Through these processes, self and other 

judgements may overlap (Uddin et al., 2007), enabling judges of personality to access 

and understand the minds of others (Iacoboni, 2009). From the perspective of 

simulation theory, this understanding is based upon the ability to observe the behaviour 

of others and cognitively simulate the mental states, intentions, and behaviours of others 

(Shanton & Goldman, 2010). Alternatively, according to theory of mind, judges can 

explain observed people’s behaviour through inferring the thoughts, feelings, and 
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knowledge that others possess (Frith & Frith, 2005), again requiring the abilities that 

mirror neurons enable. From either of these perspectives, personality judges call upon 

their capacity to mirror the target they are observing whenever they attempt to either 

predict or assess the target’s behaviour. 

A common thread across the literature reviewed so far is the idea of goals and 

associated concepts such as goal-orientation and attainment. Trait-relevant behaviour 

conveys the potential of the actor to achieve personal and social goals, and judges are 

able to infer the goals of others. This information allows judges to perceive others in 

terms of their capacity to affect the judge’s pursuit of their own goals, either by 

cooperating or competing with judges, or by provision of the affordances that the target 

provides (Beauvois & Dubois, 2000; Mignon & Mollaret, 2002; Zebrowitz & Collins, 

1997). So, a key factor in understanding how a judge’s own concerns affect how they 

rate personality is to understand more about the goals and affordances that are 

associated with trait-relevant behaviour.  

Traits and general affordances. 

A part of understanding how general affordances impact perception is based 

upon knowing how basic human needs correspond to goals. Deci and Ryan (2000) 

examined goal pursuits in regards to basic human needs and argued that relatedness, 

competence, and autonomy are key factors that energise human behaviour. Relatedness 

refers to the human desire to feel connected, loved and cared for, competence refers to 

the human desire to have an effect on the environment and to attain valued outcomes, 

and autonomy refers to the need to follow your own interests and desires (Deci & Ryan, 

2000). Of these needs, two are of particular interest, as they emphasise the importance 

of the judge’s interaction with other people and the outside world: relatedness and 

competence.  
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The human need of relatedness and the need to belong may overlap with general 

affordances associated with likeability and ease of interaction. As argued above, judges 

can perceive others through simulating and inferring the behaviours and intentions of 

others. Relatedness manifests in a range of behaviours and goals including seeking 

pleasant interactions with others, development of mutual interpersonal bonds, and 

cultivation of interpersonal relationships free from conflict and negative affect 

(Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Similarly, the need to belong coincides with greater 

interpersonal sensitivity and the ability to accurately attend to and make sense of verbal 

and nonverbal cues associated with targets who are likely to respond positively to 

attempts to establish an interpersonal relationship (Pickett, Gardner, & Knowles, 2004). 

This corresponds to the general affordance of likeability and perceived ease of 

interaction, as discussed in Chapter 2, whereby the behavioural manifestations of the 

target’s need to belong would coincide with inferences regarding how likeable a target 

is as well as the likelihood of having adaptive, pleasant, and easy interactions. Read et 

al. (1990) argued that wanting to be liked and the need to belong are indicative of 

interpersonal traits, especially agreeableness and extraversion. Thus, judgements of a 

target’s likeability and perceived ease of interaction should reflect the target’s 

behavioural goals in regards to relatedness, and these goals will correspond with 

specific traits. This reasoning led to the following predictions: 

Hypothesis One A: Correlations between extraversion and likeability and ease of 

interaction will be more strongly correlated than correlations of extraversion 

with other general affordances. 

Hypothesis One B: Correlations between agreeableness and likeability and ease 

of interaction will be more strongly correlated than correlations of agreeableness 

with other general affordances.  
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The human need for competence will also be reflected in general affordances. 

Competence manifests in behaviours such as increases in the quality of performance 

over time, pursuit of competence feedback, comparisons to others through competition, 

desire to master a task, task engagement, regulation of behaviour, and self-selection into 

competence-relevant experiences (Elliot, McGregor, & Thrash, 2002), as well as active 

attempts to attain mastery performance-based goals (McCabe et al., 2013). Thus, the 

need for competence should be associated with the general affordance of usefulness, as 

usefulness refers to the extent that something will improve performance (Karahanna & 

Straub, 1999) and the extent that another individual will positively contribute to a 

judge’s own goal attainment (Patterson et al., 2001).  

Read et al. (1990) argued that competence should be reflected in plans to 

achieve task goals as well as efforts to acquire resources to achieve goals. 

Consequently, Read et al. (1990) claimed that competence would be associated with 

self-regulatory processes associated with conscientiousness and openness, as well as 

ability-based traits like intellect. Likewise, Ashton and Lee (2001) concluded that active 

engagement in task related activities was associated with conscientiousness.  

However, the relationship between competence, usefulness, and openness are 

more challenging to comprehend. A way in which to consider the role of openness in 

competence is through the tendency to seek and engage in effortful cognitive activity. 

Research on individuals who possess a desire for effortful thinking tend to have active 

minds, are curious, have higher intellect, expend effort in information acquisition, and 

possess skills in reasoning, and problem solving (Cacioppo, Petty, Feinstein, & Jarvis, 

1996). Specifically, Cacioppo et al. (1996) proposed that the enjoyment of effortful 

cognitions is associated with openness as measured through receptiveness to new ideas, 
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desire for intellectuality, creativity, and openness to actions, feelings and aesthetics, but 

also suggested that the desire for effortful cognitions was associated with 

conscientiousness as reflected through self-control, thinking, introversion, and 

prudence. Similarly, Ashton and Lee (2001) proposed that hypothetical or abstract 

thought was associated with intellect/openness. Furthermore, the judgement of a target’s 

general affordances, specifically usefulness, should reflect the target’s behavioural goals 

in regards to competence and these goals will correspond with specific traits.  Thus, the 

following prediction was made: 

Hypothesis Two: Correlations between conscientiousness and openness will be 

more strongly correlated with usefulness than correlations of conscientiousness 

and openness with other general affordances.  

Whilst general affordances as measured as ELPU are argued to be important in 

how a judge understands trait-relevant behaviour, it is important to acknowledge that 

ELPU and traits are not isomorphic constructs and that no perfect correlation between 

traits and ELPU should be expected. Judges detect information regarding personality 

traits as this information is important in understanding and describing how individuals 

differ from one another (Goldberg, 1990). However, the five factor model has been 

criticised for its limited scope of human personality (Boyle, 2008), cross-cultural 

generalisability (Ashton & Lee, 2004), and assumptions that its nature is static across 

time (Terraccian, Costa, & McCrae, 2006). Alternatively, the types of general 

affordances that a target can offer a judge can vary considerably depending on the 

judge, the situation, and the information a judge detects about a target (Baron & 

Boudreau, 1987). This means that general affordances have the potential to reflect 

information comprised by the FFM but can extend beyond this. Understanding how 
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ELPU converge and diverge from personality traits is important in clarifying the role 

that affordances have in judgements of personality. 

Individual and situational predictability.   

Ashton and Lee (2001) emphasised that a range of activities and situational 

factors will be associated with the judgement of certain traits. Study 1 supported this 

association and highlighted that behaviour during social activities especially influenced 

ratings of extraversion, behaviour during task activities influenced ratings of 

conscientiousness, and abstract thought activities influenced ratings of openness but this 

varied across additional situational information. Thus, situations that specifically 

influence the ratings of certain traits may also impact the general affordances expected 

to align with those traits.  

However, situational information should have a special influence on the general 

affordance of predictability. The ability to predict the behaviour of others has long been 

seen as fundamental to personality judgements. Tanke and Lund (1980) argued that one 

of the core reasons individuals are able to perceive traits is to predict the future actions 

of others, while Newman and Uleman (1993) argued that accurate judgements of 

personality traits enable a judge to identify the behaviours a target engages in 

frequently, which contributes to prediction of future behaviour. Thus, predictability 

should be associated with traits and have consequences for the judge.  

Ultimately, judges will make better decisions when they can accurately judge 

and predict the behaviour of others (Letzring, 2008). Studies that explore the prediction 

of behaviour tend to examine the consistency of traits across time, cultures and 

situations (Church et al., 2008; Paunonen, 1998; Reynolds & Karraker, 2009; Wright & 

Mischel, 1987). These studies tend to emphasise the importance of consistency and 

predictability in behaviour and traits that people possess (Hendriks, 1996; Van Heck, 
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Perugini, Caprara, & Froger, 1994). However, predictability is itself of value to a judge 

because it makes it easier to benefit from affordances. In particular, studies examining 

the functions of risk and uncertainty in economic behaviour and financial decision 

making emphasise that enhancing the predictability of outcomes reduces risk (Rakow, 

2010; Sterner & Kyriakopoulou, 2012).  

Despite this, there is little research and little is understood about the general 

affordance of predictability in regards to personality traits from the perspective of a 

judge. Personality traits refer to the tendency to think, feel, and behave in a consistent 

and enduring way across time and situations (Costa & McCrae, 1992; Newman & 

Uleman, 1993; Roberts, Jackson, Fayard, Edmonds, & Meints, 2009). For example, 

someone who is perceived to be extraverted is more likely to behave in extraverted 

ways. Thus, individuals who behave in ways that are highly trait relevant should in 

essence be more predictable.  

However, this conclusion is not so straightforward, as behavioural 

manifestations of traits will vary across situations (Beauvois & Dubois, 2000). 

Generally, individual differences in traits are more apparent when situational constraints 

are weak (Cooper & Withey, 2009; Funder, 1999; Meyer et al., 2009), such as those that 

impose fewer restrictions or expectations for behaviour, as compared with stronger 

situations that impose restrictions on which behaviours are socially acceptable or 

appropriate (e.g., there are clear expectations for behaviour at work, at church, or at a 

funeral) (Cooper & Withey, 2009; Funder, 1999). Consistent with this, Monson et al. 

(1982) found that when situational constraints were strong, the range of behaviours that 

targets displayed was significantly reduced. The finding that situations with strong 

situational constraints are expected to result in a smaller range of target behaviours than 

situations with fewer constraints, suggests that there are fewer possible behaviours to be 
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expressed when situational constraints are strong than when situational constraints are 

weak. Ultimately, behaviour in situations with higher constraints should be more 

predictable as a result of a smaller range of behaviours that may be expressed, such as 

when someone is at work rather than on holiday. So, it was hypothesised that: 

Hypothesis Three: Ratings of target predictability will be higher when the 

target’s behaviour is observed in work locations than behaviour in holiday 

locations.  

Sensitivity to Stimuli 

Gibson’s (1979) ecological model of perception emphasises the judge’s role in 

actively determining what is attended to by focusing on those components of the target 

that are important for the judge. Accordingly, the way in which affordances are 

perceived reflects judges’ individual differences, such as a judge’s sensitivity to 

information. As previously discussed, one theory of personality that is explicitly linked 

with individual differences with respect to environmental sensitivity is reinforcement 

sensitivity theory (RST) (Corr, 2008; Gray & McNaughton, 2000; Smillie, Loxton, & 

Avery, 2011). Examining the link between affordances and judge characteristics should 

allow better understanding of some of the processes involved in the judgement of 

others.  

Reinforcement sensitivity theory and affordances. 

Corr (2008, 2010) argued that a critical component of human survival is the 

ability to identify objects, activities and people that will provide benefits and 

differentiate these from those that will incur costs. Within RST, individuals are 

theorised to be differentially sensitive to appetitive and aversive stimuli (Corr, 2013). If 

true, these variations in sensitivity should in turn influence how affordances are 

perceived.  
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RST (Gray, 1982, 1987, Gray & McNaughton, 2000) is based on the premise 

that stimulus detection and its influence on behaviour are determined by an individual’s 

sensitivity to stimuli, based upon their neuro-behavioural systems. An individual’s 

sensitivity to stimuli has behavioural consequences because stimuli trigger learnt 

associations with behaviours (Pickering & Gray, 2001). Thus, humans with a more 

dominant behavioural activation system (BAS) have greater sensitivity to rewards and 

hence are more likely to approach rewarding stimuli, whereas those who have greater 

sensitivity in their behavioural inhibition system (BIS) and the fight-flight-freeze 

system (FFFS) are more likely to scan the environment for threats and engage in risk 

assessment behaviours, which predisposes these individuals to fearful and avoidant 

behaviours (Corr, 2004, 2013; Gray & McNaughton, 2000).  

So, RST offers an insight into how judges perceive others in response to judges’ 

sensitivity to target-linked affordances: specifically, a judge’s tendency to assess 

general affordances in targets should be predictable on the basis of their position on 

BIS, BAS and FFFS. Consistent with this, Smillie, Pickering, and Jackson (2006) 

argued that all appetitive stimuli should coincide with appetitive responses. Individuals 

with higher levels of appetitive sensitivity are more likely to perceive targets more 

positively on general affordances and in particular ELPU. So, it is predicted that: 

Hypothesis Four: Judges with higher BAS will rate targets more highly on 

ELPU. 

However, the relationship between affordances and BIS, FFFS, is more complex 

than the relationship of affordances with BAS. When BIS is activated, all behaviour is 

inhibited whilst the judge is scanning the environment to assess the risks inherent in 

deciding a course of action (Gray & McNaughton, 2000). For example, when an animal 

is deciding to cross an electrified floor to reach a food source, the BIS would be 
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activated to help resolve the competing goals for safety and for food. The BIS is 

activated in this example as there is some perceived reward or benefit from approaching 

the threat (i.e., the benefit of the food by approaching the electrified floor) but there is 

also uncertainty involved in deciding a course of action (Berkman, Lieberman, & Gable, 

2009). During this scanning phase, BIS is vigilant for affectively negative information 

and in doing so increases the salience of such negative information (Gray & 

McNaughton, 2000). Alternatively, FFFS is directly related to all responses associated 

with aversive stimuli such as avoiding some threat (Gray & McNaughton, 2000). For 

example, the aversive stimuli of an electrified floor when no food source is present will 

always be avoided in an animal with a strong FFFS. Thus, FFFS is involved when 

stimuli is actively avoided whereas BIS is involved in the detection of the threat or risk. 

Consequently, BIS may play a greater role in perception processes as a function of the 

detection of negative information. So, it is hypothesised that: 

Hypothesis Five: Judges’ levels of BIS will be negatively correlated with their 

ratings of ELPU.   

Aims  

This study experimentally manipulated the information that judges received 

about a target’s behaviour to explore the role of general affordances in personality 

judgement. The key research question that this study sought to address was:  

 How do judges’ own concerns as measured through general affordances 

or ELPU affect ratings of personality?   

 How is the judgement of ELPU influenced by situational factors?       
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Method 

Participants 

Data about affordances was collected from the same 257 participants who 

participated in Study 1, who also responded to questions about affordances. Details 

about the participants may be viewed in the preceding chapter.  

Materials 

Carver and White’s (1994) BIS/BAS scales were used to measure sensitivity to 

appetitive and aversive stimuli. The Carver and White BIS/BAS scales include 20 items 

and were designed to measure the strength of Gray’s aversive and appetitive systems. In 

line with Voigt et al. (2009), each item on the BIS/BAS used in this study was rated on 

a five point scale. There were seven items reflecting BIS while the remaining 13 items 

measure three dimensions of BAS, namely: reward responsiveness (RR: items assessing 

positive responses to the presence of a reward); drive (D: willingness to approach 

positive outcomes); and fun seeking (FS: willingness to try new things). In their 

validation study, Carver and White (1994) obtained Cronbach (1949) alpha coefficients 

of .74 for BIS, .73 for RR,.76 for D, and .66 for FS, but did not report an internal 

consistency coefficient for the overall BAS.  

Heym, Ferguson, and Lawrence (2008) re-analysed the Carver and White (1994) 

BIS/BAS scale and created a FFFS scale from three of the Carver and White BIS items, 

with the remaining items forming a revised BIS scale. This re-analysis reflected the 

Gray and McNaughton (2000) revision of RST, in which BIS is conceptually 

distinguished from FFFS, so the revised BIS and FFFS scale (Heym et al., 2008; Keiser 

& Ross, 2011) was also adopted in this study. The item breakdown of Carver and 

White’s (1994) and Heym et al.’s (2008) scales is presented in Table 4.1. Using 212 

participants Heym et al. (2008) reported the internal consistency (alpha) for the revised 
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BIS as .75, while for the FFFS it was .73. However, in a study with 779 participants, 

Keiser and Ross (2011) obtained internal consistencies for Heym et al.’s (2008) revised 

BIS scale of .67 and .59 for the FFFS. In the current study the FFFS was included to be 

consistent with Heym et al.’s (2008) recommendations.  

Table 4.1  

Carver and White’s (1994) BIS items and Heym’s et al. (2008) FFFS items 

Item 

Carver & 

White (1994) 

Heym et al.. 

(2008) 

Even if something bad is about to happen to me I rarely experience fear or nervousness BIS FFFS 

Criticism or scolding hurts me quite a bit  BIS BIS 

I feel pretty worried or upset when I think or know somebody is angry at me BIS BIS 

If I think something unpleasant is going to happen I usually get pretty worked up BIS FFFS 

I feel worried when I think I have done poorly at something important BIS BIS 

I have very few fears compared to my friends  BIS FFFS 

I worry about making mistakes BIS BIS 

Note. BIS = Behavioural Inhibition System, FFFS = Fight-Flight-Freeze System. 

 

The internal consistencies for the scales based upon the Carver and White items 

were calculated with and without the Heym et al. (2008) revision. The corresponding 

alpha coefficients for the original scales without the revisions were BIS: .73; BAS: .83, 

RR: .79; D .84; FS: .80. The alpha coefficient for the revised BIS scale was slightly 

lower at .70, but there was a very modest alpha for FFFS of .55. The reduction of the 

alpha coefficient for BIS was inconsistent with Heym et al. (2008) however the lower 

FFFS coefficient was consistent with Keiser and Ross (2011). Given the restricted 

validity of the FFFS scale, the results of associated analyses should be treated with 

caution. 
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Participants’ personality was also measured using the Big Five Inventory-10 

(BFI-10), developed by Rammstedt and John (2007). The BFI-10 was developed as a 10 

item version of the full Big Five Inventory (BFI-44), originally developed by John, 

Donahue, and Kentle (1991). Rammstedt and John (2007) concluded the BFI-10 

retained sufficient levels of reliability and validity for research settings and was found 

to account for 70% of the variance in the full BFI-44 scales.  

Additionally, participants were asked to rate targets on the personality measure 

developed by Shafer (1999) that had been reformatted by Langford (2003: see Appendix 

A) into clustered scales, as used in Study 1 and described in Chapter 4. In addition to 

the five clustered five factor scales, four additional clustered scales were developed 

representing each of the general affordance types: usefulness (How useful is it to know 

this person?), likeability (How likeable is this person?), predictability (How predictable 

is this person’s behaviour?), and ease of interaction (How difficult is it to interact with 

this person?). Each question required a response on a seven-point rating scale and the 

ease of interaction scale was reverse scored. The clustered affordance scales comprised 

three adjective pairs for each affordance type, which were generated on the basis of a 

priori reasoning, in discussion with my research supervisor and may be viewed in 

Figure 4.1 and are also presented in the full survey as shown in Appendix C.  

Target Stimulus. Responses to the eighteen vignettes used in Study 1 were also 

used as the basis for the analyses reported in this study. As described in Study 1, the 

vignettes were manipulated so that the information provided about the target was varied 

with respect to target behaviour (approach or avoid), activity-based situation (abstract 

thought, social or task), and location (holiday, university, or work).  
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Ease of interaction 

Difficult 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Easy 

Awkward Trouble-free 

Problematic Straightforward 

Likeable 

Likeable 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Unlikeable 

Pleasant Unpleasant 

Satisfying Unsatisfying 

Predictable 

Predictable 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Unpredictable 

Conventional Unconventional 

Unsurprising Surprising 

Useful 

Useful 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Useless 

Helpful Unhelpful 

Advantageous Non-advantageous 

 

Figure 4.1. Clustered scales for the affordance measures of ELPU. 

 

Procedure 

The procedure was the same as reported in Chapter 3 for Study 1. Participants 

completed the BIS/BAS scales, BFI-10, a self-rating of personality on the Shafer (1999) 

Clustered Scales, and then rated the 18 vignettes according to each of the personality 

clustered scales and the affordance clustered scales. The entire online survey is 

presented in Appendix C. Further details about the procedure are reported in the 

previous chapter (Study 1). 
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Results 

As with Study 1, preliminary analyses focussed on whether there were 

systematic differences in responses between the two groups of participants, those who 

were recruited through Facebook and those who were part of the first year psychology 

student research pool. Table 4.2 presents that means and standard deviations across 

demographics and the average overall affordance rating of approach and avoidance 

target behaviour. Judges recruited via Facebook tended to be older, and scored lower on 

BIS and higher on FFFS. However, it should be noted that adjusting the pairwise 

comparison rate for multiple comparisons makes the differences in BIS and FFFS non-

significant. No significant differences were observed in the overall affordance ratings of 

approach and avoidance behaviour suggesting that the two samples did not differ 

significantly in their ratings of target behaviour. 
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Table 4.2 

Comparison of Judges Sourced from Facebook and Griffith Unviersity 

 Facebook Griffith University t-test Statistic 

 N M SD N M SD  

Age 18 30.17 8.81 239 23.37 6.42 t (255) = 4.21, p < .001 

Average Approach 18 4.90 0.54 239 5.13 0.56 t (255) = -1.74, p = .08 

Average Avoid 18 3.75 0.35 239 3.67 0.51 t (255) = .65, p = .52 

BFI_A 18 3.36 0.68 239 3.51 0.86 t (255) = -.73, p = .47 

BFI_C 18 3.47 0.78 239 3.41 0.77 t (255) = .33, p = .74 

BFI_ES 18 3.00 0.89 239 2.73 0.98 t (255) = 1.12, p = .26 

BFI_E 18 3.22 1.02 239 3.36 0.91 t (255) = -.59, p = .55 

BFI_O 18 3.61 0.92 239 3.55 0.83 t (255) = .32, p = .75 

Judge Clustered A  18 4.50 1.34 239 4.55 1.42 t (255) = -.15, p = .88 

Judge Clustered C 18 5.06 1.16 239 5.11 1.24 t (255) = -.19, p = .85 

Judge Clustered ES 18 4.61 1.20 239 4.42 1.45 t (255) = .55, p = .58 

Judge Clustered E 18 4.67 1.33 239 4.84 1.36 t (255) = -.51, p = .61 

Judge Clustered O 18 4.78 1.87 239 4.62 1.53 t (255) = .41, p = .69 

BIS  18 3.60 0.52 239 3.93 0.60 t (255) = -2.28, p = .02 

FFFS  18 3.07 0.35 239 2.81 0.45 t (255) = 2.46, p = .02 

BAS overall 18 3.62 0.34 239 3.83 0.46 t (255) = -1.88, p = .06 

RR  18 4.16 0.42 239 4.32 0.48 t (255) = -1.44, p = .15 

DR  18 3.24 0.50 239 3.38 0.73 t (255) = -0.85, p = .40 

FS  18 3.35 0.68 239 3.67 0.72 t (255) = -1.85, p = .07 

Note. Average Approach = Average ratings of all vignettes that contained approach behaviour, Average Avoid = 

Average ratings of all vignettes that contained avoidance behaviour. A = Agreeableness, C = conscientiousness, ES = 

emotional stability, E = extraversion, and O = openness. Judge Clustered = Judge self-ratings on the Shafer (1999) 

scales. BIS = Behavioural Inhibition System, FFFS = Fight-Flight-Freeze System, BAS = Behavioural Activation 

System, RR = BAS subscale of reward responsiveness, DR = BAS subscale of drive, FS = BAS subscale of fun 

seeking. 
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Judges’ average affordance ratings across approach and avoidance target 

behaviour were compared to examine the relationships across affordance ratings. Table 

4.3 presents the inter-correlations between ratings of affordances across approach and 

avoidance target behaviour. Ratings of ease of interaction recorded small to large 

correlations with ratings of likeability and usefulness. Ratings of likeability also 

recorded small and large correlations with ratings of usefulness.   

Table 4.4 presents the inter-correlations of the judges’ average affordance 

ratings across approach and avoidance target behaviour with the average personality 

ratings given to the target. Small but significant inter-correlations between average 

ratings of extraversion, agreeableness, and likeability were consistent with Hypothesis 

One, that ratings of likeability and ease of interaction will be most strongly correlated 

with ratings of interpersonal traits of extraversion and agreeableness. However, 

observed correlations were not consistent with Hypothesis Two, that ratings of 

usefulness will be most strongly correlated with ratings of competence traits of 

conscientiousness and openness. Predictability only recorded a small significant 

correlation with conscientiousness. Usefulness recorded small to medium significant 

correlations with conscientiousness and small correlations for extraversion and 

openness.  
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Table 4.3 

Inter-correlations of Judges’ Average Affordance Ratings   

  

Approach Avoid 

  

Ease Likeability Predictability Usefulness Ease Likeability Predictability Usefulness 

Approach Ease 

 

.55** .08 .50** -.33** -.14* .10 -.22** 

 

Likeability 

  

.21** .71** -.24** -.19** .01 -.26** 

 

Predictability 

   

.14* -.11 -.03 .25** -.16** 

 

Usefulness 

    

-.27** -.20** .03 -.42** 

Avoid Ease 

     

.54** -.01 .47** 

 

Likeability 

      

.09 .57** 

 

Predictability 

       

-.01 

 

Usefulness 

        Note. *p < .05, **p < .01.
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Table 4.4 

Inter-correlations of Judges’ Average Ratings of Target Traits and Affordances  

Behaviour  Approach Avoid 

  Ease Likeability Predictability Usefulness Ease  Likeability Predictability Usefulness 

Approach Agreeableness .27** .18** .22** .06 -.15* -.12 .12 -.03 

 Conscientiousness .30** .25** .27** .34** -.14* -.11 .12* -.30** 

 Emotional stability .24** .16* .07 .15* -.14* .03 .00 -.07 

 Extraversion .33** .13* .06 .11 -.18** -.05 .01 -.04 

 Openness .25** .08 .07 .14* -.08 -.05 .00 -.03 

Avoid Agreeableness -.07 -.04 -.09 -.06 .31** .17** .04 .14* 

 Conscientiousness -.15* -.21** -.07 -.33** .30** .25** -.08 .42** 

 Emotional stability -.02 .03 .05 .02 .02 -.04 -.13* .00 

 Extraversion -.16* -.07 -.07 -.21** .38** .16* .00 .23** 

 Openness -.12 -.09 -.12 -.20** .31** .16* -.07 .30** 

Note. *p < .05, **p < .001.  
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Analytical Strategy 

Using the correlations presented in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4, the dependent 

correlations (i.e., correlations that have a common variable) between personality traits 

and ELPU were examined using Olkin’s z tests (May & Hittner, 1997). In addition to 

the examination of how ratings of traits and ELPU overlap, regression analyses were 

performed to examine how general affordance ratings predict trait ratings using 

approach behaviour. This approach was undertaken as general affordances are assumed 

to be more basic than personality traits. Following this, the interaction of ELPU ratings 

of approach behaviour across activity and location information were examined to assess 

the research question regarding how the perception of ELPU is influenced by situational 

factors. Simple effects were then examined of ELPU across activities at each location as 

well as planned comparisons in regards to predictability ratings. Due to multiple 

comparisons in the examination of simple effects and planned comparisons, a more 

stringent significance level was used. The significance level is set at .02 for the tests of 

simple effects and planned comparisons and wherever possible the analyses are reported 

in graphs at the p = .01 level, thereby maintaining consistency with Study 1. For brevity, 

only approach behaviour is examined in the correlations, regressions and the interaction, 

however, Appendix E contains the analyses performed on avoidance behaviour. 

Following this, appetitive and aversive sensitivity were examined using regressions to 

address how a judge’s BIS/BAS predicts ratings of ELPU across approach and 

avoidance behaviour.   

Correlations of Traits and General Affordances  

Hypothesis One A predicted that correlations of extraversion with likeability and 

with ease of interaction will be more strongly correlated than correlations of 

extraversion with other general affordances. Olkin’s z test was used (May & Hittner, 
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1997) and the results for the comparisons of correlations between extraversion and other 

general affordances are presented in Table 4.5. According to Table 4.5, ratings of ease 

of interaction and usefulness had the highest correlation with extraversion. However, 

ease of interaction with likeability as well as ease of interaction with predictability also 

correlated significantly with extraversion. This means that Hypothesis One A, was not 

supported.  

Table 4.5 

Olkins’s Z Test of Correlations for Extraversion and ELPU   

Inter-correlations with Extraversion Olkins's z Probability 

Ease of Interaction Likeability 3.53 < .001 

Ease of Interaction Usefulness 3.69 < .001 

Ease of Interaction Predictability 3.36 < .001 

Likeability Usefulness 0.42 0.67 

Likeability Predictability 0.90 0.37 

Usefulness Predictability 0.61 0.54 

 

Hypothesis One B predicted that correlations of agreeableness with likeability 

and with ease of interaction will be more strongly correlated than correlations of 

agreeableness with other general affordances. Olkin’s z tests of these comparisons are 

presented in Table 4.6. Ease of interaction and usefulness had the highest correlations 

with agreeableness. The correlation of agreeableness with likeability was higher than 

the correlation of agreeableness with usefulness, as well as agreeableness, usefulness, 

and predictability. Agreeableness did not record a significant overlap with ease of 

interaction and likeability. These results indicate that Hypothesis One B, was not 

supported.  
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Table 4.6 

Olkins’s Z Test of Correlations for Agreeableness and ELPU   

Inter-correlations with Agreeableness Olkins's z Probability 

Ease of Interaction Likeability 1.57 .12 

Ease of Interaction Usefulness 3.47 < .001 

Ease of Interaction Predictability 0.62 .54 

Likeability Usefulness 2.56 .01 

Likeability Predictability -0.53 .60 

Usefulness Predictability -2.00 .05 

 

Hypothesis Two predicted that correlations between conscientiousness and 

openness will be more strongly correlated with usefulness than correlations of 

conscientiousness and openness with other general affordances. The results for the 

Olkin’s z test between correlations of conscientiousness and openness and other general 

affordances are presented in Table 4.7. According to Table 4.7, the strongest 

correlations of ratings of affordances with ratings of conscientiousness and openness 

were with ratings for predictability, followed closely by usefulness. These results 

indicate that Hypothesis Two was not supported. So, the various relationships between 

judgements of personality traits with general affordances did not match expectations.  

Table 4.7 

Olkins’s Z Test of Correlations for Conscientiousness, Openness, and ELPU   

Inter-correlation Variable Olkins's z Probability 

Ease of Interaction 0.68 .50 

Likeability 2.24 .02 

Usefulness 2.65 .01 

Predictability 2.71 .01 
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Regressions of trait ratings and ELPU   

Regressions between ratings of traits and ELPU were examined to further 

explore the relationship between personality traits and affordances. Preliminary analyses 

were conducted to test the core assumptions of multiple regression across the 

independent variables (IVs). Minimum sample size for generalisability was calculated 

as 90 (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). All multiple regressions were checked for variance 

inflation factors (i.e., below 5) and tolerance values (i.e., above .10) and these were 

satisfactory (Tabachnick & Fidell, 2013). Linearity was checked on the expected normal 

probability plots, which were found to be symmetrically distributed around a mean 

value of zero, providing no evidence of curvilinearity. The visual appearance of the 

distributions as observed in normal probability plots corresponded with normal 

distributions. Homoscedasticity was observed through generally rectangular residuals 

scatterplots. Univariate outliers were identified for the IVs representing the average 

rating of extraversion, conscientiousness, agreeableness, and openness with standard 

deviations greater than 3.29. Data was checked for accuracy and all outliers were 

identified as genuine. Analyses were repeated with and without univariate outliers and 

the significance of the analyses remained the same so univariate outliers were retained. 

Across all IVs (ratings of traits), six multivariate outliers were identified through 

dummy regression. Regressions were performed with multivariate outliers included and 

excluded from the analysis. No changes in significance in regression results were 

observed so multivariate outliers were retained for the analyses.   

A multiple regression was performed to assess how well ELPU ratings of target 

approach behaviour predicted ratings of extraversion across activities and locations. 

Overall, 11.8% of the variance (10.4% adjusted) in ratings of extraversion were 

accounted for by ratings of ELPU, F (4, 252) = 8.40, p < .001. Ease of interaction 
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accounted for 10% of the unique variance and contributed significantly to the prediction 

of extraversion (beta = .39, p < .001). The remaining affordances did not reach 

significance: Likeability (beta = -.06, p = .50), usefulness (beta = -.05, p = .56), and 

predictability (beta = -.50, p = .43). These results suggest that ratings of a target’s ease 

of interaction are particularly associated with ratings of extraversion. It is important to 

note that much of the variance in extraversion remains unaccounted for by the general 

affordances. 

A multiple regression was performed to assess how well ELPU ratings of target 

approach behaviour predicted ratings of agreeableness across activities and locations. 

Overall, 12.6% of the variance (11.2% adjusted) in ratings of agreeableness were 

accounted for by ratings of ELPU, F (4, 252) = 9.09, p < .001. Three of the affordances 

contributed significantly to the prediction of agreeableness: Ease of interaction 

accounted for 5.24% (beta = .28, p < .001), predictability accounted for 3.72% (beta = 

.20, p = .001), and usefulness accounted for 1.61% (beta = -.18, p = .03). Likeability did 

not reach significance (beta = .11, p = .20). These results suggest that ratings of a 

target’s agreeableness are particularly associated with a judge’s ratings of ease of 

interaction, predictability, and usefulness. However, much of the variance in 

agreeableness remains unaccounted for by ELPU, which suggests that personality traits 

reflect more than general affordances. 

A multiple regression was performed to assess how well ELPU ratings of target 

approach behaviour predicted ratings of conscientiousness across activities and 

locations. Overall, 19.4% of the variance (18.2% adjusted) in ratings of extraversion 

were accounted for by ratings of ELPU, F (4, 252) = 15.21, p < .001. Usefulness 

accounted for 4% of the unique variance and contributed significantly to the prediction 

of conscientiousness (beta = .29, p < .001). Predictability accounted for 5.4% of the 
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unique variance and contributed significantly to the prediction of conscientiousness 

(beta = .24, p < .001). Ease of interaction accounted for 2.7% of the unique variance and 

contributed significantly to the prediction of conscientiousness (beta = .20, p = .004). 

Likeability did not reach significance (beta = -.12, p = .17). These results suggest that 

ratings of a target’s conscientiousness are a function of usefulness, predictability, and 

ease of interaction. However, much of the variance in conscientiousness remains 

unaccounted for. 

A multiple regression was performed to assess how well ELPU ratings of target 

approach behaviour predicted ratings of openness across activities and locations. 

Overall, 7.6% of the variance (6.2% adjusted) in ratings of openness were accounted for 

by ratings of ELPU, F (4, 252) = 5.20, p < .001. Ease of interaction accounted for 

5.33% of the unique variance and contributed significantly to the prediction of openness 

(beta = .28, p < .001). The remaining affordances did not reach significance: likeability 

(beta = -.16, p = .09), usefulness (beta =.10, p = .20), and predictability (beta =.07, p = 

.26). These results suggest that ratings of a target’s ease of interaction are associated 

with ratings of openness. As with the other FFM traits, much of the variance in 

openness remains unaccounted for. 

A multiple regression was performed to assess how well ELPU ratings of target 

approach behaviour predicted ratings of emotional stability across activities and 

locations. Overall, 6% of the variance (4.5% adjusted) in ratings of emotional stability 

were accounted for by ratings of ELPU, F (4, 252) = 4.00, p = .004. Ease of interaction 

accounted for 3.13% of the unique variance and contributed significantly to the 

prediction of emotional stability (beta = .22, p = .004). The remaining affordances did 

not reach significance: predictability (beta = .04, p = .51), usefulness (beta = .02, p = 
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.78), and likeability (beta =.01, p = .89). These results suggest that ratings of a target’s 

ease of interaction are associated with ratings of emotional stability.  

Overall, the regressions highlight that only a limited part of the variance in traits 

was accounted for by ratings of ELPU. This finding suggests that personality ratings are 

affected by other factors outside a judge’s assessment of a target’s general affordances.   

ELPU and Situation Interaction 

To explore the research question regarding how ratings of ELPU are influenced 

by situational factors, a 4x3x3 within-subjects repeated-measures analysis of variance 

(ANOVA) was used to compare the ELPU ratings of approach behaviour across 

activity-based situations (abstract thought, social, and task) and locations (holiday, 

university, and work). The repeated factor reflects that each of the conditions were 

embedded within the affordance ratings of the vignettes. There was a significant 

interaction for ELPU across activity and location, Wilks’s Lambda = .31, F (12, 245) = 

44.59, p < .001, partial eta squared = .69. The interaction between ELPU and activity, 

Wilks’s Lambda = .38, F (6, 251) = 69.49, p < .001, partial eta squared = .62, was 

stronger than the interaction between ELPU and location, Wilks’s Lambda = .70, F (6, 

251) = 18.03, p < .001, partial eta squared = .30. Consequently, the simple effects of the 

interaction between ELPU and situational information were examined according to 

ratings of ELPU across activities at each level of location.  

ELPU ratings across activities at the holiday location.  

There was a significant interaction for activity and ELPU in the holiday location 

using a 4x3 repeated-measures ANOVA, Wilks’s Lambda = .33, F (6, 251) = 86.91, p < 

.001, partial eta squared .68. The repeated factor reflects that each of the conditions 

were embedded within the affordance ratings of the vignettes. Table 4.8 presents the 

means and standard deviations associated with ELPU ratings across activities involving 
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holiday locations and Figure 4.2 presents the average ratings. Figure 4.2, along with the 

interaction, indicate that ratings of ELPU varied considerably across activities and traits 

within the holiday location. Specifically, abstract thought activities in the holiday 

location were associated with the highest rating of likeability and ease of interaction, 

social activities in the holiday location were associated with higher ratings of likeability, 

and task activities in the holiday location were associated with higher ratings of 

predictability.   

Table 4.8 

ELPU Ratings of Approach Behaviour across Activities in a Holiday Location 

Trait Activity M SD 

Cohen d 

Social Task 

Ease of interaction Abstract thought 5.79a 1.10 .31 1.22 

Social 5.41b 1.36  .89 

Task 4.04c 1.70   

Likeability Abstract thought 5.86a 1.10 .28 1.39 

Social 5.52b 1.35  1.03 

Task 4.11c 1.40   

Predictability Abstract thought 3.33a 1.50 -.39 -1.73 

Social 3.92b 1.51  -1.33 

Task 5.88c 1.44   

Usefulness Abstract thought 5.69a 1.12 .74 .24 

Social 4.81b 1.24  -.48 

Task 5.41c 1.24   

Note. Means within an affordance that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as 

assessed using p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  
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Figure 4.2. Affordance ratings of approach behaviour in a holiday location across 

activities. 

 

ELPU ratings across activities at the university location.  

There was a significant interaction for activity and ELPU in the university 

location, Wilks’s Lambda = .44, F (6, 251) = 52.42, p < .001, partial eta squared .56. 

Table 4.9 presents the means and standard deviations associated with ELPU ratings 

across activities involving university locations and Figure 4.3 presents the average 

ratings. Figure 4.3 along with the interaction indicate that the ratings of ELPU vary 

across activities and the ELPU under examination within the university location. 

Specifically, abstract thought activities in the university location were associated with 

the highest rating of likeability, social activities in the university location were 

associated with higher ratings of usefulness, and task activities in the university location 

were associated with higher ratings of usefulness.   
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Table 4.9 

ELPU Ratings of Approach Behaviour across Activities in a University Location 

Trait Activity M SD 

Cohen d 

Social Task 

Ease of interaction Abstract thought 5.66a 1.11 .74 .43 

Social 4.71b 1.45  -.28 

Task 5.11c 1.41   

Likeability Abstract thought 5.81a 1.12 1.10 .89 

Social 4.49b 1.28  -.18 

Task 4.73bc 1.31   

Predictability Abstract thought 3.51a 1.52 .63 -1.09 

Social 4.43b 1.40  -.51 

Task 5.19c 1.55   

Usefulness Abstract thought 5.67a 1.16 .08 -.21 

Social 5.58ab 1.15  -.28 

Task 5.91c 1.18   

Note. Means within an affordance that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as 

assessed using p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  
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Figure 4.3. Affordance ratings of approach behaviour in a university location across 

activities. 

 

ELPU ratings across activities at the work location.  

There was a significant interaction for activity and ELPU in the work location, 

Wilks’s Lambda = .61, F (6, 251) = 26.83, p < .001, partial eta squared .39. Table 4.10 

presents the means and standard deviations associated of ELPU ratings across activities 

involving work locations and Figure 4.4 presents the average ratings. Figure 4.4 along 

with the interaction indicate that the rating of ELPU vary across situational information 

depending on the affordance under examination. Specifically, abstract thought activities 

in the work location were associated with the highest rating of usefulness, social 

activities in the work location were associated with higher ratings of likeability, and 

task activities in the work location were associated with higher ratings of usefulness.   
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Table 4.10 

ELPU Ratings of Approach Behaviour across Activities in a Work Location 

Trait Activity M SD 

Cohen d 

Social Task 

Ease of interaction Abstract thought 5.26a 1.22 -.28 .17 

Social 5.63b 1.41  .41 

Task 5.03ac 1.51   

Likeability Abstract thought 4.95a 1.09 -.90 -.09 

Social 5.98b 1.26  .74 

Task 5.05ac 1.26   

Predictability Abstract thought 4.96a 1.33 .24 -.04 

Social 4.61b 1.59  -.28 

Task 5.02ac 1.36   

Usefulness Abstract thought 5.75a 1.14 .10 -.03 

Social 5.62a 1.33  -.13 

Task 5.79a 1.20   

Note. Means within an affordance that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as 

assessed using p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  
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Figure 4.4. Affordance ratings of approach behaviour in a work location across 

activities. 

Planned comparisons. 

Hypothesis Three, that ratings of predictability will be higher when behaviour is 

observed in work locations than behaviour in holiday locations, was examined by 

holding activity constant and a using repeated-measures ANOVA. The repeated factor 

reflects that each of the conditions were embedded within the affordance ratings of the 

vignettes. Predictability was rated significantly different across locations during abstract 

thought activities, Wilks’s Lambda = .58, F (2, 255) = 94.06, p < .001, partial eta 

squared .43, during social activities, Wilks’s Lambda = .17, F (2, 255) = 21.21, p < 

.001, partial eta squared .14, and during task activities, Wilks’s Lambda = .75, F (2, 

255) = 42.66, p < .001, partial eta squared .25.  

Means, standard deviations, post-hoc comparisons, and Cohen’s d are presented 

in Table 4.11. Post-hoc comparisons indicated that across all activities, predictability 

ratings of holiday and work were significantly different from one another, with the 
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largest effect recorded for abstract thought activities. Accordingly, Hypothesis Three 

that ratings of predictability will be higher when behaviour is observed in work 

locations than behaviour in holiday locations was supported. These results suggest that 

ratings of target predictability based on approach behaviour may correspond to the 

extent that the location imposes restrictions or expectations for behaviour.  

Table 4.11 

Predictability Ratings of Approach Behaviour across Activities and Locations 

Activity Location M SD 

Cohen’s d 

University Work 

Abstract thought Holiday 3.33a 1.50 -.12 -1.15 

 

University 3.51ab 1.52  -1.02 

 

Work 4.96c 1.33   

Social Holiday 3.92a 1.51 -.35 -.45 

 

University 4.43b 1.40  -.12 

 

Work 4.61bc 1.59   

Task Holiday 5.88a 1.44 .46 .61 

 

University 5.19b 1.55  .12 

 

Work 5.02bc 1.36   

Note. Means within an activity that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as assessed 

using p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  

 

Appetitive and Aversive Sensitivity  

Both Hypothesis Four and Five made predictions about judges’ appetitive and 

aversive sensitivity and how this influences ratings of ELPU. Specifically, Hypothesis 

Four predicted that judges’ with higher BAS will rate targets more highly on ELPU and 

Hypothesis Five predicted that Judges’ levels of BIS will be negatively correlated with 

their ratings of ELPU. To examine both hypotheses, multiple regressions were 
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performed to assess how well BIS/FFFS/BAS accounted for ELPU ratings of approach 

and avoidance target behaviour. Table 4.12 presents the results from regressions across 

ELPU for BIS/FFFS/BAS for both approach and avoidance target behaviour. 

Hypothesis Four was supported for ratings of ease of interaction, likeability, and 

usefulness, confirming that ratings of approach behaviour were predicted by a judge’s 

BAS in all general affordances except predictability. However, much of the variance in 

affordance ratings of approach behaviour was not accounted for by BIS/FFFS/BAS. 

According to Table 4.12, Hypothesis Five was only supported with respect to ratings of 

ease of interaction, but again much of the variance in ease of interaction ratings was 

unaccounted for.  

Interestingly, FFFS did not contribute to the prediction of ELPU in approach or 

avoidance behaviour. This result may be the consequence of multiple comparisons or 

alternatively the restricted internal consistency of the FFFS scale may have reduced the 

observed beta weights. 
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Table 4.12 

Summary of Regression Analyses for BIS/FFFS/BAS Predicting Ratings of ELPU of Approach and Avoidance Vignettes (N = 257) 

 

 

Ease of Interaction Likeability Predictability Usefulness 

Behaviour Predictor B SE B β B SE B β B SE B β B SE B β 

Approach BAS .41 .10 .26** .51 .10 .32** -.18 .12 -.10 .64 .10 .37** 

 FFFS .01 .10 .01 -.25 .10 -.15* .06 .12 .03 -.08 .10 -.05 

 BIS .06 .07 .05 .07 .07 .06 -.12 .09 -.08 .10 .08 .08 

 R
2
 .07 .  .13   .02 

  

.15   

 F 6.74**   12.47**   1.60 

  

14.70**   

 

 

   

 

   

  

   

Avoid BAS -.17 .10 -.10 -.19 .09 -.13 -.06 .11 -.03 -.19 .11 -.11 

 FFFS .08 .12 .05 -.00 .09 -.00 -.04 -11 -.03 -.03 .11 -.02 

 BIS -.19 .08 -.15* -.10 .07 -.09 -.13 .08 -.10 -.12 .08 -.10 

 R
2
 .04   .03   .01 

  

.02   

 F 3.33*   2.26   1.01 

  

2.09   

Note. * p < .05 **p < .001. Bold font denotes significance. B = Unstandardised coefficients, SE B = Standard error of unstandardised coefficients, β = Standardised 

beta.  
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Discussion  

Research into affordances is valuable as it helps to explain the operation of 

personality perception and subsequent assessment by emphasising the fundamental 

utility of why humans bother to perceive others. However, the relationship between 

target affordances and the perception of personality traits has received inadequate 

attention. Two areas of particular interest in this study were the influence of sensitivity 

to appetitive and aversive information and the role of situational information. The key 

findings of this study emphasise that: a) ratings of personality do overlap with general 

affordances but not as expected, b) ratings of ELPU reflect specific traits but much is 

left unaccounted for, c) a judge’s sensitivity to information plays a role in how ELPU 

are rated, and d) that like personality perception situational information plays an 

important role.  

Key Findings  

An important outcome of this study is the insights about how judges’ own 

concerns, as measured through general affordances of ELPU, coincide with ratings of 

personality. Judges in the study were able to extract information about behaviour and 

the situation that enabled them to provide ratings of targets’ ELPU. Through examining 

how ratings of ELPU correspond and overlap with ratings of personality traits, further 

understandings about the nature of traits in personality perception processes was 

acquired. Specifically people who are perceived as extraverted and agreeable are 

considered easier to interact with and more useful. People who are considered 

conscientious and open are perceived as more predictable and useful. These 

relationships highlight that general affordances assist in understanding why traits are 

important in judgements of personality. Whilst there was some confirmation that 

personality traits and ELPU have meaningful and statistically-significant relationships, 
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the findings were not as expected. As a consequence, the results for multiple regressions 

were examined, which indicated that there was a consistent association between the 

FFM traits with ratings of ease of interaction. This finding suggests that the FFM does 

reflect important individual differences in how people relate and interact with one 

another, but this requires further consideration.   

The affordances of trait-relevant behaviour diverged from the proposed 

hypotheses that were based upon the conceptualisations of relatedness and competence 

goals proposed by Read et al. (1990). There was no independent association of 

likeability with extraversion or agreeableness beyond the shared association with ease 

of interaction. This finding indicates that for these FFM traits, likeability is purely a 

matter of ease of interaction, so it appears that people like extraverted and agreeable 

people because they are easy to interact with. Interestingly, van der Linden, Scholte, 

Cillessen, Nijenhuis, and Segers (2010) reported that a target’s self-rating of 

extraversion had a higher correlation (r =.37, p <.001) than agreeableness (r = .00) with 

other-judges’ ratings of likeability/popularity. These conflicting results suggest that the 

relationship between ratings of target likeability and interpersonal traits is complex. 

Further research is needed to explore the target information used in assessments of 

likeability to examine how these differ across the FFM (Study 3 of this thesis will begin 

to explore this).  

Conscientiousness was associated with ratings of usefulness, predictability, and 

ease of interaction whereas openness was associated with ease of interaction. This 

suggests that for these FFM traits, usefulness, predictability, and ease of interaction are 

linked, so it appears that individuals who act in conscientious ways are more useful, and 

predictable, and the extent to which these individuals are also open makes them easier 

to get along with. Interestingly, openness conceptualised as openness to experience 
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reflects receptivity to varied experiences and levels of consciousness (which 

corresponds with people who are easier to get along with) whereas openness as 

understood as intellect reflects both intelligence, conscientiousness, and elements of 

openness to experience (McCrae, 1994). Consequently, Read et al.’s (1990) link 

between competence-based goals and openness may be better assessed through intellect. 

Overall, the general affordances of ELPU to some extent predicted FFM ratings, 

indicating that behaviours that reflect these traits offer additional information to judges 

about the target and the uses the target has for the judge.  

The three traits that recorded the largest amount of variance accounted for by 

ELPU (i.e. conscientiousness, agreeableness, and extraversion) were reported by John 

and Robins (1993) as most observable. Prior research has highlighted that traits that 

manifest more overtly in behaviour are perceived more accurately by others (Beer & 

Watson, 2008b; Borkenau & Liebler, 1995; John & Robins, 1993; Ready, Clark, 

Watson, & Westerhouse, 2000; Vazire, 2010). Similarly, Zebrowitz and Collins (1997) 

proposed that affordances are also perceived more directly from overt physical 

attributes. However, rather than observability being the critical component of accurate 

personality perception, it may be that the extent to which a trait is linked to affordances 

is associated with how accurately it is perceived by other targets. Such a conclusion 

aligns with other work suggesting that affordances are more critical and more likely to 

be perceived than traits (Mignon & Mollaret, 2002; Zebrowitz & Collins, 1997). A 

means to assess this may include asking judges to rate a real life target based on 

different types of information varying on observability, trait-relevance, and affordance-

relevance, and comparing the types of judgements generated and their accuracy to self 

and close acquaintance ratings of the target. 
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Study 2 also demonstrated that conscientious behaviour is a predictor of ease of 

interaction, predictability, and usefulness affordances. The strength of this finding was 

unexpected, however it raises the possibility that conscientiousness may be such an 

important predictor of consequential life outcomes and performance (Hampson, 2012; 

Ozer & Benet-Martinez, 2006; Roberts et al., 2009; Roberts et al., 2007) as a result of 

its associations with perceptions of affordances. Specifically, observable markers of 

conscientiousness may also be perceived as markers of the target’s usefulness and 

importance to a judge. Interestingly, judges may be more accurate when perceiving 

affordances than traits as affordances represent information essential to adaptive 

behaviour (Zebrowitz & Collins, 1997), because affordances reflect information that is 

directly relevant to the needs of judges, while traits do not necessarily reflect this 

information to the same extent. It is for these reasons that it may prove to be that 

conscientiousness is a good predictor of life outcomes because it is the trait most closely 

aligned with affordances. To assess this, the extent to which general affordances 

coincide with life outcomes may be compared to studies exploring the predictive 

validity of conscientiousness.  

However, it is important to acknowledge that ELPU only accounted for a small 

proportion of the variance in ratings of personality traits. This suggests that whilst there 

may be a relationship between personality traits and general affordances, FFM ratings 

reflect additional information beyond general affordances. Funder (1999) claimed that 

“the perception of an affordance often is tantamount to the perception of a trait, and vice 

versa” (p. 119). Funder’s (1999) assessment of the relationship between affordances and 

personality traits reflects the idea that traits are perceived because they represent a type 

of affordance. However, the current study has shown that traits are different from the 

general affordances measured through ELPU. This suggests that the perception and 
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judgement of trait-linked affordances is more complex than these general affordances 

and further research is needed to understand how different types of affordance 

judgements affect one another.  

Study 2 also explored the extent to which BIS, FFFS, and BAS guide general 

affordance perception. Judges’ levels of BAS and to a lesser extent BIS were found to 

influence the rating of affordances. BAS was significant in the ratings of ease of 

interaction, likeability, and usefulness from approach behaviour and BIS was significant 

in the prediction of ease of interaction from avoidance behaviour, which support the 

idea that BIS and BAS are triggered when relevant associated stimuli (i.e., avoidance 

versus approach behaviour respectively) are presented. So, the detection of affordances 

is in part determined by judges’ sensitivities. 

The impact of situational information on perception of ELPU was also 

examined. Variability in ratings of general affordances across situations indicated that 

the target’s situation has an influence on how judges’ rated target behaviour. 

Specifically, task activities and work locations was more indicative of usefulness, 

whereas social activities were more indicative of ease of interaction and likeability. 

These trends support the earlier argument regarding goal-orientation and behaviour 

(Read et al., 1990), where certain traits and certain general affordances may be aligned 

as the situations that facilitated ratings of conscientiousness and extraversion (reported 

in Study 1) also facilitated ratings of usefulness, and ease of interaction (in Study 2). It 

appears that situational information is an important prompt for judges of personality as 

well as judges of general affordances.    

Attributes of the situation were found to be especially meaningful in the 

perception of predictability. Ratings of target predictability were associated with 

situational constraints but differed across approach and avoidance behaviour. Monson et 
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al. (1982) concluded that situations with higher situational constraints allowed for a 

limited range of behaviour expression. Consistent with this, judges found that approach 

behaviour in situations with more constraints was more predictable. This may also mean 

that if a target’s behaviour conflicts with situationally-based social expectations, it may 

be less easy to predict. The complexity in the relationship between predictability and 

behaviour across situations further highlights the importance of considering personality-

relevant behaviour within specific contexts.  

Theoretical Meaning for RAM  

Funder’s (1999) cue utilisation factor refers to the process whereby multiple 

sources of information are brought together and interpreted to achieve a final 

judgement. From the perspective of Gibson (1979), cue utilisation prioritises the 

information most important for perception of use and value in a target. Thus, a judge’s 

own concerns should play an important role in perception in regards to what is most 

valuable to a judge and what information is used to produce a final judgement. In the 

current study, the same behaviours can inform perceptions of personality and general 

affordances, which is consistent with the idea that affordances and personality are 

detected and interpreted through the same cognitive processes. The role played by the 

judge’s own concerns and attention to general affordances are an important and rarely-

considered feature of personality perception, even though it has long been accepted that 

judges perceive others for the purpose of making decisions about their own behaviour 

(Baron & Boudreau, 1987). Future models of personality need to more adequately 

address the role of affordances in the personality perception process. 

Funder (1999) proposed that information that is relevant to the trait under 

examination and is observed by the judge in situations that offer opportunities for its 

manifestation are needed for accurate personality perception. This study has shown that 
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not only do situations affect the range of behaviours that manifest, the situational 

information also modifies the interpretation of behavioural information. This suggests 

that when perceiving strangers, judges take cues from the situation to formulate 

inferences regarding how the target is likely to act. Thus, the situation itself is a source 

of information that informs and modifies perception. This finding, in combination with 

the conclusion from Study 1 that situational information is inseparable from target 

behaviour during perception, suggests that situations need to be considered in 

personality perception processes alongside the relevance and availability factors of 

RAM give credit for.  

Many studies have examined factors that contribute to what Funder (1999) 

described as a good judge of personality, with an extensive range of judge-related 

factors linked to the accuracy of judges, including gender, cognitive ability, personality 

traits, social skills, information sensitivity, motivation, and social adjustment (Beer & 

Brooks, 2011; Christiansen, Wolcott-Burnam, Janovics, Burns, & Quirk, 2005; 

Letzring, 2008; McLarney-Vesotski et al., 2011; Vazire, 2010). Nonetheless, the ability 

to be a naturally good judge has long been questioned; for example, Allport (1937) 

argued that a general ability to judge all people more accurately across a range of 

characteristics is unreasonable. A commonality of these studies on judge accuracy is 

that they emphasise that there are characteristics that the judge possesses that influence 

how a judge perceives a target. In an attempt to explore what characteristics may alter 

how a judge perceives a target, the role of appetitive and aversive sensitivity was 

explored. The current study identified clear trends in how sensitivities of the judge can 

impact how general affordances are perceived but this only occurred when the 

appropriate stimuli was presented in the target’s behaviour. This suggests that the 

influence of the judge on perception processes may be variable and only apply when 
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certain contingencies relevant to the judge are available. Such a finding is important, as 

research regarding how characteristics of the judge influences perception assume a 

stable and enduring factor residing within the judge that differentiates good judges from 

bad judges. However, the current study suggests that just as the expression of behaviour 

is dependent upon the interaction of personality with environment, so the ability of 

judges to accurately assess personality is likewise an interaction of personal and 

situational features, including the context and the behaviour of the target.  

What We Do Not Know    

This study has shown that information about trait-relevant behaviour and 

situations can convey a great deal about the uses and benefits of a target as well as 

personality. Additionally, judges are sensitive to certain types of target behaviour and 

this sensitivity is reflected in the way in which judges rate the general affordances of 

targets. Further, a judge’s ratings of personality are linked to general affordances and 

the judge’s sensitivity to appetitive and aversive stimuli. However, there is much still 

unaccounted for, such as how the uses and benefits of a target may vary across 

situations, time, occupations, and even culture, and the impact effect that these factors 

have upon how personality is rated. Additionally, the specific information that judges 

attend to when rating personality in standard personality assessment situations, as 

opposed to the highly-structured setting of this study, with its relatively limited 

information availability. This issue of identifying the information that judges actually 

use is addressed in Study 3.  

Conclusion 

Study 2 explored how a judge’s own concern and situational information affects 

ratings of general affordances. The exploration of the general affordances that overlap 

and predict traits indicated that whist there is a relationship between them, ratings of 
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general affordances do not entirely account for ratings of the FFM. This finding 

emphasises that affordances are an important element of perception. General 

affordances as measured through ELPU were found to be both similar to but also 

distinct from personality traits, and there is a great deal that we do not understand about 

how affordances align with or affect the perception of personality traits. Additionally, 

general affordances were impacted by a judge’s sensitivity to information highlighting 

that differences in unique characteristics of the judge can impact the perception process. 

Finally, the role of situational information was examined in affordance perception and 

situation was again shown to be an important piece of information utilised by judges 

during the perception process. This study was one of the first to specifically examine 

how affordances correspond with ratings of personality. This study has further revealed 

the complexities of how factors unique to a judge impact perception and has further 

clarified the extent that situational information is fundamental to perception.  
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Chapter 5: Study 3 

Study 1 explored how the information available to a judge influences how 

personality is rated, and the results demonstrated that behavioural and situational 

information are both important for assessing personality, to the extent that the inclusion 

of greater amounts of situational information resulted in more complex ratings of 

behaviour and revealed a diverse range of relationships between behaviour, traits, and 

situational information. Study 2 extended these findings by exploring how a judge’s 

own concerns affect how personality is rated, showing that general affordances and 

reinforcement sensitivity theory (RST) helped account for rating patterns. However, 

these judge-focussed factors highlighted that judges’ concerns do influence ratings but 

did not indicate what information was actually used. Consequently, the current study 

was designed to explore what judges voluntarily attend to when perceiving personality 

and when they perceive general affordances.  

Previous studies on personality perception have considered how behaviour 

manifests in traits (Borkenau & Liebler, 1995), self-other agreement (Vazire, 2010), and 

the impact of external constructs (Funder, 2006; Saucier et al., 2007) all of which had 

overlooked a fundamental component of the rating process: what information is actually 

used. Although this issue was highlighted a century ago by Webb (1915), very little 

attention has been paid since. This study sought to remedy this through a think-aloud 

study examining the information judges used when rating personality traits.  

Personality Judgement Processes 

A number of researchers (see Funder (2001) and Mischel (2004) for reviews) 

have focussed on the underlying processes and structures of traits in an attempt to 

understand personality judgement. Much of this research has focused on the factor 

structure of traits (McCrae & Costa, 1997), re-groupings of the trait factors (Ashton et 
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al., 2004), and behaviour that traits predict (Roberts et al., 2007). However, Srivastava 

(2010) argued that such attempts fall short of understanding personality as they 

overlook the importance of what traits mean to someone who judges personality. 

Accordingly, Srivastava (2010) argued that to understand personality it is necessary to 

understand the function of traits and how personality is perceived.  

A key component of the realistic accuracy model (RAM) (Funder, 1999) is cue 

utilisation, which refers to how the judge uses and interprets observations to arrive at a 

final judgement (Brunswik, 1956). Through understanding what cues judges attend to, it 

is possible to have a greater understanding of how these cues influence personality 

judgement. However, few, if any, studies in the field of personality research have 

examined what information judges actually use during personality judgement and how 

judges construct personality ratings from information about the target. Further, it 

appears from Studies 1 and 2 that judges go beyond RAM’s emphasis on behaviour to 

also consider the situational context for personality ratings. Consequently, the purpose 

of the study reported in this chapter was to further examine the information that judges 

attend to and use when rating personality.  

Information Detected in Personality Judgement 

Two major categories of information have previously been identified as 

important for accurately representing the information that judges use during personality 

judgement. Specifically, judges rely on behavioural and situational information when 

rating targets’ personality traits. On the basis of earlier arguments, behaviours and 

situations that judges attend to will be linked with relevant affordances, consequently 

the following sections discuss these aspects of personality judgement. 
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Behavioural information. 

The actual behaviour of the target plays a self-evidently important role in the 

person-perception process, and it is unsurprising that behaviour is one of the strongest 

sources of information in personality perception (Brunswik, 1956; Funder, 1999; Trope 

& Liberman, 1993). However, there are many sources of behavioural information that 

judges detect and use in personality judgement, including verbal behaviour, para-verbal 

behaviour, and non-verbal behaviour (Pennebaker & King, 1999), with even essay 

writing behaviour previously found to be a reliable indicator of personality (Holleran & 

Mehl, 2008; Pennebaker & King, 1999). Products of behaviour, such as individuals’ 

bedrooms (Gosling et al., 2002) and Facebook profiles (Back, Stopfer, et al., 2010), 

have also been shown to provide useful information for personality judgement, while 

other static clues such as clothing style and dynamic cues like facial expressions 

likewise yield valuable information (Naumann et al., 2009). So, judges have a wide 

range of direct and indirect behavioural cues available to them when perceiving and 

rating personality.  

Memories and prior knowledge of past behaviour that judges recall when 

perceiving a target may also affect perception. Klein, Loftus, Trafton, and Fuhrman 

(1992) argued that past behaviours remembered about a target can be recalled by judges 

in two ways. First, memories of trait-relevant behaviour may be retrieved about a target 

and these are compared to the trait under examination (known as the pure exemplar 

model). Second, a judge may recall the traits that are linked to the target from memory, 

and assess whether the trait under examination is a part of this already assigned trait list. 

So, behaviour is such an important part of personality judgement that even memories of 

behaviour may be considered by judges.  
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The hierarchical networks of person memory, described by Hastie and Kumar 

(1979) and Newman and Uleman (1993), outlined that people may be remembered 

according to their name, then by descriptors that define them, and then by behaviours 

and specific information that supports these descriptors. The implication of this is that 

judges may attend to whatever information is most salient to them in memory and select 

specific incidences that support their already formed judgement (Funder & West, 1993). 

Further, Srull and Wyer (1989) argued that when being asked to make a judgement 

about a person who is well known to a judge, the person will recall memories that 

closely align to the trait under examination. So, judges specifically focus upon relevant 

past behaviour in the process of personality judgement.  

Situational information. 

As demonstrated in Study 1, another key information source likely to emerge in 

personality judgement is related to the situation or context within which the target is 

observed. The situation or context is likely to be linked to personality judgement at least 

partly because situations modify the expression of behaviour and traits (Reynolds & 

Karraker, 2009; Saucier et al., 2007). However, behaviour may be influenced by 

multiple elements of the situation such as interaction partners, emotional and physical 

states, and activities (Saucier et al., 2007). So, there is a wide range of situational 

information that a judge can use whilst perceiving personality. 

Various researchers have argued that judges can easily detect and interpret the 

patterns of a target’s behaviour across situations (Cantor & Mischel, 1979; Kammrath et 

al., 2005; Shoda & Mischel, 1993; Vonk, 1999). For example, one individual at a party 

with her friends may be very talkative but when working with her boss may be very 

quiet. Using if...then vignettes that reflected these contingencies within their study, 

Kammrath et al. (2005) concluded that judges used the interaction between the situation 
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and the actor’s behaviour to assess personality. In particular, judges were aware that 

certain behaviours would or would not manifest as a result of the situation. Kammrath et 

al. (2005) further explained that these interactions allowed judges to infer the target’s 

goals, values, motives and beliefs. Consequently, the situation and how this influences 

the behaviour of a target can provide a great deal of information to a judge of 

personality.  

However, merely knowing the situation a target is in can also be useful to a 

judge when perceiving personality, partly because being in the situation partly reflects 

personal choice but also because situations induce situationally-relevant behaviours. For 

example, ideal behaviours refer to behaviours that are commonly expected or are norms 

for how people should behave in a given situation (Bem & Funder, 1978; Newman & 

Uleman, 1993). Ideal behaviours assist judges through giving them behaviour to expect 

in a given situation as well as to disambiguate behaviour by enabling judges to assess 

the appropriateness of behaviour in a given situation (Bem & Funder, 1978; Newman & 

Uleman, 1993).These idealised behaviours for a situation may be used by judges to help 

perceive a target’s personality as well as guide a target’s behaviour (Chen, 2003; Idson 

& Mischel, 2001). Interestingly, Study 1 found that behaviour that is contextually-

inconsistent may be used by judges when rating personality traits. So, situations provide 

substantial information about targets that judges use when assessing personality.   

Factors Influencing Trait Judgement 

As reviewed above, a wide variety of information about behaviour and situations 

is available to a judge of personality, and this can vary in both quality and quantity. For 

example, judges who are well acquainted with their targets tend to have higher quality 

and quantity of information about their targets (Funder, 1999). Repeatedly, researchers 

have shown acquaintance substantially improves the accuracy of perception, and aids 
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behavioural prediction (Barrick et al., 2000; Colvin & Funder, 1991; Funder, 1999; 

Funder et al., 1995; John & Robins, 1993; Letzring et al., 2006; Watson et al., 2000). 

This is partly because judges have more information about well-acquainted targets, 

because of the amount of observations of the target, but this also leads to better quality 

information because of access to observations across a broader range of situations 

(Kolar & Funder, 1996). So when compared with a stranger, a well-acquainted target 

provides significantly more information for a judge who is assessing personality, and 

consequently the rating of a well-acquainted target is expected to differ from a rating of 

a stranger as a function of quality and quantity of information. Vazire (2010) noted that 

this effect is particularly relevant when comparing self- and other-ratings of personality, 

because self-raters have a far broader and richer range of observations of the target to 

call upon, largely because self-raters find their targets far more observable. But 

personality traits themselves can vary with respect to observability. Observability varies 

with respect to the extent to which ratings need to be based upon different classes of 

behaviour.  

Within the context of this discussion, it is important to clarify some terminology. 

Although physical and verbal behaviours are often treated as belonging to a different 

class of phenomena to cognitive and affective behaviours, they are all activities of the 

person being observed and are observable even though they vary in the degree of 

observability. For example, Skinner (1953/2014) considered thoughts and feelings to be 

types of behaviour despite later re-interpretations suggesting otherwise. So, within the 

discussion of Study 3, ‘behaviour’ is treated as encompassing all activities of a target. 

So, for the purposes of clarity within this discussion, behaviours are classed into actions 

(visually or audibly observable behaviour, especially those associated with voluntary 

muscular activity), cognitions (thoughts and similar mental behaviours, especially as 
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reflected in language), and affects (feelings and similar behaviours, especially those 

associated with autonomic arousal). All three classes of behaviour are observable to 

others, but to differing degrees, with actions being the most observable. John and 

Robins (1993) examined the observability of behaviours by focusing especially on 

actions, and reported that extraversion, agreeableness, and conscientiousness had the 

highest levels of observability based on their association with actions whereas 

emotional stability, and intellect had lower observability because of their associations 

with affects and cognitions respectively. So both the personality trait and the target of 

the personality assessment can affect the observability of personality. 

Self- and other-ratings of personality also differ with respect to other factors that 

affect personality ratings. Vazire (2010) argued that the evaluativeness of a trait also 

plays a role in how accurately a target is perceived. Evaluativeness refers to the extent 

that possessing a trait implies something positive or negative about the target (Kenny & 

West, 2010). John and Robins (1993) reported that intellect (openness), 

conscientiousness, agreeableness, and emotional stability were highly-evaluative traits 

whereas extraversion was less evaluative. Consistent with her arguments, Vazire (2010) 

found that observability and evaluativeness varied systematically with different targets, 

as demonstrated in the summary of findings presented in Figure 5.1.  
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Figure 5.1. Average accuracy correlations for self-ratings and other-ratings across 

observability and evaluativeness of traits. Reproduced from "Who Knows What About 

A Person? The Self-other Knowledge Asymmetry (SOKA) Model" by S. Vazire, 2010, 

Journal of Personality and Social Psychology, 98, p. 294. Copyright 2010 by the 

American Psychological Association.  

 

This consideration of trait observability and evaluativeness provides insight into 

how information may be used to inform personality judgement. Vazire (2010) proposed 

that when judges are rating people other than their own selves, they have better access 

to information for judging highly observable traits (e.g., traits that are believed to 

manifest in overt actions) while judges who are rating their own selves are more 

informed about traits that are less observable (e.g., traits that reflect cognitions and 

affects). Accordingly, it should be expected that judges use more readily-observable 

information when rating traits that emphasise actions, which John and Robins argued 

include extraversion, agreeableness and conscientiousness. So, it was hypothesised that:  

Hypothesis One: Extraversion, agreeableness and conscientiousness will be 

rated using more action-based information than traits lower in observability.  
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As mentioned previously, Vazire (2010) further argued that traits that are highly 

evaluative are more accurately perceived by others than by self-raters due to self-raters’ 

propensity to protect and foster self-esteem. These ego-protective biases interfere with 

self-ratings more than other-ratings of highly evaluative traits even when this does not 

coincide with the positivity bias (Vazire, 2010). The positivity bias refers to the 

tendency of self-attributions to reflect more positive information than negative 

information (Mezulis, Abramson, Hyde, & Hankin, 2004). Dunning (1999) and 

Dunning, Heath, and Suls (2004) reported that in self-ratings, judges are more likely to 

interpret ambiguous traits in a self-serving way, overlook negative conflicting 

information, and select situations that enhance their positive attributes. Thus, the 

process of producing self-ratings should be characterised by attention to and the use of 

more positive information. Consequently, two hypotheses were developed to examine 

the link between positivity of information and the final trait rating: 

Hypothesis Two: Self-ratings of personality will be associated with the use of 

more positive information.  

Hypothesis Three: The correlation between positivity of information used and 

overall rating in highly evaluative traits will be higher for self than other target 

ratings.   

Affordances reflect the value of an observation to the judge. Therefore, ratings 

of affordances will tend to be highly evaluative as defined by John and Robins (1993), 

so affordances and general affordances as measured through ease of interaction, 

likeability, predictability, and usefulness (ELPU) should be impacted by positivity bias. 

Similarly, Vazire (2010) argued that any characteristic that is highly evaluative will 

attract inaccuracy in self-judgements as associated with positivity bias. Related to this is 

the research by Cambon, Djouari, and Beauvois (2006), who reported that participants 
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described themselves as more desirable than useful but described others as more useful 

than desirable. Cambon et al. (2006) attributed these differences between self- and 

other-descriptions to attempts to raise self-esteem through highlighting a positive 

quality of the self that the other did not possess. This suggests that affordance 

judgement will be influenced in the same way as personality judgement by positivity 

bias, with a similar expected impact on final ratings, which led to the following 

hypotheses:  

Hypothesis Four: Self-ratings of ELPU will be associated with the use of more 

positive information. 

Hypothesis Five: The correlation between positivity of information used and 

overall rating in ELPU will be higher for self- than other-target ratings. 

Rather than looking at observability or evaluativeness, Pytlik Zillig, Hemenover, 

and Dienstbier (2002) examined the degree to which items measuring traits are based 

upon action, cognitions (thoughts), and affective features (feelings), and found that 

items for traits differ considerably in the extent to which they refer to these types of 

information. Neuroticism (emotional stability reversed) was associated with affective 

components, extraversion was strongly linked to actions, openness was linked to 

cognition, conscientiousness was linked to action, and agreeableness had similar levels 

of action, affect, and cognition components (Pytlik Zillig et al., 2002). If personality 

measures are valid, the relative emphasis of different types of information in items 

measuring traits, should be an indicator of the types of information judges use to 

perceive traits. However, no research to date has examined the relationship between the 

behavioural information associated with certain traits and the extent that this 

information is used by judges as the basis for judgements of that trait. Consequently, 
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how well these domains of action, affect, and cognition are reflected in the information 

judges use in trait ratings was examined in order to test the following prediction:   

Hypothesis Six: The use of action, cognition, and affect behaviour when 

constructing personality ratings will be consistent with the underlying 

association of traits with these types of information reported in prior research.  

General Affordances and Personality 

Across the literature presented so far in this Chapter, the discussion of 

personality and general affordances has been intertwined. As explored in Study 2, 

general affordances as measured through ELPU are expected to play a role in 

personality judgement. Specifically, Study 2 concluded that general affordances are 

associated with but distinct from personality trait ratings, which raised questions about 

the similarities and differences in the information used to rate personality and the 

information used to rate general affordances. Funder (1999) claimed that the judgement 

of a trait is often the same as the judgement of an affordance, while Srivastava (2010) 

argued that the information that traits capture reflects the information that is important 

in describing and differentiating between people. This description is important as it 

complements the idea that affordances reflects the information that is generally 

important in understanding the uses and benefits of others (Mignon & Mollaret, 2002). 

In summary, because affordances underlie what observations judges attend to and this 

information is used to differentiate between people, when judging others it is expected 

that: 

Hypothesis Seven: Judges use similar information when they are rating general 

affordances and personality. 
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Methods to Record Someone’s Cognitions 

Funder (2001) documented the range of research methods that have been utilised 

to understand personality according to the personality triad: the situation, the behaviour, 

and the trait. Some of the specific approaches discussed by Funder (2001) include the 

use of target descriptions, if...then profiles, subtractions of variance, behavioural Q-sort, 

analysis of observed behaviours, and correlations. In particular, Funder (2001) observed 

that questionnaires and rating scales were the dominant method for personality research. 

However, Funder (2001) argued that personality questionnaires and rating scales of 

personality are imperfect. They are susceptible to raters not possessing an accurate 

understanding of the target, correlations across measures are easily confounded and, 

most importantly, responses to questionnaire items not targeting what psychologists are 

really interested in, because “psychologists want to know what people actually do, 

think, and feel in the various contexts of their lives” (p. 213). In other words, 

personality questionnaires are a tool for assessing personality, but the use of personality 

questionnaires introduces factors that are extraneous to the phenomenon they are used to 

measure. 

Instead, to understand the personality judgement process a research method is 

needed that goes beyond the methods that Funder (2001) summarised. The desire to 

understand what people think about whilst completing an activity led to the 

development of protocol analysis techniques based upon the think-aloud method 

(Ericsson & Simon, 1980, 1993). The think-aloud method can be defined as the 

concurrent verbalisation of thoughts during the completion of a task that occurs with 

minimal impact to performance (Fox, Ericsson, & Best, 2011). When using a think-

aloud method, participants are instructed to say whatever comes to mind while 

completing the task. Thinking-aloud studies are conducted in a manner that allows 
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observation to occur concurrently with the task, thus avoiding much of the memory and 

cognitive biases that have been found to alter retrospective reports (Nisbett & Wilson, 

1977). Thus, the think-aloud method is one of the best methods for obtaining first hand 

insight into cognitive processes involved in task completion rather than just reflections 

upon the end product.   

Several studies have used the think-aloud method to gain a greater insight into 

cognitive processes. Such studies have examined creative problem solving (Gilhooly, 

Fioratou, Anthony, & Wynn, 2007), creativity in verbal and silent tasks (De Vet & De 

Dreu, 2006), integration of information across documents (Cerdán & Vidal-Abarca, 

2008), and problem-solving processes in goal-directed training (Chrysikou, 2006). 

Think-aloud studies have also been used to improve performance on psychometric tests 

(Fox & Charness, 2010), as a means to establish content validity in psychometric 

inventories (Darker & French, 2009; Van Oort, Schroder, & French, 2011), to examine 

second language acquisition (Sachs & Polio, 2007), and to explore the impact of 

distraction on task performance (Kim, 2008). Thus, the think-aloud method has been 

highly adaptable to a range of research purposes. 

Think-aloud has also been used in personality research. For example, Ziegler 

(2006) used the think-aloud method to examine the strategies adopted by participants 

responding to a personality survey when instructed to fake good. Similarly, Robie, 

Brown, and Beaty (2007) utilised think-aloud to identify three types of faking behaviour 

as evident in the kinds of verbalisations participants were making whilst completing a 

personality inventory. These studies demonstrated that the think-aloud method was able 

to identify what people considered when completing personality inventories. However, 

these studies were limited to cognitions during faking behaviour on self-ratings of 
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personality inventories. In contrast, the current study sought to apply the technique to 

personality assessments more generally, and to judgements of others as well as self.  

A potential concern with using the think-aloud method in personality ratings is 

the role of unconscious and automatic perception processes. Ericsson and Simon (1993) 

proposed that think-aloud protocols are not useful for examining processes that have 

become automatised or cognitions that are not easily described in words. This is an 

important limitation, as the phenomenon of personality perception is comprised of both 

conscious and unconscious information processes (Bargh, 1984; Collins & Brief, 1995; 

Corr, 2010; McCulloch, Ferguson, Kawada, & Bargh, 2008; Patterson et al., 2001; 

Stapel & Koomen, 2006; Todd, Molden, Ham, & Vonk, 2011). For example, 

unconscious information processing has been linked to inferences about the meaning of 

behaviours (Collins & Brief, 1995), processing of frequently encountered stimuli 

(Bargh, 1984), and affective reactions to stimuli (Stapel & Koomen, 2006). Bargh 

(1984) argued that judges consciously process information relating to the identification 

of key objects, events or situations, visual stimuli, inconsistent or novel stimuli, and the 

recollection of past behaviour. Given that the task of rating a target through a think-

aloud method may be novel to participants, it is plausible that the task itself will 

encourage greater conscious awareness. The link between novel tasks and greater 

conscious awareness is well supported (Bargh, 1984; Velmans, 1991). So, despite the 

inability to access unconscious processes, the think-aloud method does enable an 

examination of personality judgement processes to a depth that is not possible with 

other methods.  

Aim and Structure of this Study  

The aim of this study was to explore what judges voluntarily attend to whilst 

rating the personality of a target, and what judges attend to whilst rating affordances. 
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This study is presented through two sub-studies. For ease of navigation, Table 5.1 

presents the structure of the remainder of this chapter, including the hypotheses that will 

be addressed in each section.  
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Table 5.1 

Structure and Hypotheses Tested in this Chapter 

Section Description Hypotheses Addressed 

Method Common method for all sub-studies  

Study 3 A The judgement of personality.  

Includes Results and Discussion. 

Research Question: What do judges voluntarily attend to when rating personality? 

Hypothesis One: Extraversion, agreeableness and conscientiousness will be rated using more action-based information than 

traits lower in observability. 

Hypothesis Two: Self-ratings of personality will be associated with the use of more positive information. 

Hypothesis Three: The correlation between positivity of information used and overall rating in highly evaluative traits will be 

higher for self than other target ratings. 

Hypothesis Six: The use of action, cognition, and affect behaviour when constructing personality ratings will be consistent 

with the underlying association of traits with these types of information reported in prior research. 

Study 3 B The judgement of affordances and 

comparisons between affordances and 

personality.  

Includes Results and Discussion. 

Research Question: What do judges voluntarily attend to when rating general affordances? 

Hypothesis Four: Self-ratings of ELPU will be associated with the use of more positive information. 

Hypothesis Five: The correlation between positivity of information used and overall rating in ELPU will be higher for self- 

than other-target ratings. 

Hypothesis Seven: Judges will use similar information when they are rating affordances as measured through ELPU and 

personality. 

Integration Integration of the Discussions  
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Method 

Participants 

Twenty-three students from first year psychology courses participated in this 

study for course credit. A total of 16 participants were female and 7 were male. Female 

participants were older (M = 24, SD = 6.35) than male participants (M = 19.29, SD = 

1.38). 

Materials 

Participants were asked to rate targets on the personality measure developed by 

Shafer (1999) that had been reformatted into clustered scales by Langford (2003: see 

Appendix A). These scales were the same as those used to rate target personality in 

Study 1 and general affordances in Study 2, which helped to enhance comparability 

with the previous studies. Study 2 describes the development of the clustered general 

affordance scales in more detail. A total of five copies of the clustered scales were given 

to each participant to rate each of the five targets. On each copy of the scales appeared 

three questions: What is your target’s gender? What is your target’s relationship to 

you? and How long have you known the target? 

The five targets that participants rated included the participant, a person from 

school, a co-worker, a best friend/partner, and a stranger. The participants were asked to 

identify their own targets except for the stranger-rating, for which a colour picture of a 

stranger was supplied and presented to participants on a computer screen. The stranger’s 

image was sourced from Oosterhof and Todorov’s (2008) research on facial recognition 

of trustworthiness in computer generated faces. The face selected was found to be rated 

an average of 4.98 on a 9 point scale across a range of trait dimensions, including 

attractiveness, likeability, trustworthiness, competence, extraversion, dominance, 
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meanness, frightening, and threatening, as well as appearing neutral in regards to gender 

(Oosterhov & Todorov, 2008). Consequently, the stranger face was as neutral as it was 

possible to find, meaning that participants had as little information as possible apart 

from that the face was recognisably human. As only a still image was provided to the 

participants, the stranger image provided a control condition to identify the minimum 

amount of information needed to perceive a target. This face is presented in Appendix 

F.  

An office in the psychology building at Griffith University was used for data 

collection. This office had enough space to enable me to sit far enough behind the 

participant to ensure that I was outside their line of sight. Additionally, a digital audio 

recorder was used to record all interviews. 

Procedure 

Participants attended a research session one participant at a time in a quiet room 

with myself as the only other person present. Participants were informed that the testing 

session would involve completing a survey and an interview, and were informed in 

advance that the session would be recorded. After the research was described to the 

participants, they were invited to read and sign informed consent forms.  

Each session began with participants completing a questionnaire asking their age 

and gender. Participants were then given the following instructions: “This next phase 

involves a verbal rating of personality. You will be asked to think of someone you know 

and rate them on a scale. However, the important thing is to talk aloud constantly from 

the minute I present the scale, for I want to hear everything you happen to think of, no 

matter how irrelevant it may seem. Don’t plan what to say or speak after the thought, 

but rather let your thoughts speak, as though you were thinking aloud”. These 

instructions were drawn from prior studies that had conducted a comparable protocol 
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analysis (i.e., Ericsson & Simon, 1993; Fox et al., 2011). The audio recording of each 

session began after this instruction.  

Participants were then given a practice session, in which they were firstly asked 

to think about someone that they attended high school with but who is not a best friend 

or romantic partner now. Participants were then instructed, “I am going to show you a 

scale and I would like you to think about that person and rate them on this scale. In 

doing this rating please make sure that you speak all the thoughts that pop into your 

mind. Are you ready?” Once they had confirmed their readiness, participants were given 

the scale. After completing the scale, participants were given the opportunity to ask 

questions. During the practice rating, if participants became quiet, they were prompted 

to continue thinking aloud.  

After the practice rating, participants were instructed “Now we will begin the 

proper ratings and we will repeat this process exactly the same but each time thinking 

about a different target”. The participants were asked to think of and then rate a close 

acquaintance (best friend or partner), a co-worker, the participant, and the stranger. The 

order of presentation of the targets was counterbalanced to ensure that the order of 

targets did not influence the verbalisations recorded. Once completed, the audio 

recorder was switched off and participants were thanked, and any questions they had 

about the research were answered. 

Coding 

All interviews with participants were audio-recorded and were later transcribed. 

These recordings contained each participant’s verbal ratings of four targets across five 

personality traits and four affordances. Coding was performed on participant 

verbalisations. The verbalisations reflected a single sentence of the participant’s 

verbalisations during the rating task. In some circumstances, the sentence was too long 
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for easy coding, and so sentences with more than 40 words were split into two or more 

rows to simplify coding. Coding of the transcripts involved an initial exploration of the 

data followed by a theoretically-driven coding strategy developed in collaboration with 

my research supervisor, as outlined in the following sections. The theoretically-driven 

coding strategy recognised both content (descriptions of the targets behaviour and 

descriptions of raters’ behaviour across contexts) and process (the way rating statements 

were made and cognitions about this content). The coding strategy included classes of 

process and content and within each class were a range of categories and sub-categories 

of information. 

Classes.   

The verbalisations were coded into two main classes; content and process. 

Specifically, content was defined according to the information that is salient in 

cognition when perceiving self and other targets, while process was defined according 

to the judge’s personal modes of thinking in relation to rating statements and how 

judges thought about the rating content. Classes represent the highest level of the coding 

framework.  

Categories.  

Within the classes, a series of categories and sub-categories were identified. The 

first category, target behaviour, reflected any activities of the target that were observed 

by the judge. These observations included the sub-categories of actions, affect, and 

cognitions of the target. Examples of action, affect, and cognition, in order included 

“she sits in the centre of this large desk”, “she doesn’t care what people think about her” 

and “she thinks hers is the right way”. Similarly, judge behaviour reflects the actions, 

affect, and cognitions of the judge. Examples of action, affect, and cognitions, in order 
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included, “he’s not someone I would talk to”, “he makes me nervous”, “I don’t know 

what he’s doing”.  

Some verbalisations that seemed to fit judge behaviour were challenging to 

code. These verbalisations generally occurred in the self-ratings and involved the judge 

describing their own beliefs about the nature of life and rules for behaviour and 

perceiving others. For example, “I don’t know, you shouldn’t go after a dream that is 

never going to happen” was verbalised in regards to the trait rating of openness. This 

comment was challenging to code as it was unspecific as to whether it applied to the 

judge or to all people, because such comments seemed to reflect a belief about the 

nature of the world that could be used to guide ratings. After considered discussions, the 

comment was categorised as reflecting the judge’s behaviour in a self-rating because it 

was either a rule about the nature of things that the judge used to guide personality 

ratings or a cognition that was disconnected with personality rating but prompted by the 

rating process. So, regardless of whether this and other similar verbalisations were 

comments about the rules of the world or rules for perceiving and assessing personality, 

they were all guides for the judges’ behaviours.   

The next category of situation refers to the range of external factors that 

influenced the target’s behaviour and personality expression. A sub-category was 

created to capture the range of locations and was named locational. For example, “at 

work she’s...”, “on Sunday he is...”, and “when it’s her own thing she...”. Relationships 

was a sub-category that referred to whether other people were around the target and the 

type of the relationship these other people have with the target. For example, “with 

people who just come into work she’s...”, “with the boss she is...”, and “with me he 

is...” . Roles was a subcategory included to refer to the systems of social expectation 

that impact on a target’s behaviour and trait expression. For example, “I’m his 
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girlfriend”, “I’m like a mother”, “he’s a musician”, and “I’m the manager”. The final 

situation sub-category was developmental and refers to changes in behaviour or trait 

expression over time. For example, “back in primary school he was...”, and “in year 12 

she was...”. Despite this, participants in this study referred to targets’ behaviour in 

primary school or high school and compared this to behaviour in the present whilst 

documenting differences. Although the perception of change in personality expression 

was not the focus of this study, its emergence in the data suggests that the topic is worth 

further exploration.  

The final category residing under the class of content was physical. Types of 

physical references that appeared in the data included eyes, cheekbones, mouth, lips, 

eyebrows, hair, and face. Physical information was primarily used in stranger-ratings.  

The relative infrequency of these references meant there was no necessity to create sub-

categories of physical. 

The following categories fell under the process class and referred to judge’s 

modes of thinking in relation to rating statements. The category of rating statements 

referred to comments made by the judge in rating the target on the scales, and as such 

incorporates verbalisations reflecting cognitions about completing the rating task, where 

participants were required to provide a number that reflects targets’ levels on particular 

traits. Within this category, there were sub-categories of nominative, comparative, 

exceptions and meta-comments. Nominative comments were those where the participant 

nominated a trait, behaviour or number that reflected the target, such as “she’s very 

outgoing”, “it’s definitely a seven”.  Comparative verbalisations reflected how 

participants compared two different kinds of traits, compared the participant to another 

target, or any other general comparison of the target  (examples included, “she’s more 

headstrong than she is agreeable”, and “she reminds me of Joan Jett”). Exception 
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comments included instances when participants identified contradictory information 

showing that an exception to the trait rating was identified (examples included, “she’s 

headstrong but she’s also agreeable”, “I can be outgoing but I can be really shy”, or “it 

never happened except when she...”). So, the sub-categories of nominative, 

comparative, and exceptions all reflected how judges used information whilst they gave 

a rating on the scales. 

In contrast, the final sub-category of rating statements was meta-comments, 

which reflected judges’ cognitions and other reactions to the rating process. Such 

comments refer to the difficulty of the task, the social desirability of a judge’s own 

verbalisations, and the judges’ levels of uncertainty. For example, “that’s a hard one”, 

“it’s sad but true”, “I bet you will think I sound cocky”. So, meta-comments were 

considered an important source of information used in the rating task and were grouped 

into the rating statements category. An overview of the classes, categories, and sub-

categories is presented in Table 5.2. 

Positivity rating of verbalisations.  

In addition to the coding of the content and process, each verbalisation was rated 

according to the overall positivity or negativity of the statement using a nine point scale, 

as presented in Figure 5.2. The purpose of this positivity rating was to assess the 

valence of the information that judges were reporting across different targets, traits, and 

affordances. Extremely positive verbalisations included “he’s always loving, and he 

loves helping people”, “I adore her so much” whereas extremely negative comments 

included “I don’t like him”, “she backstabs and whinges and bitches about people”. 

Verbalisations that were nominations, for example “She’s a 7 on that” or statements like 

“I don’t know” were coded as neither positive or negative on the scale.  
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Figure 5.2. Rating scale of the positivity and negativity of each participant statement. 

 

Second coder strategy.  

The coding strategy was explained to my second coder, who was a third year 

undergraduate psychology student, before we jointly coded a practice example. The 

second coder then coded two transcripts independently, after which we discussed the 

coding experience and assessed inter-rater reliability, which was found to be acceptable. 

The second rater and I coded all of the transcripts separately. The full rater agreement 

statistic for the entire study was 90.39%. The data reported in this chapter reflects only 

my coding and not the second coder’s.  

Rationale for the coding.  

The coding strategy was theoretically based. The rationale for the classes of 

content and process were developed in accordance with McGuire and McGuire (1988), 

who examined the descriptions of self that children provided in response to the 

instruction “tell us about yourself”. The resulting segments were analysed according to 

the type of content that was most salient to the child’s understanding of self, and the 

way the individual thinks about this content. 
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Table 5.2 

Overview of Content and Process Coding Strategy 

Class Category Sub-category Description 

Content Target Behaviour  Actions  Actions of the target (includes self-ratings) 

  Affect Affect of the target (includes self-ratings) 

  Cognition Cognitions of the target (includes self-ratings) 

 Judge Behaviour Actions Actions of the judge 

  Affect Affect of the judge 

  Cognition Cognitions of the judge.  

 Situation Locational  Locational references that impacted behaviour and trait expression 

  Relationship Whether other people are present and the type of relationship impacted behaviour and trait expression 

  Developmental Changes in behaviour and trait expression as a result of time passing or maturation 

  Role Roles that impacted behaviour and trait expression 

 Physical  References to physical attributes of the target 

Process Rating statements Nominative Directly in regards to making a rating on the scale or nominating a trait the target possesses. 

  Comparative comparisons to other targets and traits 

  Exceptions when the rating statement does not apply to the target 

  Meta-comments Comments made by the participant in relation to the rating task.  
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In regards to content, the sub-categories of action, affect, and cognition 

associated with target and judge behaviour  were derived from Pytlik Zillig et al. (2002) 

and further supported by McGuire and McGuire (1988). Pytlik Zillig et al. (2002) 

examined trait items in regards to their emphasis on action, affect, and cognition, 

although they used the term ‘behavioural’ for what is here referred to as ‘actions’. 

However, McGuire and McGuire (1988) incorporated the coding categories of overt 

actions (i.e., externally-observable behaviours of the target) and covert actions (i.e., 

cognitive and affective behaviour) that aligned closely with the coding of actions, 

cognitions, and affect used in this study. So, the sub-categories of actions, affect, and 

cognition are consistent with prior research exploring the emphasis of trait items in 

behaviour as well as being comparable to a prior qualitative coding strategy. 

The situation category and the sub-categories of locational, relationship, and 

role are consistent with Saucier et al.’s (2007) situation taxonomies as discussed in 

Chapter 2. However, a sub-category was identified that was not explicitly identified by 

Saucier et al. (2007). Specifically, development (behavioural and trait changes as a 

function of time passing and maturation of the target) was identified. A number of meta-

analyses and longitudinal studies have provided evidence about levels of change in 

personality traits over time (McAdams & Olson, 2010; Roberts & Mroczek, 2008; 

Roberts, Walton, & Wolfgang, 2006), despite arguments for defining personality traits 

as enduring stable patterns in behaviour (Costa & McCrae, 1992, 2000). Although this 

has been an active field of research, there has been little consideration of the perception 

of change in personality and its relevance to judges, and the frequency of comments 

about development of personality within this study necessitated the inclusion of this 

code.  
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Study 3 A: Results  

The objective of Study 3 A was to explore the information used when rating 

personality traits. Each of the 23 participants provided 20 ratings during each interview 

(four targets across five traits). Frequencies of coded content for each participant were 

entered into SPSS (IBM, 2011) according to each instance of a rating. In total, 7647 

codes were assigned across all personality verbal ratings.  

Table 5.3 presents the average number of verbalisations for traits and targets. 

The total verbalisations made by participants were examined using Chi-square 

frequency analysis for patterns across targets and traits. There were significant 

differences in total verbalisations across traits, χ
2
 = 56.46, df = 4; p < .001 and a 

significant difference in the number of verbalisations across targets, χ
2
 = 239.23, df = 3; 

p < .001. Given the qualitatively different nature of the stranger target, both here and 

elsewhere comparisons across targets are presented that both include and exclude the 

stranger-ratings. With stranger verbalisations excluded, there were significant 

differences in total verbalisations between traits, χ
2
 = 39.56, df = 4; p < .001, and total 

verbalisations between acquainted targets (best friend/partner, co-worker, and self), χ
2
 = 

27.51, df = 2; p < .001. Participants made the most verbalisations for ratings of 

extraversion and conscientiousness, while openness recorded the lowest number of 

verbalisations. The most verbalisations were observed for best friend/partner-ratings and 

the fewest verbalisations were recorded during the stranger-rating, followed by the co-

worker. 
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Table 5.3 

Descriptive Data of Information Coded for Personality Ratings 

 

Total number 

of ratings 

Total 

Verbalisations 

M  

(per rating) 

SD 

(per rating) 

Percentage 

of Total 

Traits      

Agreeable 91 1520 16.70 10.70 19.90% 

Conscientiousness 91 1611 17.70 14.44 21.10% 

Emotional Stability 92 1443 15.68 9.82 18.90% 

Extraversion 92 1726 18.76 12.89 22.60% 

Openness 91 1347 14.80 10.11 17.60% 

Targets      

Best Friend/Partner 115 2183 18.98 13.97 28.50% 

Co-worker 115 1888 16.42 10.50 24.70% 

Self 115 2163 18.81 12.73 28.30% 

Stranger 112 1413 12.62 7.82 18.50% 

Note. SD = Standard deviation. Two participants only circled their responses on the paper and did not verbalise 

content. This appears above as a lower total number of ratings for Stranger and a lower total number of ratings for 

Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Openness.  

 

Figure 5.3 presents the total verbalisations according to the categories of target 

behaviour, judge behaviour, and physical, and the sub-categories associated with 

situation and rating statements across targets. Figure 5.4 presents the same categories 

and sub-categories of information across traits. Both Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 highlight 

that the use of information when rating a target or a trait varies across acquaintance and 

the trait under examination. Additionally, the Figures highlight the prevalence of target 

behaviour (associated with content) and nominative (associated with process) 

information across targets and traits.  
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Figure 5.3. Total personality verbalisations across targets on key categories and sub-

categories of information. 

 
Figure 5.4. Total verbalisations across personality traits on key categories and sub-

categories of information.  
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Based on the use of information during the personality ratings and observations 

of how judges completed the rating class, it was observed that judges did not move 

sequentially through Funder’s (1999) RAM components. Rather some judges started 

with a number on the rating scale and then verbalised information to support their 

rating, “He is a seven for creative, all he does is draw. He’s really good at drawing kids’ 

picture books and things like that. I think he’s down to earth, though, like, but he’s very 

imaginative and artistic, so I’d put that up there”. Other judges started with a judgement 

and then raised information to support their judgement, “Well, I like to think I'm pretty 

outgoing. I have no problem with associating with people. At parties I definitely go up 

and introduce myself, give them a handshake, whatever's suitable at the time. I'd have to 

say I'm very outgoing”. Some judges constructed their ratings in accordance to the 

rating scale itself, “She’s not lazy. She’s hardworking. She’s responsible. Yes, she’s 

definitely self-disciplined, persevering, and thorough. She’s slightly disorganised, so I’d 

reckon she’d be about six”. Based on how judges approach the rating task and the 

information used, cannot assume that Funder’s (1999) RAM components are 

sequentially addressed in ratings of personality. 

Comparison to Strangers  

The stranger image was used to examine the research question regarding the 

information judges needed to make a rating of personality. There was a significant 

association between the use of content and process categories across all targets, χ
2
 = 

74.63 df = 3; p < .001, but the same analysis without the stranger-ratings recorded a 

non-significant result, χ
2
 = 2.75 df = 2; p = .25. This suggests that the information used 

across target ratings of personality traits was relatively comparable across acquainted 

targets but when a non-acquainted target was included in the analysis greater differences 

were observed. The total verbalisations and the percentage of classes in all ratings 
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across each target and χ
2 

tests between total information used in ratings of the stranger 

and other targets are presented in Table 5.4. According to Table 5.4, the total amount of 

content and process information between acquainted targets and stranger targets was 

significantly different except for use of process information between co-workers and 

stranger-ratings. When χ
2 

was performed on the percentage use of classes, no significant 

differences were observed between use of content or process between the stranger target 

and acquainted targets.  

Table 5.4 

Total Verbalisations and Percentage Use of Classes During Trait Ratings Across 

Targets  

   

χ
2
 Comparison to Stranger 

 

Content Process Content (df = 1) Process (df = 1) 

Best Friend/Partner 1298 885 225.92, p < .001 11.93, p < .001 

 

(59.46%) (40.54%) (1.43, p = .23) (1.64, p = .20) 

Co-worker 1153 735 139.74, p < .001 0.08, p = .78 

 (61.07%) (38.93%) (1.81, p = .18) (2.15, p = .14) 

Self 1266 897 205.34, p < .001 14.00, p < .001 

 (58.53%) (41.47%) (1.23, p = .26) (1.38, p = .24) 

Stranger 667 746   

 

(47.20%) (52.80%)   

Note. Numbers in brackets represent proportion of information used across content and process. The 

associated χ
2
 were calculated based on the proportions listed in brackets.  

 

Table 5.5 shows the proportion of information used across categories for each 

type of target and the χ
2
 tests with and without stranger-ratings and self-ratings. 

According to Table 5.5, stranger-ratings included comparatively more physical 
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references, increased rating statements, fewer situation references, and slightly less 

target behaviour than acquainted targets. However, removing stranger-ratings from the 

analysis showed that there were still significant differences between acquainted targets 

with respect to the types of information used. However, when the stranger- and self-

ratings were removed from the analysis, there were no longer significant differences in 

the use of situation and judge’s behaviour categories. These results indicate that 

stranger- and self-ratings are rated using significantly different proportions of 

information in comparison to best friend/partner and co-worker-ratings. 
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Table 5.5 

Percentage Use of Categories across Targets in Personality Ratings 

 Best Friend/Partner Co-worker  Self Stranger  

χ
2
 (df = 3)  

(Incl. Stranger) 

χ
2 
(df = 2) 

(Excl. Stranger) 

χ
2
 (df = 1) 

(Excl. Stranger and Self) 

Rating statements 40.54% 38.93% 41.47% 52.80% 28.17, p < .001 20.39, p < .001 14.01, p < .001 

Target behaviour 41.18% 43.01% 42.07% 34.89% 201.87, p < .001 6.85, p = .03 4.44, p = .04 

Situation 13.56% 13.72% 16.09% 1.63% 1946.07, p < .001 13.25, p = .001 2.48, p = .12 

Judge behaviour 4.72% 4.18% 0.37% 2.97% 343.83, p < .001 401.11, p < .001 3.22, p = .07 

Physical 0.00% 0.16% 0.00% 7.71% 962.10, p < .001* NA NA 

Note. * df = 1, Represents the difference between co-worker and stranger-ratings for physical information as other targets recorded no verbalisations. NA = Not enough 

data to calculate χ
2
. Judge behaviour in self-ratings reflected judge’s verbalisations about current actions or affect associated with the task that did not adequately fit 

into the meta-comments sub-category. 
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Figure 5.5 highlights the minimum amounts of information used by judges and 

maps how this minimum information increases as acquaintance increases. An ordinal 

variable for acquaintance was created and correlated to total verbalisations, r = .20, n = 

457, p <.001. There appears to be a small positive relationship between increases in 

acquaintance and total verbalisations. According to Figure 5.5 stranger-ratings involve 

physical information, target behaviour and situational information but as acquaintance 

increases, physical information is used less in exchange for greater quantities of target 

behaviour and situational information. However, even with the stranger, for whom 

minimal behaviours or situations were available, judges appeared to be compelled to 

provide examples of behaviours and situations upon which to base their ratings, 

suggesting that there may be a minimum amount of behavioural and situational 

information required prior to rating   

 

Figure 5.5. Information use as judge-target acquaintance increases in trait ratings.  
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Observability 

As stranger-ratings differed from acquainted target ratings, the subsequent 

analyses only examined the hypotheses in regards to self, co-worker, and best 

friend/partner-ratings. To test Hypothesis One, that extraversion, agreeableness and 

conscientiousness will be rated using more action-based information than traits lower in 

observability, the use of action, affect, and cognition sub-categories across traits was 

examined. John and Robins (1993) specified that extraversion was the most highly 

observable trait, followed by agreeableness and conscientiousness, and the least 

observable traits were emotional stability and intellect (openness). Table 5.6 presents 

the proportion of action, affect, and cognition verbalised during trait ratings and 

compares these to the results reported by John and Robins (1993), in order to compare 

relative emphasis of these behavioural components in personality questionnaire items 

with the information that judges report they voluntarily use.  

Information about actions was verbalised significantly more in traits classified 

as more observable, χ
2
 = 873.42, df = 1, p < .001. Information about affect was 

verbalised significantly more in traits classified as less observable, χ
2
 = 123.08, df = 1, 

p < .001. Cognitions were mentioned significantly more in traits classified as less 

observable, χ
2
 = 128.86, df = 1, p < .001. These results suggest that the behavioural 

information used during trait ratings corresponds to the observability of the trait.   

A correlation was performed to examine how well the use of action information 

corresponds to trait ratings of observability as presented by John and Robins (1993). 

The correlation between the percentages for action across best friend/partner, co-

worker, and self-ratings, and John and Robins (1993) ratings of trait observability was 

moderate, r = .45 (R
2
 = .20), n= 15, p =.09.   
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Table 5.6 

Use of Action, Affective, and Cognitive Target and Judge Behaviour Across Traits  

    Observability 

 Action Affect Cognition John & Robins (1993) 

Agreeableness 90.34% 2.15% 7.51% 61.11% 

Conscientiousness 89.38% 4.31% 6.31% 57.78% 

Emotional Stability 32.43% 43.87% 23.70% 58.89% 

Extraversion 90.55% 3.78% 5.67% 66.67% 

Openness 59.74% 0.93% 39.33% 53.33% 

 

Figure 5.6 presents the total number of verbalisations across action, affect, and 

cognitions for traits. According to Figure 5.6, ratings of conscientiousness, extraversion, 

and agreeableness prompted the largest number of verbalisations about actions, ratings 

of emotional stability prompted the largest number of affect-related verbalisations, and 

openness prompted the largest number of cognition-related verbalisations. In support of 

Hypothesis One, extraversion, agreeableness and conscientiousness were rated using 

more action-based information than traits lower in observability.  
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Figure 5.6. Total verbalisations of action, affect, and cognition across traits (excludes 

stranger).  

 

Use of Information and Behavioural Emphasis of Traits   

To test Hypothesis Six, that the use of action, cognition, and affect behaviour 

when constructing personality ratings will be consistent with the underlying association 

of traits with these types of information reported in prior research, the overall use of 

action, affect, and cognitions across traits was compared with the results reported by 

Pytlik Zillig et al. (2002).  

Table 5.7 presents the use of the information across the current study and Pytlik 

Zillig et al.’s (2002) results as well as χ
2 results. Overall, the use of actual, cognitive and 

affective information was found to differ significantly from the behavioural emphasis of 

personality traits. The correlation was calculated across Pytlik Zillig’s et al. (2002) 

results and the current study across types of behaviour and traits and a significant 

correlation of .84 (R
2
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traits. However, there was similarity in the proportions of information. Further, 

Hypothesis Six was not supported as the relationship between studies examining the 

behavioural basis of traits and what judges voluntarily use is far more complex than 

previously envisioned in the literature.  
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Table 5.7 

Use of Sub-categories of Target and Judge Behaviour Across Trait Rating of All Targets  

  
A C ES E O 

Χ2
 (df = 4) 

Action 

      

Pytlik-Zillig et al. 43.40% 67.80% 17.00% 52.90% 16.90% 

 

Current study 90.34% 89.38% 32.43% 90.55% 59.74% 12.44, p = .01 

Affective 

      

Pytlik-Zillig et al. 26.40% 6.20% 69.60% 38.30% 21.90% 

 

Current study 2.15% 4.31% 43.87% 3.78% 0.93% 62.74, p < .001 

Cognitive 

      

Pytlik-Zillig et al. 30.20% 26.10% 12.30% 8.49% 60.60% 

 

Current study 7.51% 6.31% 23.70% 5.67% 39.33% 195.21, p < .001 

X
2 
(df = 2)* 114.26, p < .001 22.64, p < .001 15.48, p < .001 98.00, p < .001 163.70, p < .001 

 

Note. A = Agreeableness, C = Conscientiousness, ES = Emotional Stability, E = Extraversion, O = Openness. * Analysis examined the use of action, affect, and 

cognition in this study in comparison to the results of Pytlik-Zillig et al. (2002) in regards to a single trait. 
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Evaluativeness  

Hypothesis Two, that self-ratings of personality will be associated with the use 

of more positive information, was tested by comparing ratings of self with other targets 

across all traits and groupings of high evaluative and low evaluative traits. The 

proportion of positive and negative information verbalised across targets are presented 

in Table 5.8 for all traits, individual traits and groupings of high and low evaluative 

traits. The use of overall positive information between ratings of self and other targets 

were assessed using χ
2
. Positive verbalisations for self-ratings were significantly higher 

than co-worker-ratings, χ
2
 = 15.17, df = 1, p < .001, and stranger-ratings, χ

2
 = 94.76, df 

= 1, p < .001. Self-ratings did not differ significantly from best friend/partner-ratings, χ
2
 

= 3.59, df = 1, p = .06. Based on overall use of positive information, self-ratings were 

not associated with the use of more positive information as best friend/partner-ratings 

were associated with the most positive verbalisations.  

. 
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Table 5.8 

Total Positive and Negative Verbalisations During Trait Ratings Across Targets  

 

Target Total Agreeableness Conscientiousness 

Emotional 

Stability 

Extraversion Openness 

High  

Evaluativeness 

Low  

Evaluativeness 

Negative Best Friend/Partner 26.33% 10.20% 13.97% 14.76% 9.39% 2.82% 10.66% 9.39% 

 

Co-worker 26.10% 13.22% 5.83% 16.15% 9.27% 7.28% 10.57% 9.27% 

 

Self 28.92% 21.05% 7.26% 16.91% 6.95% 5.20% 12.68% 6.95% 

 

Stranger 18.66% 10.33% 2.30% 8.25% 11.24% 4.08% 6.22% 11.24% 

Positive Best Friend/Partner 29.99% 17.30% 14.28% 12.61% 20.74% 26.50% 17.43% 20.74% 

 

Co-worker 23.78% 10.86% 19.74% 9.08% 14.60% 17.52% 14.36% 14.60% 

 

Self 27.87% 9.01% 23.59% 11.23% 17.27% 23.39% 16.79% 17.27% 

 

Stranger 18.36% 8.03% 13.04% 11.02% 10.54% 13.21% 11.30% 10.54% 

Note. High Evaluativeness = Combined agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, and openness. Low Evaluativeness = Extraversion.  
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The use of positive information was compared between ratings of self and other 

targets in high and low evaluative traits. On high evaluative traits, positive 

verbalisations for self-ratings were significantly higher than co-worker-ratings, χ
2
 = 

11.31, df = 1, p < .001, and stranger-ratings, χ
2
 = 66.04, df = 1, p < .001. Self-ratings 

did not differ significantly from best friend/partner-ratings, χ
2
 = 0.71, df = 1, p = .40. 

On low evaluative traits, positive verbalisations for self-ratings in high evaluative traits 

were significantly higher than co-worker-ratings, χ
2
 = 3.87, df = 1, p = .05, and 

stranger-ratings, χ
2
 = 29.77, df = 1, p < .001. Positive verbalisations for self-ratings 

were significantly lower than best friend/partner-ratings, χ
2
 = 5.53, df = 1, p = .02. 

Based on the use of positive information across high and low evaluative traits, self-

ratings were not associated with the most positive verbalisations. So Hypothesis Two 

was only partly supported. When compared with strangers or co-workers, self-ratings 

are based on more positive information, but the results are more complex when the 

comparison is between self-ratings and ratings of best friends or partners 

Unexpectedly, self-ratings of highly evaluative traits were associated with 

significantly more negative information than best friend/partner-ratings, χ
2
 = 10.50, df 

= 1, p < .001, co-worker-ratings, χ
2
 = 11.44, df = 1, p < .001, and stranger-ratings, χ

2
 = 

148.49, df = 1, p < .001. The presence of more negative information in self-ratings 

suggests that judges were also more critical of people they know well. The results 

suggest that the positivity or negativity of verbalisations depends on the traits and the 

target as well as the interaction between them, rather than upon whether the rating is of 

self or other. 

Hypothesis Three predicted that the correlation between positivity of 

information used and overall rating in highly evaluative traits would be higher for self 

than other target ratings. Table 5.9 presents the correlations between positivity of 
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verbalisations and final rating across evaluativeness groups and individual traits. On 

initial examination of Table 5.9, ratings of self recorded a strong correlation between 

positivity of verbalisations and final score on highly evaluative traits but appeared to be 

lower than other targets.  

Table 5.9 

Positivity of Verbalisation and Final Rating Across Traits and Evaluativeness  

 

Best Friend/Partner Co-worker Self Stranger 

High Evaluativeness .72** .78** .72** .72** 

Low Evaluativeness .80** .59** .51** .53** 

Agreeableness .60** .90** .66** .86** 

Conscientiousness .77** .64** .73** .66** 

Emotional Stability .82** .86** .51** .73** 

Extraversion .80** .59** .51** .53** 

Openness .60** .57** .75** .29 

Note. High Evaluativeness = Combined agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, and 

openness. Low Evaluativeness = Extraversion. ** p < .01.  

 

The correlations between self-ratings and other targets across traits were 

compared for significant differences. This was tested by converting the correlations to z 

scores and then calculating the z observed, as follows: 𝑧𝑂𝑏𝑠 =
z1−z2

√
1

N1−3
+

1

N2−3
 
 (Pallant, 

2007, p. 140). Table 5.10 presents the z observed values for the comparisons of positive 

information use and final trait rating across self versus other target ratings. According to 

Table 5.10, the extent that self-ratings incorporated more positive information and were 

rated more positively in comparison to other targets was limited to ratings of 

conscientiousness, and openness in strangers and co-workers. Generally, the 

relationship between positive information use and final rating was lower for self than 
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other targets. This suggests that the way in which positivity bias impacts ratings of traits 

across self-other targets is complex. However, it is possible that the correlations 

reported are a consequence of examining multiple comparisons and thereby altering the 

effective probability of obtaining a ‘significant’ result. This was observed when 

Bonferroni adjustment was applied as well as the more permissive Benjamini and 

Hochberg (1995) correction. So, care must be taken in the interpretation of these results.  

So, Hypothesis Three, that the correlation between positivity of information 

used and overall rating in highly evaluative traits will be higher for self than other target 

ratings, was not supported. The correlations between positivity of information and the 

overall trait rating varied considerably across targets and traits. According to Vazire 

(2010), self-ratings of highly evaluative traits are likely to be developed using highly 

positive information and this emphasis will make self-ratings less accurate. The results 

indicated that the relationship between positivity of information used and the final 

rating was highest for openness and conscientiousness, and the lowest correlations were 

recorded for self-ratings of extraversion and emotional stability, but there is no strong 

evidence that these relationships are particularly strong for self-ratings. This suggests 

that the extent to which information used in ratings impacts the final score cannot be 

adequately explained by the interaction of target with trait evaluativeness, creating 

doubt about explanations of ratings that rely on assuming that self-ratings are inherently 

more closely associated with positive information.  
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Table 5.10 

Z Observed Values for the Comparison of Correlations of Self Information Positivity 

and Final Trait Rating to Other Targets 

Target Trait Z observed 

Best Friend/Partner Agreeableness 0.66 

 

Conscientiousness -0.60 

 

Emotional Stability -3.96** 

 

Extraversion -3.58** 

 

Openness 1.86 

Co-worker Agreeableness -4.50** 

 

Conscientiousness 1.13 

 

Emotional Stability -4.87** 

 

Extraversion -0.77 

 

Openness 2.16* 

Stranger Agreeableness -3.32** 

 

Conscientiousness 0.90 

 

Emotional Stability -2.44* 

 

Extraversion -0.18 

 

Openness 4.47** 

Note. * p < .05 **p < .001. Bold denotes significant differences between self and other when the self 

correlations were higher. 

 

Study 3 A: Discussion 

The aims of this study were to explore what judges attend to when rating the 

personality of a target. The key findings from this study were: (a) the information 

judges used to formulate a rating of a stranger differs from that used for rating well-

acquainted targets; (b) observability of traits accounts for the use of various types of 

behavioural information; (c) the information implied by traits is not reflected in a 
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straightforward fashion by the information used to rate traits; and (d) the manner in 

which information that is used in personality judgement is linked to final ratings of 

personality is complex.  

Key Findings  

For the personality judges in this study, the degree to which they were 

acquainted with the target had a considerable impact on the process by which they 

produced ratings of personality. This was most evident when comparing the targets with 

the highest level of acquaintance (i.e., self) and the lowest level of acquaintance (i.e., 

stranger). Responses to the stranger target provide an estimate of the minimum amounts 

of information that judges need to know in order to create a personality rating. Judges 

rating strangers were provided with minimal information and responded by making 

inferences about target behaviour and situational information to form a rating. As target 

acquaintance increased, this information was expanded and made more elaborate 

through greater behavioural and situational information, while references to physical 

features of the target decreased. Like Borkenau and Liebler (1992a), judges in this study 

used behavioural and situational information when rating strangers, but this could only 

have been inferred from the minimal physical information that was provided, or from 

the judges’ own approach to rating others. By way of comparison, Holleran, Mehl, and 

Levitt (2009) found that first impressions of strangers are based on categorical 

information that invokes shared social stereotypes that judges bring with them to the 

personality assessment. It appears that in this study, such stereotypes were used until 

there was enough information to form a rating. With better-acquainted targets, use of 

physical information in the personality ratings dropped to zero. Studies that examine 

stereotypes in personality judgement generally conclude that these stereotypes manifest 

in ratings (Albright, Kenny, & Malloy, 1988; Back, Schmukle, & Egliff, 2010; 
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Borkenau & Liebler, 1992a; Connelly, 2008; Kenny, Horner, Kashy, & Chu, 1992). The 

fact that physical information was not used with better-acquainted targets but was 

replaced by behavioural and situational information suggests that stereotypes are less 

relied upon when enough information is available to form a rating. Subsequent research 

should further examine what is the minimum requirement for information and how it 

differs across traits.    

The quantity, proportion, and type of information used for each of the traits 

appears to be linked to how the traits are defined and understood. In particular, the 

observability of a trait had an impact on how traits are rated, with more observable 

traits, such as extraversion, agreeableness and conscientiousness (John & Robins, 

1993), associated with significantly more verbalisations about actions than were less 

observable traits. Additionally, the ratings of extraversion and conscientiousness 

recorded the largest amount of verbalisations across participants, whereas openness 

recorded the fewest verbalisations. These findings are consistent with Vazire’s (2010) 

argument that extraversion is more closely linked with actions (which she refers to as 

behaviours) than is openness and suggests that observability may be an important factor 

in understanding the types of information used in personality judgement. However, 

ratings of observability reported in John and Robins (1993) were different from the 

frequency verbalisations regarding actions as reported in this study. This suggests that 

observability of traits may mean more than just the ability to describe a trait in terms of 

actions and may also include behavioural manifestations associated with affect and 

cognition as well.   

There was a difference between the behavioural emphasis of trait items and the 

extent to which these sources of behavioural information were used by judges in 

personality judgement. In particular, the use of actions, affect, and cognition 
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information during personality judgement was not consistent with the behavioural 

emphasis of items measuring traits (Pytlik Zillig et al., 2002). However, the results 

reported by Pytlik Zillig et al. (2002) were correlated with the relative use of different 

types of information within the current study, but these correlations were far from unity. 

This finding suggests that there may be differences and similarities between the 

informational emphasis of trait items and the information used in the actual rating.  

Srivastava (2010), Rauthmann (2012), Serfass and Sherman (2013) and Denissen and 

Penke (2008) each argued that the factor structure of traits does not necessarily translate 

into understandings of the functions and processes of traits. Thus, personality traits have 

a complex relationship with the information that everyday people use to make 

judgements about those same traits. 

The relationship between positivity of verbalisations and final ratings was not as 

clear as expected. Vazire (2010) reported that judges could potentially use more positive 

information in self-ratings as outlined by the positivity bias (Mezulis et al., 2004). 

However, the positivity of information reported for different targets across traits was not 

so straightforward. Judges raised more negative verbalisations in self-ratings of 

agreeableness and emotional stability but raised more positive comments about self in 

ratings of conscientiousness, extraversion, and openness. This finding indicated that the 

positivity bias in self-ratings varied according to traits.  

Secondly, the relationship between positivity of verbalisations and the final trait 

rating did not coincide with trait evaluativeness. Instead of an influence of target or an 

influence of trait evaluativeness the relationship appeared to be trait specific. The 

positivity of verbalisations generally had a slightly weaker relationship to the ratings of 

openness and extraversion, especially for ratings of a stranger’s openness. However, 

ratings of agreeableness, conscientiousness, and emotional stability tended to be more 
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strongly associated with the positivity of verbalisations. These findings highlight that in 

self-ratings the positivity or negativity of verbalisations does not necessarily align to the 

positivity or negativity of the final rating and this did not differ noticeably across targets 

or traits. This is an important conclusion as it indicated that information that is 

considered by a personality judge during the process of providing personality ratings 

does not necessarily determine the final rating. Such a conclusion is consistent with the 

long-standing perspective of Bruner (1957), that judges can disregard information and 

see things that are not there at their own discretion.  

In summary, the positivity bias as outlined by Mezulis et al. (2004) and as 

discussed by Vazire (2010) may not function as expected in regards to personality 

ratings. Vazire (2010) argued that self-ratings would be more distorted than other 

ratings and that trait evaluativeness would be more disruptive in self-ratings than other 

ratings. This study has shown that with regards to whether self-ratings are more 

distorted than other-ratings, the extent to which the positivity of information coincides 

with final ratings varied according to individual traits rather than the extent to which 

traits varied in evaluativeness. However, although self-raters may not use more positive 

information during the rating, this does not mean that they do not produce more positive 

ratings. So, if there is a positivity bias, it represents the process of producing the final 

rating, not in the perception or recognition of supporting information. Consequently, 

greater research is needed to understand the mechanics of the positivity bias and to 

further explore how the positivity bias manifests in the production of the final rating 

This Study 3 A examined what judges attend to when rating personality, and in 

the process identified a wide range of information that judges use, which varied with 

acquaintanceship and trait observability. Through exploration of the behavioural 

emphasis of traits, this study highlighted key differences in what information judges use 
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to actually rate personality. Further, this study has shown that trait evaluativeness has a 

more complicated relationship with the positivity of information used during ratings 

than has been assumed in previous research.  

Study 3 B: Results 

Study 3 B explored the verbalisations associated with ratings of ease of 

interaction, likeability, predictability, and usefulness (ELPU). The objective of this 

study was to examine the kinds of information used when rating ELPU and to make 

comparisons with how information is used in personality ratings. Each of the 23 

participants provided 16 ratings during each interview (four targets across four 

affordances). Frequencies of coded content for each participant were entered into SPSS 

(IBM, 2011) according to each instance of a rating. In total, 3828 verbalisations were 

recorded across all ELPU ratings.  

A Chi-square frequency analysis revealed significant differences in total 

verbalisations across ELPU, χ
2
 = 23.51, df = 3, p < .001. A significant difference was 

also found for total verbalisations across all targets, χ
2 

= 20.47, df = 3, p < .001. When 

verbalisations raised during stranger-ratings were removed, these differences in total 

verbalisations between ELPU remained significant, χ
2 

= 13.88, df = 3, p = .003, and 

differences across total verbalisations remained significant across acquainted targets 

(best friend/partner, co-worker, and self), χ
2 

= 22.39, df = 2, p < .001. Table 5.11 

presents the total amount of verbalisations recorded across ELPU and targets. Ratings of 

usefulness accrued the largest number of verbalisations, while predictability had the 

lowest number of verbalisations. The most verbalisations were observed for self-ratings 

and the least amount of verbalisations were recorded for stranger-ratings, followed by 

best friend/partner-ratings. This finding suggests that acquaintanceship has a significant 

impact on the amount of information that judges verbalised during ELPU ratings.  
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Table 5.11 

Descriptive Data of Information Coded for Affordances 

 

Total number 

of ratings 

Total 

Verbalisations 

M  

(per rating) 

SD 

(per rating) 

Percentage 

of Total 

Affordances      

Ease 92 1019 11.08 8.25 26.60% 

Likeability 92 922 10.02 8.46 24.10% 

Predictability 92 853 9.27 6.81 22.30% 

Usefulness 92 1034 11.24 8.00 27.00% 

Targets      

Best Friends / 

Partner 92 938 10.20 8.81 24.50% 

Co-worker 92 1012 11.00 8.58 26.40% 

Self 92 1152 12.52 7.96 30.10% 

Stranger 92 726 7.89 5.17 19.00% 

Note. SD = Standard deviation.  

 

Figure 5.7 presents the total verbalisations according to the categories of target 

behaviour, judge behaviour, and physical, and the sub-categories associated with 

situation and rating statements across targets. Figure 5.8 presents the same categories 

and sub-categories of information across general affordances. Both Figure 5.7 and 

Figure 5.8 highlight how the use of information when in ratings vary across 

acquaintance and the affordance under examination.  
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Figure 5.7. Total affordance verbalisations across targets on key categories and sub-

categories of information. 

 
Figure 5.8. Total verbalisations across general affordances on key categories and sub-

categories of information. 
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Comparison to Strangers  

The stranger image was used to examine the research question regarding the 

information judges needed to make a rating of affordances. The proportion of 

verbalisations across content and process information types for each target is presented 

in Table 5.12. A χ
2
 test indicated a significant difference between process and content 

across target, χ
2
 = 21.37, df = 3, p < .001. The same analysis without strangers was 

non-significant, χ
2
 = 1.02, df = 2, p = .60. This finding indicated that content and 

process information was used similarly across acquainted targets but differed 

significantly for ratings of the stranger. Comparisons between acquainted targets and 

the stranger on total content verbalised indicated that all targets different significantly 

from stranger-ratings whereas in comparisons of process verbalisations, only self-

ratings were significantly different from stranger-ratings.  

Table 5.12 

Total Verbalisations and Percentage Use of Classes During ELPU Ratings Across 

Targets  

   

χ
2
 Comparison to Stranger 

 

Content Process Content (df = 1) Process (df = 1) 

Best Friend/Partner 631 307 40.85, p < .001 .05, p = .74 

 

(67.27%) (32.73%)   

Co-worker 699 313 69.78, p < .001 .32, p = .57 

 

(69.07%) (30.93%)   

Self 775 377 109.97, p < .001 9.12, p = .002 

 

(67.27%) (32.73%)   

Stranger 427 299   

 

(58.82%) (41.18%)   

Note. Numbers in brackets represent proportion of information used across content and process. The χ
2
 

were calculated based on total verbalisations. 
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Table 5.13 presents the percentage use of information across categories for each 

type of target and statistical tests with and without stranger-ratings and self-ratings. 

According to Table 5.13, the relative use of the categories of information differed 

significantly across targets. Stranger-ratings included substantially more rating 

statements, physical references, and fewer statements about the situation. Removing 

stranger-ratings from the analysis showed that there were still significant differences 

between targets with respect to the types of information used excluding physical 

information. The stranger and self-ratings were then removed and no significant 

differences were recorded. These results indicated that the use of information in ratings 

of general affordances for best friend/partner and co-workers is relatively similar. 

However, there were significant differences in use of information between the highest 

and lowest levels of acquaintanceship, suggesting that the use of information in self-

ratings and stranger-ratings was particularly different.  
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Table 5.13 

Percentage Use of Categories across Targets in Affordance Ratings 

 Best Friend/Partner Co-worker  Self Stranger  

χ
2
 (df = 3) 

(Incl. Stranger) 

χ
2 
(df = 2) 

(Excl. Stranger) 

χ
2
 (df = 1) 

(Excl. Stranger and Self) 

Target behaviour 37.74% 39.82% 44.27% 34.85% 100.11, p < .001 29.19, p < .001 3.19, p = .07 

Rating statements 32.73% 30.93% 32.73% 41.18% 10.87, p = .01 10.87, p = .01 .06, p = .81 

Judge behaviour 13.01% 11.96% 0.87% 12.81% 605.85, p < .001 8.58, p = .01 .004, p = .95 

Situation 16.42% 17.19% 21.96% 6.61% 286.58, p < .001 26.35, p < .001 1.22, p = .27 

Physical 0.11% 0.10% 0.17% 4.55% 179.50, p < .001 0.44, p = .80 0, p = 1 

Note. Rating statements comprised nominative, comparative, meta-comments, and exceptions. Situation comprised developmental, situation, relational, and role 

information. Judge behaviour in self-ratings reflected judge’s verbalisations about current actions or affect associated with the task that did not adequately fit into the 

meta-comments sub-category.   
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Figure 5.9 shows that generally as target acquaintance increases, so too does the 

amount of information used that related to target behaviour and situation. An ordinal 

variable for acquaintance was created and correlated to total verbalisations during 

affordance ratings, r = .19, n = 457, p <.001. According to Figure 5.9, stranger-ratings 

coincided with the lowest amount of verbalisations and self-ratings recorded the largest 

amount of verbalisations across most categories. These trends suggest that there are 

minimal amounts of information required to develop a rating and this varies across 

target acquaintance.  

 

Figure 5.9. Information use as judge-target acquaintance increases in affordance ratings. 

Observability 

No prior studies have examined the behavioural emphasis of affordance 

information. Table 5.14 presents the proportions of action, affect, and cognitions 

verbalised by participants when rating ELPU. There were no significant differences in 

the use of actions, χ
2
 = 7.72, df = 3, p = .05, affect, χ

2
 = 2.50, df = 3, p = .48, or 

cognitions χ
2
 = 2.55, df = 3, p = .47, across general affordance ratings. Verbalisations 
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regarding actions dominated ratings of all ELPU, with comparatively little use of affect 

and cognition. This suggests that ELPU are mostly rated directly from actions.  

Table 5.14 

Percentage Use of Sub-categories Across Affordance Rating of All Targets  

 

Action Affect Cognition 

Ease 85.48% 5.73% 8.79% 

Likeability 83.41% 5.53% 11.06% 

Predictability 85.45% 4.62% 9.93% 

Usefulness 82.94% 5.88% 11.18% 

 

Evaluativeness  

Hypothesis Four tested whether self-ratings of ELPU were associated with the 

use of more positive information or verbalisations. Table 5.15 presents the total amount 

of positive and negative verbalisations across targets. Self-ratings recorded significantly 

more positive verbalisations than ratings of best friend/partner, χ
2
 = 17.66, df = 3, p < 

.001, co-worker, χ
2
 = 20.10, df = 3, p < .001, and stranger, χ

2
 = 34.41, df = 3, p < .001, 

across ELPU. Interestingly, this trend was not observed in personality ratings as best 

friend/partner-ratings were associated with the largest amount of positive verbalisations. 

However, these results support Hypothesis Four that self-ratings of ELPU were 

associated with more positive information and highlights the presence of the positivity 

bias in self-ratings.  

Self-ratings were associated with significantly more negative verbalisations than 

best friend/partner-ratings, χ
2
 = 9.60, df = 1, p = .002, stranger-ratings, χ

2
 = 6.07, df = 

1, p = .005, and significantly less negative verbalisations than co-workers, χ
2
 = 28.56, 

df = 1, p < .001. These results suggest that judges were more inclined to speak 

negatively of the ELPU of a target in work setting than in a non-work setting.  
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Table 5.15 

Positive and Negative Verbalisations During Affordance Ratings Across Targets  

Target Total Ease of Interaction Likeability Predictability Usefulness 

Negative  

    Best Friend/Partner 7.18% 5.59% 9.22% 15.59% 0.00% 

Co-worker 13.22% 14.33% 15.62% 15.59% 8.03% 

Self 9.20% 11.97% 6.18% 11.84% 6.96% 

 Stranger 7.34% 7.36% 4.34% 13.25% 5.13% 

Positive  

    Best Friend/Partner 17.32% 15.90% 16.81% 10.55% 24.76% 

Co-worker 13.22% 10.89% 16.81% 8.32% 16.34% 

Self 20.90% 19.63% 18.98% 19.81% 24.76% 

 Stranger 11.62% 14.33% 12.04% 5.04% 14.02% 

 

Hypothesis Five predicted that the correlations between positivity of information 

and overall ratings of ELPU will be higher for self- rather than other-target ratings. To 

explore this, Table 5.16 presents the correlations between the positivity of verbalisations 

and the final rating assigned to ELPU. Table 5.16 highlights some especially high 

correlations between positive verbalisations and the final rating of ELPU. Specifically, 

the positivity of information verbalised during co-worker and stranger-ratings of 

likeability had a very strong positive relationship with the final rating of likeability. In 

general, the positivity of verbalisations during the rating of co-worker and stranger-

ratings of ELPU was a very strong indicator of how positive the final scores of ELPU.  
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Table 5.16 

Positivity of Verbalisation and Final Rating Across Affordances  

 

Best Friend/Partner Co-worker Self Stranger 

All Affordances .76** .86** .65** .86** 

Ease .73** .87** .72** .88** 

Likeability .79** .92** .49** .93** 

Predictability .77** .84** .64** .85** 

Usefulness .39 .76** .59** .82** 

Note. All = Combined ease, likeable, predictable, and useful. ** p < .01.  

 

Next the correlation coefficients for self-ratings of combined affordances and 

ELPU individually were compared against the ratings of other targets by calculating the 

z scores and the z observed values. Table 5.17 presents the z observed values for the 

comparisons of positive information use and final affordance rating across self versus 

other target ratings. According to Table 5.17, the correlation between positivity of 

information used and the final affordance score was significantly lower in self-ratings in 

comparison to other ratings. Consequently, Hypothesis Five, that the correlation 

between positivity of information used and overall rating in ELPU will be higher for 

self than other target ratings, was not supported. Interestingly, verbalisations during 

self-ratings of likeability and verbalisations during best friend/partner-ratings of 

usefulness had much less to do with the final rating, whereas the positivity of 

verbalisations during stranger-ratings of likeability and co-worker-ratings of likeability 

were more likely to be reflected in the final rating for the affordance.    
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Table 5.17 

Z Observed Values for the Comparison of Correlations of Self Information Positivity 

and Final Affordance Rating to Other Targets 

Target Trait Z observed 

Best Friend/Partner Ease -0.14 

 

Likeability -3.57** 

 

Predictability -1.75 

 

Usefulness 1.77 

Co-worker Ease -2.84* 

 

Likeability -7.02** 

 

Predictability -3.09* 

 

Usefulness -2.12* 

Stranger Ease -3.12* 

 

Likeability -7.48** 

 

Predictability -3.32* 

 

Usefulness -3.20* 

Note. * p < .05 **p < .001.  

 

Figure 5.10 presents the proportion of positive and negative verbalisations 

during self-ratings for personality and affordance ratings. According to Figure 5.10, 

judges’ tendency to verbalise more positive information about themselves varied across 

personality traits but was consistent during ratings ELPU.  
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Figure 5.10. Positive and negative verbalisations during self-ratings.  

 

Comparisons between ELPU and Personality 

Hypothesis Seven, that judges will use similar information when they are rating 

general affordances and personality, was examined. The percentages, means, standard 

deviations, and χ
2 

for information used across ELPU and personality traits are presented 

in Table 5.18, (all data excludes the stranger-rating). The results in Table 5.18 indicate 

that the information used across personality and ELPU ratings differed significantly 

across information types, χ
2
= 168.14, df = 4, p < .001, and even remained significant 

when stranger-ratings were included, χ
2
= 262.38, df = 4, p < .001. The correlation 

between the information reported for personality and ELPU was .97 (R
2
 = .95), n = 5,  

p = .006. The mean differences between personal and general affordances were not 

significant; this suggests that the amount of information was important in ratings and 

not the mean level. These results indicate that the use of categories of information 

differed significantly overall but there were similarities across the amount of 

information verbalised across the individual categories. Due to the presence of both 
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similarities and differences in ELPU and personality judgement, Hypothesis Seven, 

could not be supported.  

Table 5.18 

Use of Information across General Affordance and Personality Judgement  

Target Personality General Affordance  

 Proportion M SD Proportion M SD Χ2(df = 1) 

Target behaviour 42.04% 7.60 5.85 40.84% 4.59 3.32 536.61, p < .001 

Rating statements 40.38% 7.30 4.68 32.14% 3.61 2.88 808.82, p < .001 

Situation 14.49% 2.62 3.25 18.73% 2.11 2.72 73.32, p < .001 

Judges behaviour 3.05% 0.55 1.33 8.16% 0.92 1.81 9.14, p = .003 

Physical 0.05% 0.01 0.09 0.13% 0.01 0.12 .15, p = .70 

Note. χ
2
 was calculated using the total amount of verbalisations. Results exclude stranger-ratings. Rating 

statements comprised nominative, comparative, meta-comments, and exceptions. Situation comprised 

developmental, situation, relational, and role information.  

 

Study 3 B: Discussion  

The aim of Study 3 B was to identify the types of information used when 

perceiving affordances and make comparisons of information use across affordances 

and personality. This study examined (a) the types of information used across targets 

and affordances, (b) the observability of affordances in regards to action, affect, and 

cognition, (c) the extent that positivity of information used during ELPU judgement 

corresponded with the final ELPU rating, and (d) how use of information in ELPU 

ratings compared to personality ratings.  

Affordance Key Findings  

The judgement of general affordances of ELPU varied with levels of 

acquaintance. When rating acquainted targets, judges used similar amounts of 
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information, suggesting that despite differences between best friend/partner and co-

worker, these targets are rated according to similar proportions of information. 

However, the information used to rate self and the stranger were significantly different 

from the other targets. Like personality, these results suggest that there is a minimum 

amount of behavioural and situational information that is required by judges in stranger-

ratings before a rating may be made. This in turn implies that there is something distinct 

about the process associated with perceiving strangers when minimal information is 

available because judges found it necessary to infer information that was not viewable 

in the stranger picture (i.e., behavioural and situational information).  

The affordances of ELPU examined in this study all represented highly 

evaluative characteristics. Consistent with Mezulis et al.’s (2004) investigation of the 

positivity bias, self-ratings across ELPU were associated with significantly more 

positive comments. This finding indicated that when assessing highly evaluative 

characteristics, judges are more likely to rely upon more positive information. 

Interestingly, the self-serving positive bias was not consistent across all trait ratings and 

indicates that personality traits are not as evaluative as the ELPU used in this study.  

The relationship between the frequency of positive verbalisations and the final 

ratings assigned to targets was complex. Vazire (2010) argued that when assessing 

highly evaluative traits, judges are less accurate. The current study examined this 

proposal by exploring the positivity of self-ratings and the positivity of verbalisations 

on final ratings of highly evaluative ELPU. Results indicated that the inaccuracy that 

Vazire (2010) reported may not be linked to the extent to which overly positive 

information-use manifests through overly positive or even overly harsh ratings of self in 

comparison to others. Instead, the results indicated that the positivity of information 

used and how this is reflected in final ELPU ratings varied considerably across 
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affordance types and targets. This suggests that when judges assign a number on a scale 

for a target, judges do not necessarily use all the information that they access to inform 

the final rating, or that some other process takes place that alters the final rating. 

Interestingly, this effect was present in both personality and affordance ratings, 

indicating that judges disregard information when making final ratings and this 

behaviour is common across all forms of judgement. The positivity bias may not be 

easily defined in terms of positive information use and overly positive final rating. 

Rather, if the positivity bias exists, it is associated with how supporting information is 

interpreted and used to produce a final rating.  

ELPU and Personality Key Findings 

Within the ecological model of perception (Gibson, 1979), the purpose of 

perception is to identify the uses and benefits that an object of perception offers the 

judge. Based on this account, it was argued that personality perception at its core 

reflected affordances and in particular ELPU. Whilst ELPU and personality called for 

similar types of information during the rating, the use of information and the 

proportions of information indicated that personality assessment is not synonymous 

with ELPU detection. Instead, the results reported here indicated that judges can base 

ELPU ratings on action information whereas personality ratings required action, affect, 

and cognition information.  

Possible explanations for the differences between perception of ELPU and 

personality traits can be provided by simulation theory and theory of mind (Keysers & 

Gazzola, 2007). Simulation theory refers to the imitation, copying, or imaginative re-

experience of the target’s cognitive processes (Shanton & Goldman, 2010). An 

alternative to this perspective is theory of mind, which refers to the ability to explain 

people’s behaviour based on cognitive models of their minds, cognitions, affects, and 
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knowledge (Frith & Frith, 2005). Whilst simulation theory and theory of mind are 

distinct and have been found to impact humans (Mahy, Moses, & Pfeifer, 2014; 

Wellman & Peterson, 2013), they both may contribute to understanding personality 

judgement processes. Specifically, personality trait ratings called for greater and more 

comprehensive verbalisations about the affective and cognitive behaviour of the target 

whereas affordance judgements are more readily formulated directly from target 

behaviour. So, personality traits may call upon either simulation of the target, or 

developing a theory of mind to explain the target’s actions, whereas affordances may be 

perceived more directly as linked to the outcomes of the target’s actions. Thus, when 

people rate personality, they are doing far more than directly observing a target: they 

appear to be actively modelling the target. Further research is needed to verify these 

conclusions regarding simulation theory and theory of mind.  

This study explored what judges attend to when rating affordances and how this 

compared to personality ratings. The use of information in affordance ratings of self and 

strangers is especially different from other targets. This was also recorded in ratings of 

personality, meaning that the information processes underlying affordance and 

personality judgements operate differently when rating very high and very low 

acquaintance targets. The use of action, affect and cognition across general affordances 

and personality ratings suggested that personality ratings required greater simulation of 

the target to uncover affect and cognitive behaviour whereas affordances may be 

perceived directly from actions. This study also examined the evaluativeness of 

affordances in regards to whether the positivity bias is reflected in final ratings. Self-

serving positivity bias in information use was stronger in affordances than personality 

ratings but this bias was not reflected in final scores, indicating that like personality 

ratings, information used in ratings of affordances does not always get reflected in the 
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final score. In summary, this study has demonstrated that general affordances have an 

important role within personality judgement, but that personality judgement is more 

complex than simply observing a target’s actions.   

Integration  

The current study was envisioned to complement Study 1 and Study 2 through 

the exploration of the information judges voluntarily pay attention to when rating 

personality. This study has shown that an extensive range of information is available to 

judges. This information includes various forms of behaviour from the target and the 

judge, an extensive range of situational factors, as well as factors pertinent to the 

formulation of ratings including nominations, comparative statements, exceptions, and 

meta-comments. These findings are discussed in terms of the implications for 

understanding personality traits and the processes used for creating assessments of those 

traits. 

Key Findings    

Judges attend to behavioural and situational information when forming 

personality ratings. The strength of behavioural information was observed through 

stranger-ratings where despite no information about behaviour, judges created 

information about the stranger’s actions, affect, and cognitions across situations, which 

was especially true with more observable traits but also observed in affordances. Whilst 

many studies have explored the importance of behaviour in trait ratings, no study to date 

has shown that behavioural information is so important that judges will create 

information to a certain level until they feel comfortable making a judgement. This has 

important implications as judges must have benchmarks that guide the quality and 

quantity of information needed to formulate judgements of personality.  
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The process associated with judge’s experience of the rating task was just as 

important as information about the target. This was observed through the considerable 

amount of verbalisations regarding the process of the rating task. The majority of 

process-related verbalisations were observed for nominations on the rating scale and 

meta-comments. However, comparisons to other targets and behavioural exceptions to 

nominations were also present. The considerable amount of nomination verbalisations 

reflected that the judge was thinking less about the target at these points in the rating 

process and more about how to complete the rating task. This may coincide with a 

judge’s level of self-regulation and may even be an indicator of a judge’s levels of 

behavioural inhibition sensitivity (BIS). Previous research has shown that people with 

higher levels of BIS engage in greater environmental scanning, rumination, and risk 

detection in the process of resolving an uncertain situation or internal conflict (Randles, 

Flett, Nash, McGregor, & Hewitt, 2010; Smillie et al., 2006). Therefore, judges who are 

higher on BIS are likely to do more of these types of processing when completing the 

uncertain task of deciding an appropriate personality rating. This suggests that research 

on judgements of personality should not only focus on the content of ratings but also on 

the process of rating, whereby how judges think about the task and the kinds of 

information judges say to themselves during the task plays a role in shaping subsequent 

judgements. 

Positivity bias has previously been discussed in a broad range of research 

settings but this is one of few studies to actively explore the positivity of information 

used in rating traits. Within this study, positivity of information had a complex effect on 

personality ratings. Whilst (Vazire, 2010) argued that the positivity bias will be more 

influential in self-ratings of highly evaluative traits than in other-ratings, the current 

study concluded that the amount of positive information and the extent that this 
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manifested in the final rating varied across targets and trait evaluativeness. In 

affordance ratings, judges gave more positive information about themselves than any 

other target but the relationship between the positivity of verbalisations and the final 

rating was weaker in self-ratings than with other targets. In ratings of evaluative 

personality traits, judges gave themselves more positive and more negative information 

than any other target but recorded a strong positive relationship between positivity of 

verbalisations and final rating. On low evaluative personality traits, the positivity of 

verbalisation still recorded a strong positive relationship with final ratings of traits but 

this relationship was slightly weaker than highly evaluative traits. This unexpected 

result revealed that final ratings of personality and affordances do not necessarily reflect 

all the information judges’ use during a rating and if the positivity bias does exist it may 

manifest in how judges produce a rating rather than the information attended to during 

the rating. Future research should further examine how ratings reflect the information 

available to judges during the rating process and the extent to which this impacts 

accuracy.  

Theoretical Basis for Personality Judgement 

Comparisons between personality and affordance judgements revealed key 

insights into the similarities and differences of these judgement constructs. Both general 

affordances and personality are important in the perception process as both reflect 

useful information that are important for judges to heed. The differences between 

personality and affordances appear to reflect the cognitive processes prompted by 

requests to rate these traits. Specifically, personality ratings produced greater use of 

affect and cognition whereas general affordances relied much more heavily upon target 

actions. Further, personality ratings varied substantially in their use of different types of 

behaviour while the general affordances were largely consistent in their reliance upon 
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actions. This implies that rating personality called for greater conceptualisation of the 

target than did the general affordances, with personality requiring judges to call upon 

their simulations or theories of the target (Mahy et al., 2014). So, affordances are more 

directly perceived than are personality traits, which require greater cognitive 

conceptualisation to enable prediction of a wider range of behaviours. This conclusion 

highlights the substantial opportunity for further examination of simulation theory and 

theory of mind as components of the personality judgement process.   

Interestingly, Emery and Clayton (2009) reviewed theory of mind in animals 

and reported that animals are capable of understanding the behaviour of others in terms 

of why but were not capable of predicting what another animal would do. For example, 

animals are able to understand the behaviour of others in regards to uses and 

opportunities for action in regards to dominance, place in the hierarchy, and situational 

constraints. However, this understanding does not appear to extend beyond current 

behaviour (Emery & Clayton, 2009). However, the capacity to anticipate another’s goal-

orientated behaviour has been observed in infants suggesting that understanding the 

actions of others and making basic predictions of behaviour is perhaps an innate ability 

(Krogh-Jespersen & Woodward, 2014). This suggests that affordances are a starting 

point in the judgement of other behaviour, as the underlying value and meaning of 

phenomena can be directly perceived (Beauvois & Dubois, 2000; Gibson, 1979). This 

conclusion helps to support the argument that affordances are the core of perception and 

are a more fundamental process than personality trait judgement. 

This study has shown that personality and affordances are perceived in different 

ways but together play an important part in the judgement process. Higgins and Bargh 

(1987) originally argued that perception is founded on the idea that internal factors such 

as values, needs, and expectancies are all involved in perception. General affordances 
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closely align to this perspective, whereby affordances are a direct general judgement of 

what the target has to offer the judge. By looking at personality traits, judges are 

required to think more deeply about the target and the target’s likely behaviour across 

situations. This greater conceptualisation of the target’s behaviour is focussed on 

particular types of behaviour like agreeableness, conscientiousness, emotional stability, 

extraversion, and openness as these traits guide the judgement process to certain types 

of behaviours that have important implications in particular situations. Thus, it is 

valuable to a judge to attend to information about affordances but by thinking about 

personality traits judges gain additional information about behaviours and situations, 

apparently allowing judges to plan for future interactions.  

Theoretical Basis for RAM  

The studies presented in this chapter provided the opportunity to examine what 

information judges attend to when assessing personality. This focus on attention and use 

provided the opportunity to examine some of the underlying principles of Funder’s 

(1999) RAM and to identify opportunities for further expansion of the model.  

Through the examination of the information used and how judges completed the 

rating task, it was observed that personality judgements are not an additive process 

whereby judges move through Funder’s (1999) RAM components of relevance, 

availability, detection, and cue utilisation. Different judges approached the ratings in 

different ways, judges varied in the amount of information needed to make a judgment, 

and integrated information to support their judgements at different times during the 

rating task. This observation indicates that the personality judgement process may be a 

complex interactive system of information use and interpretation. So, based on 

observations of the personality judgements, a staged-based model may not adequately 

account for how information is used during a rating.   
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The second important implication is the role of acquaintance and information 

quality and quantity. Interestingly, Funder (1999) argued that cue utilisation is 

especially challenging for researchers, as two different people who detect the same 

relevant and available information may draw entirely different conclusions. The results 

of this study speak to this issue raised by Funder (1999) as the study highlighted that 

judges feel compelled to infer information about strangers until a level of certainty or 

comfort is reached but independent research has shown that the response to this 

uncertainty varies systematically between persons (Randles et al., 2010; Smillie et al., 

2006). Similarly, whether a judge uses an optimal response strategy or a satisficing 

strategy (as discussed in Chapter 2; Krosnick, 1999) to rate a target in laboratory 

conditions may also play a role in how acquaintance and information quality affects 

judgements. Specifically, an optimising strategy would make the most of the 

information provided but judges using a satisficing strategy may use even less 

information than is available to them. Therefore, it will be important to further 

determine both the minimal levels of information necessary to accurately judge 

personality traits, and how this interacts with individual differences in judges’ 

approaches to personality ratings. 

A third important area for the expansion of RAM regards the processes 

associated with simulation theory (Shanton & Goldman, 2010) and theory of mind 

(Frith & Frith, 2005). The propensity of judges to make inferences regarding target 

behaviour and the reliance of judges upon affect and cognitions when rating personality 

highlighted the value of integrating simulation theory and/or theory of mind into models 

of personality rating processes. Funder (1999) anticipated something like this by 

arguing that cue utilisation is one of the most complex components of personality 

judgement due to the range of processes involved. Encouraging research on the role of 
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simulation theory and theory of mind in respect to personality ratings should enable 

greater insights into how different types of information are interpreted with respect to 

personality.  

What We Do Not Know  

Funder (1999) specified that information detection may be influenced by 

cognitive busy-ness, may be biased by and towards certain types of information and the 

overt or covert nature of the behaviour, and may be processed as different speeds. 

Funder’s (1999) account of the range of factors which influence information detection is 

substantial, but did not appear to explicitly consider the role of affordances in 

information detection. Specifically, information is prioritised according to what is most 

useful to know about a target in terms of the potential uses of the target for the judge. 

Such information may be processed more quickly than trait based information (Baron & 

Boudreau, 1987; Murphy & Zajonc, 1993) and when an instrumental outcome such as 

obtaining a job is invoked, these affordances are likely to be primed to the point of 

overriding more in-depth considerations of personality. This reflects Funder’s (1999) 

points that judges may be biased towards certain kinds of information and this 

information may be processed at different speeds. A way to test this would be to time 

how long it takes for judges to rate different targets on traits and general affordances 

whilst also manipulating information about the behavioural and situational information 

presented.  

Another opportunity for further research is to clarify the information needed by 

judges to feel confident in their judgements of a stranger target. The current study 

suggested that there may be a minimal amount of behavioural and situational 

information needed by judges to infer personality traits. This information was so 

important that judges would create this information based on nothing more than the 
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physical characteristics of the target. However, how a judge determines the information 

needed to feel comfortable making a rating is not understood. A way to examine this 

may be to expose judges to gradually more information about a stranger and getting the 

judge to rate the target’s personality at each level of information exposure whilst also 

providing a confidence rating. This approach would allow further comparisons of how 

exposure to the target impacts the types of judgements made and how these judgements 

change overtime in regards to trait scores as well as judge confidence.  

Conclusion 

The current study explored the information judges attend to when rating 

personality. Through exploring both personality and affordance ratings, the study 

highlighted a few very important findings. Firstly, this study further confirmed that 

judges attend to behaviour and situations, but also spend considerable time attending to 

the rating process itself. This study has shown that judges are compelled to infer 

information about a target when information is lacking or may use information about 

affect and cognitions of the target. Whilst the quality and quantity of information 

available to a judge is important, this study found that the trait under examination in 

regards to trait observability and trait evaluativeness can have a bearing on the 

information judges attend to. The study highlighted that the comparability between 

affordance and personality information processes indicated that affordances may be an 

initial component in perception that occurs more rapidly with less cognitive processing 

than personality assessment. This study represents one of the first attempts to focus on 

the functional processes involved in personality judgement and has demonstrated that 

further research on the processes of personality is needed to properly account for 

personality. 
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Chapter 6: Integration   

The primary aim of the research reported in this thesis was to investigate the 

information that people use when rating personality. This issue was originally identified 

by Webb (1915), who proposed that researchers should examine how information is 

used by judges during ratings of personality. The series of studies presented in this 

thesis examined a range of factors that are important to judges when constructing 

ratings of personality, including the availability of information, the role of the judge, 

and the information actually attended to.  

Triangulated data 

The three main studies reported in this thesis provided triangulated data on 

personality judgements. The first study examined how the information available to a 

judge affects ratings of personality, while the second study examined how a judge’s 

concerns affects ratings of personality. Finally, the third study examined the information 

that is actually used by judges. Together, these studies provide a broader and deeper 

understanding of personality judgement than has previously been available. Table 6.1 

presents a summary of the research questions and key findings reported in this thesis. 
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Table 6.1 

Key Research Questions and Findings Examined in this Thesis 

Study Research Question Findings 

Information 

availability and 

situational 

interactions on trait 

ratings 

How does the information available to a 

judge affect judgements of personality? 

Do locations and activity-based 

situations create interaction effects in 

regards to how personality traits are 

perceived? 

 Personality ratings are dependent upon the effects of both behaviour and situation in ways 

that cannot be disentangled.  

 The use of information from certain locations and activities was associated with higher 

ratings of certain traits signalling the influence of contextually-consistent behaviour on 

trait ratings.  

 The interaction between location and activities across traits recorded very large effect 

sizes.  

 Contextually-inconsistent social behaviour was linked to stronger ratings of extraversion 

than contextually-consistent behaviour.  

The role of the judge 

in ratings of 

affordances and 

personality 

How do judges’ own concerns as 

measured through general affordances 

affect ratings of personality?   

How is the judgement of general 

affordances influenced by situational 

factors?    

 There were overlaps in the relationship between traits and general affordances.  

 Whilst general affordances do predict trait ratings, much of the variance is unaccounted 

for.  

 Judgement of traits is more complex than judgements of general affordances  

 Like traits, general affordances are impacted by the interaction of available information 

about locations and activities.  

 Situations that imply greater expectations for behaviour were also found to influence 

ratings of target predictability.  

 A judge’s sensitivity to appetitive and aversive information can account for judges’ rating 

behaviour depending on the general affordance under examination. 
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Study Research Question Findings 

Think-aloud study of 

personality and 

affordance ratings 

What do judges voluntarily attend to 

when rating personality? 

What do judges voluntarily attend to 

when rating general affordances? 

 Judges attend to situations and behaviours, but they also spend as much time attending to 

the rating process itself.  

 The amount of information used varied across target acquaintance, the trait, and the 

general affordance under examination.  

 Use of information during stranger-ratings was significantly different to ratings of 

acquainted targets.  

 In stranger-ratings, judge’s will infer behavioural and situational information if it is not 

available.  

 Judgements of affordances are primarily based on action information whereas traits 

require information about action, affect, and cognition.  

 The use of positive information during self-ratings varied according to traits and general 

affordances but the extent that use of overly positive information manifests in final ratings 

of self was not support. 

 If positivity bias does exist in self-ratings it manifests in how information is interpreted to 

produce a rating not in the supporting information judges attended to.  
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Study 1 examined the impact of the availability of different types of information 

on personality ratings. Through experimentally manipulating information sources, the 

study demonstrated that varying situational information led to more complex and 

diversified trait ratings. The impact of the situation was so important that the extent that 

behaviour was contextually-consistent and contextually-inconsistent had implications 

for how traits were rated. This result highlights one of the causal mechanisms by which 

ratings of behaviour relevant to a particular trait will differ across complex situations, 

and indicates that changes in situational information are likely to alter how the same 

behaviour is interpreted to inform trait ratings. This conclusion implies that situation 

and behaviour are inextricably linked in the minds of personality judges, and that trait 

ratings are constructed by considering both behaviour and the situation at the same time.  

Study 2 examined how a judge’s own concerns influence the rating of 

personality, based upon the extent to which trait-relevant behaviour conveys uses and 

benefits to the particular judge. The general affordances examined included ease of 

interaction, likeability, predictability, and usefulness (ELPU), and all of these were 

found to either overlap or predict trait ratings. However, much of the variance was left 

unaccounted for suggesting that general affordances are involved in personality 

judgements but personality judgements are far more complex. In addition to the 

perceived ELPU derived from trait-relevant behaviour, a judge’s sensitivity to 

appetitive and aversive information influenced their ratings of ELPU provided by 

targets, but only when an appropriate behavioural stimulus was presented. These 

findings together suggest that a judge’s own concerns, as reflected in their assessment 

of ELPU, and a judge’s sensitivities to certain types of information, partly accounts for 

ratings of personality. These findings indicate that the role of the judge is far more 
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important in the judgement process and extends beyond individual characteristics that 

contribute to accuracy.   

Study 3 examined what information judges actually attend to when rating 

personality by using a think-aloud method and made comparisons across personality 

and affordance ratings. The behaviour of the target, situational information relevant to 

the behaviour, and the rating process as experienced by the judge, were the key 

elements of information that judges attended to when constructing a rating of 

personality. Target acquaintance to the judge was also found to be an important factor in 

the types of information used by judges, with stranger targets revealing the information 

that judges need or will infer prior to making a rating. Positivity information bias was 

found to have a complex relationship with the final trait ratings suggesting that the 

extent to which positive information bias manifests in the final score varies across traits 

and targets. Exploration of positive information bias in both personality and affordance 

ratings indicated that judges did not use all the information they attend to when 

producing a final rating of a target. Exploration of what information is actually used 

further established the relationship between behaviour and situation and also 

highlighted the complexities in the rating process.  

A framework for understanding personality judgement construction 

The results of these three studies can be understood using a framework based 

upon Funder’s (1999) realistic accuracy model (RAM) of personality judgement. This 

revision of Funder’s RAM was developed based on the findings presented in this thesis 

and will be referred to as the attention, affordance, and assessment (AAA) framework, 

presented in Figure 6.1.  

A key difference between RAM and the AAA is the emphasis of accuracy in 

judgements of personality. According to RAM, the accuracy of a personality judgement 
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refers to the congruence of this judgement with other sources of information (Funder, 

1999). These other sources of accuracy information may include predicting behaviour, 

agreement with different judges, or agreement with other measures of personality. 

Whilst accuracy has been the focus of much research on personality assessment 

processes (Beer & Watson, 2008b; Biesanz, 2010; Biesanz & Human, 2010; Chan et al., 

2011; Funder, 2012; Higgins & Bargh, 1987; Trope & Liberman, 1993), the accuracy of 

judgements are not always considered by judges when perceiving and interacting with 

others (Higgins & Bargh, 1987; Trope & Liberman, 1993). In this sense, perception is 

aligned with doing because perceived information immediately enters a reciprocal cycle 

that informs and is in turn informed by behaviour (Baron & Boudreau, 1987). 

Consequently, the AAA framework does not focus on the processes required in an 

accurate judgement but rather focuses on the processes associated with the construction 

of any judgement. Further, the framework presented in Figure 6.1 enabled the 

integration of the findings of Studies 1, 2 and 3 with RAM to reflect the construction of 

personality judgements, the information that is considered, and insights about how 

information is used. 
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Figure 6.1. Attention, affordance, and assessment (AAA) framework of personality 

rating construction.   

 

AAA Framework  

The AAA framework highlights two levels of processes involved in the 

construction of a personality judgement. The first level involves the detection of 

behavioural, situational, and process-related information. This first level provides the 

observations and content that serves as the basis for the second level of the framework. 

The second level incorporates the interaction of affordances, attentional biases, and 

assessment processes. In its simplest form, RAM was proposed by Funder (1999) as an 

additive and sequential process. Whilst Funder (1999) and Funder and Sneed (1993) 

proposed that personality judgements incorporate simultaneous processing of 

information, the findings reported in this thesis extends this conceptualisation by 

proposing that detection and assessment processes are an on-going complex interactive 

system that occur until a judgement is reached. Thus, the core assumption of AAA is 

that during perception, judges engage in multiple processes simultaneously until an 
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assessment of personality is obtained. To explore this framework, each of the 

components will be discussed.  

Detection.  

The central feature of the AAA framework reflects the information that judges 

can detect during the judgement process about the target and the process itself. Unlike 

RAM, the target in this model is perceived on the basis of both behaviour (whether 

observed, recalled, or predicted) and the situation within which the behaviour occurred. 

However, the target is also the stimulus for the judgement process and judges can draw 

additional information about the judge’s own reactions to the process of the judgement 

to further inform the rating. The presence of behaviour and situation in the AAA 

framework reflects the key findings that behaviour is generally embedded within 

situational information to the extent that both must be considered together. However, 

judges spend just as much time attending to the judgement process as they do 

behavioural and situational information. Thus, behavioural, situational, and perception 

process information are all detected by judges in the first level of judgement 

construction.   

The behaviour. The behaviour that is available for perception may vary with 

respect to the degree to which it is informative of specific traits, may vary in 

observability and type of behaviour (i.e., actions, affects, and cognitions) as well as 

physical characteristics, and may also include other behaviour that may not be directly 

related to a specific trait. According to RAM, relevant information needs to be available 

and detected for a judge to form an accurate judgement (Funder, 1999). According to 

AAA, behaviour may reflect more than one trait and deciding whether behaviours are 

relevant to traits may not be clear to the judge until later in the personality assessment 
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process. So, a wide range of information will be available to a judge but this behaviour 

is not limited to trait-relevant behaviour. 

The situation. According to RAM, the information detected reflects the general 

accessibility of relevant target information that may be displayed and observed by the 

judge, which includes behavioural and situational information. However, the situation in 

which behaviour occurs does more than make behavioural observations available and 

relevant — it also provides additional information that judges require in order to make 

sense of the behaviour. Accordingly, a key departure between RAM and the AAA 

framework is the role that situational information plays in the personality judgement 

process.  

The term situation is often used as an umbrella term to refer to a wide range of 

information. Saucier et al. (2007) investigated the contextual factors that influenced 

personality expression the most and found that locations, associations with others, and 

roles, and passively experienced processes have the greatest impact on self-ratings of 

behaviour. Through the think-aloud method in Study 3, the situation information that 

was found to be most prominent in ratings of personality included situations (at work, at 

home, at university), relationships (the extent that other people are present and the 

strength of these relationships), roles (teacher, mother, boss, girlfriend), and 

developmental status (changes as a function of time passing and maturation). The 

importance of physical locations and activity-based situations were also evident in 

Study 1. So for the purpose of the AAA framework, situation refers to any external 

factor that impacts how a judge perceives behaviour or trait expression of the target and 

includes but is not limited to physical locations, activity-based situations, relationships, 

roles, and developmental changes.  
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This requirement for behaviour to be situationally-positioned was implied by the 

impact of situational information on ratings in Study 1, and confirmed by judges’ 

persistence in inferring situational information in Study 3. Across the studies, the 

situation was found to assist judges to identify expected behaviour in the situation 

(Study 1), prime judges to think about certain traits (Study 1), enable judges to 

formulate conclusions regarding the predictability of the target (Study 2), and draw 

attention to behavioural changes across situations (Study 3). Thus, rather than the 

situation being an independent and optional adjunct to behavioural observation and 

interpretation, it appears that situations and behaviours are understood together in the 

process of inferring information about targets such as their personality traits. Thus, 

situations serve a critical role in the personality judgement process.   

An important extension to the AAA framework in comparison to RAM, is that 

the AAA framework recognises that the situation can enable a judge to predict and 

detect future behaviour of the target. This prediction may in part be the result of 

situational strength or the extent that the situation is perceived to impose requirements 

or expectations for the target’s behaviour. Whilst Cooper and Withey (2009) argued 

against the value of situation strength for influencing behaviour, Study 2 showed that 

ratings of predictability were in part determined by the interaction of behaviours with 

situations, and partly by targets behaving in a manner contrary to situational 

expectations. So, the link between situational strength and ratings of predictability 

indicate that the strength of the situation may help a judge to anticipate behaviour but 

also behaving inconsistently with situational expectations is also indicative of traits. So, 

the situation serves an important purpose in the judgement process in both helping the 

judge to make sense of behaviour but also as a means to detect additional behaviour of 

the target.  
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The process. The third key information attended to and used by judges during 

personality judgement refers to the judge’s use of information about the rating process. 

Study 3 showed that during the rating task, judges were aware of the rating process and 

were monitoring their progress and performance by considering their own actions, 

affect, and cognitions with and in response to the target. During detection, this means 

that judges’ awareness, reactions, and reflections on the task can be a source of 

information that judges attend to. Petty, Brinol, Tormala, and Wegener (2007) argued 

that primary and secondary thought processes are associated with many of the tasks 

undertaken by humans. Primary cognitions are directly associated with, or in response 

to, current stimuli whereas secondary cognitions involve reflections on primary 

cognitions. Petty et al. (2007) concluded that secondary thoughts on the current task can 

influence primary cognitions and can be used as an additional data source to inform 

cognitive processing. The results of Study 3 indicated that judges are capable of 

acknowledging their reflections on a task and the presence of these reflections suggests 

that the judge’s reflections on the process may be attended to and utilised when forming 

a judgement.  

The role of process information in the AAA framework is another key departure 

from RAM. However, the role of a judge’s thoughts about process and reactions to the 

process is a valuable source of information utilised in personality judgements that 

should be useful in researching cognitive processes used by judges. In particular, judges 

may use process information to help make sense of information during judgement and 

the way this process information is generated may be artefacts of implicit theories 

(Idson & Mischel, 2001; Nisbett & Wilson, 1977; Schneider, 1973), theory of mind 

(Frith & Frith, 2005), simulation theory (Emery & Clayton, 2009; Shanton & Goldman, 

2010), or any combination of these. Recognising that judges attend to and detect 
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information about the process itself is an important and underestimated avenue of 

personality judgement that has not been explored in existing theories of personality but 

should contribute to our understanding of other cognitive behaviour undertaken by 

judges.  

Attention bias, affordance, and assessment.  

The extent to which the detected information is used or not used in the final 

assessment reflects the role of processes unique to the judge in the perception process. 

In RAM (Funder, 1999), these unique processes are separated in regards to the core 

process of cue utilisation and Funder’s (1999) moderator of the good judge. 

Accordingly, cue utilisation refers to how detected information is interpreted and 

integrated into a final judgement, and the good judge moderator refers to factors unique 

to the judge that influence how good the judge is at making an accurate judgement 

(Funder, 1999). The AAA model differs from RAM, in that factors unique to the 

judges’ biases and motivation are considered as more central to how information is used 

to perceive personality. So, the role of affordances, attention, and assessment are 

proposed to be mutual and interacting processes involved in the use of information and 

the construction of a personality judgement.  

Affordances. This thesis has argued that judges perceive trait-relevant behaviour 

in terms of the uses and benefits these offer the judge. Perceiving some types of 

behaviour, situations, and traits as more useful and beneficial plays a role in the 

information that is detected and how this information is interpreted.  

In understanding how affordances relate to how information is attended to and 

used in personality judgements it is important to establish some key understandings 

about human perception. First, generally people are motivated to gain valuable 

information to assist their functioning (Pirolli & Card, 1999). Second, the ecological 
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model of perception outlined that people attend to information that relates to the 

importance, uses and benefits of objects or people in the environment (Baron & 

Boudreau, 1987; Gibson, 1979; McArthur & Baron, 1983). Third, judges perceive 

personality traits to acquire information that can be useful in predicting and guiding 

social interactions (Tanke & Lund, 1980). When applied to social perception, these 

premises highlight that humans attend to information that is important for functioning 

especially within the social environment. So, if humans tend to pay more attention to 

personally important functional information, the way information is utilised will be 

dependent upon what information they find important.  

Despite the link between the importance of information, detection, and 

utilisation, Funder (1999) did not identify affordances as an important consideration 

within RAM, despite acknowledging that affordances determine why traits are attended 

to. This overlap between traits and affordances has been widely considered and it is 

accepted that personality traits reflect affordances (Beauvois & Dubois, 2000; Church et 

al., 2010; Mignon & Mollaret, 2002; Pickett et al., 2004). Despite this, the role of 

affordances and how they contribute to personality judgement tends to be neglected in 

personality research, surprisingly including research on personality judgement and 

assessment. The AAA model helps to address this by giving a central role to affordance 

information in the construction of personality judgements.  

Two key results from this thesis support the importance of affordances as a 

contributing component in judgement construction. First, Study 3 highlighted that the 

information that judges use to perceive personality traits are relatively consistent with 

the information that judges attend to when perceiving ease of interaction, likeability, 

predictability, and usefulness (ELPU). This finding indicates that the general 

information that is detected by judges (i.e., behavioural, situational, and process 
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information) has dual roles in making judgements of traits as well as affordances. So, 

humans detect the cues that have the most versatility in formulating a range of 

inferences about a target. However, Study 3 found that ELPU are most readily judged 

from behaviour that is action-based, whereas personality traits are judged from a 

combination of actions, affect, and cognitions. The reliance upon actions for affordance 

judgements suggests that affordances may be more readily perceived and require less 

conceptualisation of the target than traits, which require additional information about 

affective and cognitive behaviour. This conclusion is consistent with Study 2 that found 

that there is an overlap between ratings of traits and ratings of general affordances to the 

extent that affordances can predict some trait ratings. However, judgements of 

personality are far more complex than general affordance ratings and this was observed 

in the information used (Study 3) as well as the rating produced (Study 2). So, uses and 

benefits (i.e., affordances) for the judge play a vital role in understanding what is 

attended to, but the understanding and prediction of traits requires attention to the 

general affordances that overlap and enable the prediction of trait-related actions. So, a 

comprehensive model of personality assessment will need to understand the cognitive 

processing associated with affordance judgement and how this differs from personality 

judgement. 

Attentional bias. Attentional bias refers to the range of factors that affect what a 

judge attends to and uses in the judgement process. According to RAM, information is 

detected and then utilised to form a judgement of personality. However, the AAA 

framework proposes that detected information may not necessarily be used when the 

judge formulates a final rating. An example of this from Study 3 was the finding that in 

some combinations of traits and level of target acquaintance, the information the judge 

detects may not necessarily coincide with how the target is rated overall. Whilst a range 
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of factors may be included under the attentional bias process, two were specifically 

examined in the thesis: the sensitivities of the judge to certain types of information, and 

the role of positivity bias in highly evaluative traits.   

As outlined earlier in the thesis, appetitive and aversive sensitivity are factors 

that help to determine what people attend to (Corr, 2013; Gable et al., 2000; 

Kambouropoulos & Staiger, 2004; Simon et al., 2010). Specifically, greater appetitive 

sensitivity will correspond to greater attention and responsiveness to rewarding 

information and the opposite is true for aversive sensitivity (Berkman et al., 2009; Corr, 

2013; Gable et al., 2000; Kambouropoulos & Staiger, 2004; Simon et al., 2010). In 

Study 2, a judge’s appetitive and aversive sensitivity were found to correspond with 

how judges perceived some of the general affordances of target behaviour. Specifically, 

appetitive sensitivity was positively linked to ease of interaction, likeability, and 

usefulness in approach behaviour whereas aversive sensitivity was negatively linked to 

ease of interaction in avoidance behaviour. This is important, as this differential 

sensitivity may influence how a judge attends to different types of target behaviour. 

This differential attention is likely to impact final ratings of certain general affordances 

and may also extend to how personality traits are judged. So, a judge’s sensitivity to 

appetitive and aversive stimuli can help to account for the information that is detected 

and can potentially impact how this information is utilised when rating personality.   

The role of social desirability bias or a deliberate desire to attend to more 

positive information was also examined in Study 3 in regards to trait evaluativeness. 

Trait evaluativeness refers to whether a trait or characteristic could be classified as 

either highly desirable or highly undesirable (John & Robins, 1993). Dunning (1999) 

argued that people are motivated to maintain positive beliefs of the social traits and 

concepts of self and close acquaintances, and that people overestimate their likelihood 
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of engaging in desirable behaviours and achieving favourable outcomes, and are overly 

confident in their judgements of self (Dunning et al., 2004). In this program of research 

these positivity biases were examined by considering the positivity of the information 

that judges reported when rating personality, and the manner in which judges rated 

personality on evaluative and non-evaluative traits. Study 3 found that on highly 

evaluative traits, best friend/partner-ratings were associated with the most positive 

information and self-ratings were associated with the most negative information. In 

highly evaluative affordance ratings, judges gave more positive information in self-

ratings than any other target. However, there were no consistent differences in the way 

that the positivity of information verbalised corresponded to the final rating across 

targets, personality traits, and across affordances, and there were traits for which the 

information reported had little or no association with the final rating. These findings 

suggest that if the positivity bias exists in may have more to do with how a rating is 

produced and this is likely to vary across target acquaintance and the trait under 

examination rather than the information detected during the judgement.   

Assessment. According to RAM, the cue utilisation stage refers to both the way 

information is interpreted and how a rating is produced. Funder (1999) argued that the 

processes involved in cue utilisation were complex and involved interactions among 

cues, judgements, and moderators of accuracy. However, the assessment process of 

AAA highlights that the interaction of affordances and attentional biases are integral 

components in the production of the assessment. Specifically, what a judge pays 

attention to (detection) and uses in assessments of personality (assessment) are 

determined by how important this information is (affordances) and what information 

attracts the judge’s attention (attentional biases). Personality judges will cycle through 

these processes (AAA) until a judgement is reached. This judgement is then converted 
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to a number on the rating scale. Relatively little research on how this proceeds has been 

conducted within personality studies, although the models discussed by Krosnick (1999) 

and Ziegler (2011) in Chapter 2 provide some indications of how this may work. More 

research is needed to understand the influence that quantifying a judgement on a rating 

scale has. 

An important aspect of the assessment process is the role of simulation theory 

and theory of mind. According to simulation theory, the judge attempts to understand 

the actions of the target as if they were the judge’s own actions and uses this 

information to simulate the possible behaviours (action, affect, and cognition) of the 

target across a range of situations (Shanton & Goldman, 2010). Theory of mind 

proposes that judges anticipate the knowledge, intentions, desires, and values of the 

target to infer how a target may behave across a range of situations (Frith & Frith, 

2005). The simulations and theories of mind that judges develop for targets can allow 

for additional behavioural and situational information to be detected and assessed by 

judges. These two approaches to understanding how judges understand and predict the 

behaviour of others helps to explain how judges can use the same behavioural 

information from a target to arrive at different types of judgements. So, it is expected 

that simulation theory and theory of mind play a role in how the information is 

interpreted to produce a final assessment of a target.  

To determine what information is needed as a starting point to develop a theory 

of mind or simulate the target, the processes associated with the stranger target in Study 

3 should be considered. Results indicated that when behavioural and situational 

information are lacking, additional information is created or inferred on the basis of the 

information that is available. Specifically, the physical references unique to the still 

image of the stranger were sufficient to enable behavioural and situational information 
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to be inferred. So, from as little as physical characteristics alone, judges may develop a 

model of target behaviour, allowing additional information to be generated and 

facilitating conclusions about affordances, traits, and other judgements associated with 

the target. In other words, personality judges actively create their understanding and 

assessment of targets, and are not the passive recipients of cues that a naïve reading of 

RAM would imply. 

The AAA model is superior to existing models of personality judgement for a 

number of reasons. The model recognises that at the first level of detection, information 

regarding behaviour, situation, and judges’ experience interact, meaning that one piece 

of detected information can impact the detection of and response to other pieces of 

information. This conception of personality judgement as an interaction between the 

observation of targets’ behaviour, aspects of the situation, and judges’ perception of the 

process and how this information is subsequently processed is consistent with the 

interactional perspective between person, environment and behaviour as outlined in 

social learning theory (Bandura, 1977). As such, the AAA model is also consistent with 

interactional models of personality (Endler & Magnusson, 1976). However, the results 

of Studies 1, 2 and 3 emphasise that elements of the behaviour, situation, and the judge 

also have a reciprocal relationship on one another. This means that additional cognitive 

processing is performed when this detected information encounters second level 

processes whereby contextually-consistent and contextually-inconsistent behaviour can 

have additional influences on how a judge makes sense of the target and assesses the 

target on a rating scale. The second level processes associated with affordances, 

attentional biases, and assessment again interact to influence what detected information 

is actually used, the different judgements this information can be used for, and the 
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creation of additional information. These second level processes provide the greatest 

insight into what processes are involved in cue utilisation.  

The AAA model matches current conceptions of social cognitive processes, but 

also is strengthened by the knowledge that it was developed in response to evidence 

about what information judges actually use, why this information is important, and how 

judges respond to available information in rating processes. Little systematic research 

on what information is actually used in personality assessment has been previously 

reported, so a model derived from the results of the studies reported here, and integrated 

with broader models of social cognition, reflects the best attempt at capturing the 

functions and processes associated with actual personality judgement. 

Key implications  

The key findings reported in this thesis relate to the detection of information and 

subsequent processing, which have implications for the use of personality assessments 

and the measurement of personality across organisational and clinical settings. In this 

section, practical implications regarding the use of personality tests for selection 

purposes, the use of non-contextualised personality assessment in clinical settings, and 

the use of the five factor model (FFM) for diagnostic purposes are examined.  

The relationship between self-reported personality and job performance is well 

established and has resulted in personality tests being a feature of the majority of 

recruitment and selection processes (Ones, Dilchert, Viswesvaran, & Judge, 2007). 

However, the use of general measures of personality in context-specific settings has 

been criticised (Morgeson et al., 2007) and this prompted work on contextualised 

assessments through frame of references (FOR). Study 3 emphasised that personality is 

generally understood through the combination of behaviour within situations. So, non-

contextualised personality assessments will be less effective, as judges generally think 
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about and understand their own and other people’s behaviour as situation specific. Prior 

work on FOR has tended to focus on the outcomes of FOR in terms of predictive 

validity and has neglected the underlying processes that allow for these incremental 

improvements. The current study has provided evidence that FOR capitalise on the 

situation-specific way in which judges think about behaviour and thus by tailoring 

personality assessments to behaviours within specific situations, personality 

assessments are likely to be both more accurate and predictively valid.  

Additionally, Study 1 examined how information relating to activities (abstract 

thought, social, and task) and locations (holiday, university, and work) affected ratings 

of personality. The effect sizes reported for ratings of conscientiousness through the 

task activity were greater than the effect sizes reported for ratings of conscientiousness 

through a work location. This finding indicated that different contextual information 

had different implications for judgements of traits. Whilst the use of a work FOR is 

most commonly researched when examining contextual effects on personality ratings 

(Shaffer & Postlethwaite, 2012), the results indicated that a task FOR may allow 

conscientiousness trait-behaviour to be more salient to judges.  

The effect of FOR was examined by Levin, Schneider, and Gaeth (1998), who 

argued that different types of frames can evoke different underlying processes, 

consequences, and impact how people respond to the information presented. Study 1 

found that situational information interacts with behaviour to produce trait ratings. This 

means that greater amounts of situational information will enable a judge of personality 

to produce an assessment of a target that accommodates the complexity of situational 

influences on traits and behaviour. So, there may be an incremental effect of the FOR 

“completing a task at work” whereby FOR are combined for an even stronger 

contextualised effect in responses. This suggests that different types of situational FOR 
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have different effects and researchers may wish to examine the type of FOR that best 

predicts behaviours, especially when FOR are used for the selection of candidates in the 

workplace. 

Practical implications also extend to the use of the implicit association test (IAT) 

in clinical settings (Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998). The IAT was developed 

to measure how quickly an individual discriminates between terms that apply to self or 

others and terms relevant to an attribute dimension or trait (Greenwald et al., 1998). The 

IAT itself was developed on the basis that implicit properties of attitudes are effective at 

predicting behaviour (Greenwald, Poehlman, Uhlmann, & Banaji, 2009). However, the 

findings presented in this thesis have shown that not only is behaviour understood 

within context, it is only possible to predict it within context. The IAT itself does not 

typically incorporate situational information and as such may be considered as non-

contextualised.  

As the IAT requires a judge to implicitly discriminate between terms that apply 

to self and others whilst measuring response times, the inclusion of situational 

information may have a useful impact by facilitating the judgement process. The judges 

in Study 3 tended to report their understandings of self and others through 

contextualised behaviour whereby judges rated self and others according to behaviour 

intertwined with situational information. However, it is important to acknowledge that 

the IAT is not measuring deliberate thoughts or interpretations; rather the IAT is 

assessing implicit or unconscious connections between information. Whilst the findings 

of this thesis were based on voluntary and deliberate thoughts about the target, it is 

plausible that the importance of situational information in deliberate judgements may 

also be reflected in judgements associated with unconscious associations.    
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Greenwald et al. (2009) reported that the predictive validities of the IAT were 

weaker and varied considerably across different contexts, for example, intergroup, 

gender orientation, politics, personality, clinical, close relationships, and substance use. 

The weaker predictive ability across situations may be the result of a lack of a 

contextualised assessment as a non-contextualised assessment is not consistent with the 

way in which judges think about and understand their own behaviour. Study 2 found 

that ratings of a target’s predictability were impacted by the interaction between 

behavioural and situational information. This suggests that the extent to which 

behaviour is deemed predictable is affected to some extent by the judge’s perception of 

the situation the target is in. Consequently, there may be variation across contexts in the 

prediction of behaviours reported by Greenwald et al. (2009), as the ability to predict 

behaviour is a function of personality within the situation. So, a key practical 

implication relates to the use of non-contextualised measures that tap into implicit 

predictions of behaviour and traits. To enhance the predictive validities of such 

assessments, contextualised items are needed as they tap into the ways in which people 

think about and predict their own behaviour and traits at a conscious level and these 

may also extend to how information is organised and processed at an unconscious level. 

The results reported in the studies may also have implications for the objectivity 

of personality assessments. Meyer and Kurtz (2006) argued that the use of the term 

‘objective’ in personality tests is outdated and needs revision. Specifically, the 

researchers argued that the term objective implies precision and accuracy whereas the 

increasing literature on biases, response styles, lack of self-knowledge, and inability to 

inarticulate internal phenomenon means that personality tests should not carry the term 

objective. The current study supports Meyer and Kurtz (2006) by highlighting that when 

judges are rating themselves and others they are influenced by a range of factors that 
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vary considerably depending on the information made available to the judge. These 

various influences mean that the information and processes that judges use to construct 

ratings of personality are somewhat idiosyncratic and hence subjective, making it 

inaccurate to describe personality assessments as objective.    

Finally, the results of this thesis hold practical implications for the suggested use 

of the FFM in the diagnosis of personality disorders. The fifth edition of the Diagnostic 

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5) suggested an additional method 

for diagnosis and assessment of personality including the assessment of personality 

functioning, personality disorder types, a trait dimensional model, and general criteria 

(Skodol et al., 2011). The DSM-5 trait dimensional model proposed five domains of 

traits which appear to be maladaptive extensions of normal personality traits 

encompassed within the FFM (Gore & Widiger, 2013; Krueger, Derringer, Markon, 

Watson, & Skodol, 2012).  

Given that the five domains of the DSM-5 dimensional trait model correspond 

with maladaptive variants of the general FFM (Gore & Widiger, 2013), the results of 

this thesis allow for further debate regarding the introduction of this additional 

diagnostic method. Skodol et al. (2011) identified a range of trait dimension items 

associated with personality disorders for the DSM-5 and all of these items appeared 

behaviour based (actions, affect, and cognitive) but non-contextualised. This thesis has 

clearly shown that the assessment of self-reported personality as derived from 

behaviours cannot be disentangled from situational information. An important area for 

further development is the appropriate contextualisation of behaviour to provide a closer 

representation of how a judge understands their own behaviour. Measuring personality 

in a way that is consistent with how judges think about, store, judge, and assess the 

personality traits of self and others, should facilitate the accuracy of assessment by 
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potentially making assessments more valid and have greater predictive capabilities. 

Overall, the more consistent measures of personality are with the way in which judges 

assess personality, the better the insights these measures will provide about the target.  

Future Directions  

Based on the findings presented in this thesis a number of directions for future 

research are proposed. The AAA framework offers a comprehensive approach to 

understanding how judgements of personality are constructed. A key implication for 

research stemming from this model is the value of examining the predictive merit of 

measuring personality in accordance with how judges think about and construct 

judgments of others. The more consistency between personality measures and the 

processes by which judges construct ratings of self and others, the more effective these 

measures will be for assessing personality.  

The implications of this framework extend to the relationship between 

theoretical understandings of personality in comparison to the realities of personality 

process. Researchers have highlighted the discrepancy between knowledge of the 

structure of personality traits and the processes through which personality is important 

in daily life (Ching et al., 2014; Denissen & Penke, 2008; Rauthmann, 2012; Serfass & 

Sherman, 2013; Srivastava, 2010). Study 1 showed that the theoretical link between 

situations and traits is more entangled than previously thought. Through examining the 

behavioural emphasis of traits (Pytlik Zillig et al., 2002), Study 3 showed that the way 

in which personality items measure traits (in regards to their emphasis on action, affect, 

and cognition) is partially reflected in actual information used when constructing a 

rating. However, the three studies showed that knowledge regarding the structure of 

personality does not translate directly to how such information is used in personality 

processes. The AAA framework could provide a standardised approach for assessing 
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how well models of personality genuinely reflect the manner in which people judge, 

perceive, and understand others. Such an approach would explore the kinds of 

information that judges actually perceive when judging others and then assessing how 

well existing personality models account for this information use. Furthermore, the 

AAA framework offers a model to further explore how well theoretical understandings 

of personality map onto how personality is actually rated and understood by judges.  

In additional to future directions based on the AAA framework, the use of the 

think-aloud method may offer a means to achieve a greater understanding about the 

nature of trait judgement. Building upon Study 3, a subsequent study could examine the 

information used by self in comparison to the information used by other judges in think-

aloud ratings of personality. This line of research will allow for greater understanding of 

how the use of behavioural and situational information differs across self versus other 

judge perspectives. Combining a think-aloud method and a round robin design will 

allow researchers a deeper assessment of how information is obtained and used to 

inform personality assessment, especially if judges varied in levels of mutual 

acquaintanceship, or if the contexts within which targets/judges interact are carefully 

managed. Such studies will be even further informative of both personality and 

assessment than those reported here, and also allow the development of links with other 

approaches to investigating personality based upon generalisability theory (Shavelson & 

Webb, 2004).   

The stranger ratings in this study were based upon a still image and judges 

reported the physical characteristics of the target that served as a basis for their 

inferences. Future research may map out whether certain physical characteristics align 

with specific types of inferences of behaviour and situational information. This may be 

achieved using methods that track the eye movements of the judge to access what 
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physical references the eye is actually drawn to on the stranger target and compare this 

with what physical characteristics are reported and how this information aligns with 

inferences of stranger targets. Interestingly, Schneider, Bayliss, Becker, and Dux (2012) 

concluded that eye movements can track theory of mind beliefs of others. Specifically, a 

judge’s eyes will be implicitly drawn to locations of hidden objects consistent with the 

beliefs of the target despite the judge knowing the true location. This finding has 

implications for studies examining personality attributions and theory of mind as a 

judge’s eye movements may reveal the physical reference that inform theory of mind 

beliefs about target behaviour and traits. Methods that track eye movements of judges 

may enable a greater understanding of the information that influences detection and 

personality assessment to be obtained.   

The AAA model emphasises the importance of affordances in the judgement of 

personality traits. However, affordances have rarely been actively considered in 

personality research, let alone actively measured. In the current research, general 

affordances were measured with a tool that reflected the Shafer (1999) clustered scales. 

Future research may wish to further develop a measure of general affordances to 

examine how affordances and ELPU coincide with personality traits, in an attempt to 

further understand the role of general and other affordances in personality judgements 

as well as helping to understand personality itself.  

An important consideration for rating tasks was highlighted in Chapter 2 

regarding cognitive processes associated with rating scales. In particular, Krosnick 

(1999), Tourangeau and Rasinski (1988), and Ziegler (2011) argued that respondents 

vary in regards to the strategy adopted when responding to survey items. Specifically, if 

a survey item had greater importance, the respondent may use an optimising strategy 

and be more thorough in their cognitive processes. If a survey item had less importance, 
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the respondent may use a satificing strategy to produce a satisfactory answer without 

having to overinvest cognitive resources. The current study examined importance in 

terms of affordances that a target offers the judge. However, the work of Krosnick 

(1999) and Ziegler (2011) highlights that targets who evoke higher impressions of 

importance and hence reflect greater affordances to the judge may potentially be rated 

using more optimising strategies. Further research is required to understand the role of 

optimising and satisficing strategies in personality judgements and the factors that 

contribute to use of more optimising strategies. 

Limitations  

The combination of qualitative and quantitative studies examining how ratings 

of personality are constructed provides a rigorous examination of the role of 

information quality and quantity, the role of the judge, and the nature of cues in 

personality judgement. Such research has not been attempted before. However, there are 

a number of limitations presented in this research that subsequent studies may wish to 

further explore.  

In Studies 1 and 2, vignettes manipulating target behaviour and context were 

developed to measure traits and affordances. As only one vignette was used for each 

cell in the studies, the results may reflect idiosyncratic features of those vignettes and 

any unintended confounds resulting from vignette construction. In Study 3 qualitative 

data was used to test quantitative hypotheses which may require further replication 

using quantitative data. Additionally, no data was collected regarding optimising and 

satisficing response strategies used by judges. Finally, the sample was mostly comprised 

of university students, which may affect the generalisability of these rating behaviours 

to other social groups. Further research should use a broader range of vignettes, 

implement a manipulation check, ask follow-up questions regarding rating strategies, 
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and examine rating behaviour across a range of samples. Despite these issues, this 

research has still clearly demonstrated that the context within which behaviours are 

observed and factors unique to the judge have predictable consequences not only for 

behaviour, but also for the interpretation of behaviour in terms of personality trait 

judgements. 

Conclusion  

How we rate the personality of others is an important mediator between the 

observation of the target and the prediction of the target’s behaviour. Through 

examining the factors that impact the construction of a personality rating, this thesis has 

contributed insights into the processes associated with personality that prior writing 

about personality has taken for granted. Through further exploration of the assumptions 

of personality judgement, this research has extended knowledge of the importance of 

behavioural and situational information, both enacted and perceived, and the role of a 

judge’s concerns and attention in personality judgement. The importance of these 

findings in how they contribute to perception required a new conceptualisation of the 

processes associated with personality judgement in the form of the AAA framework. 

This framework distinguishes between the relationships between the information 

detected and how this information is subsequently processed to formulate final 

assessments of self and others. This conceptualisation of the personality judgement 

process has important implications for the use of personality measures in organisational 

and clinical settings, emphasising the value of including situational references within 

personality assessment to enhance measurement validity and behavioural predictions. 

Overall, the AAA framework of the personality judgement process offers an 

opportunity for systematically reconsidering the complex processes by which judges 
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understand and produce personality ratings, and integrating these within the broader 

topic of personality itself. 
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Appendix A: Shafer (1999) Clustered Scales 

 

Here are a number of personality traits that may or may not apply to the person you are 

rating. Within each box, there are six words describing each end of a trait. Considering 

all of those words in a box, choose a number that best reflects the person you are rating. 

 
Shy 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Outgoing 

Quiet Talkative 

Introverted Extraverted 

Retiring Sociable 

Reserved Friendly 

Loner Joiner 

 

At Ease 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Nervous 

Unagitated Tense 

Calm Anxious 

Unworried Fearful 

Self-Assured Worrying 

Hardy Vulnerable 

 

Lazy 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Hard Working 

Irresponsible Responsible 

Weak Willed Self-Disciplined 

Quitting Persevering 

Careless Thorough 

Unorganised Orderly 

 

Headstrong 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Gentle 

Vengeful Forgiving 

Disagreeable Agreeable 

Stubborn Flexible 

Antagonistic Acquiescent 

Critical Lenient 

 

Uncreative 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Creative 

Unartistic Artistic 

Down to Earth Imaginative 

Conventional Original 

Uninquisitive Curious 

Realistic Philosophical 
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Appendix B: Vignettes (Study 1 and Study 2)   

Behaviour Activity Location Vignette  

Approach Social Work When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

interacting with people. 

Avoid Task Holiday When X goes on holidays, he/she avoids planning an itinerary. 

Approach Abstract University X chose university courses that required him/her to explore new 

ideas. 

Avoid Social Work When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved working 

alone. 

Approach Task Holiday When X goes on holidays, he/she books well in advance and 

follows the itinerary closely. 

Avoid Abstract University X avoided courses at university that required him/her to explore 

new ideas. 

Approach Social University When the lecturer asked a question. X quickly put up his/her 

hand. 

Avoid Task Work X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X ignored it and 

submitted the report. 

Approach Abstract Holiday X went on holidays to places where he/she could discover new 

things about the world. 

Avoid Social University When the lecturer asked a question. X lowered his/her gaze to 

the floor. 

Approach Task Work X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X fixed the error 

and reprinted the report. 

Avoid Abstract Holiday X went on holidays to places where he/she could relax without 

thinking too much. 

Approach Social Holiday While on holidays, X stayed on a popular beach with lots of 

people. 

Avoid Task University The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started working on it the evening before the due date. 

Approach Abstract Work X received a handout that described the underlying principles of 

the new work system. X read the handout to understand the 

principles. 

Avoid Social Holiday While on holidays, X stayed on his/her own in a remote isolated 

cottage. 

Approach Task University The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started right away and submitted the assignment early. 

Avoid Abstract Work X received a handout that described the underlying principles of 

the new work system. X did not read it, he/she threw it in the 

bin. 
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Appendix C: Online Survey 

 

 

Project Title:  Understanding how we perceive personality. 

 

Purpose Of This Research: 
We make judgments of other people’s personality everyday, using minimal information and 

often without thinking about it. Surprisingly, these judgments of others are found to be quite 

accurate. This research is designed to explore what information we use when rating another 

person’s personality and will explore how the desire for positive outcomes and desire to avoid 

negative outcomes may influence our judgments. The research is being conducted as a 

requirement for Ms Wiemers's Doctor of Philosophy in Psychology. 

What Participation Will Mean: 
Participation in this research will involve completing an anonymous online survey which will 

take around 30 minutes to complete. In this survey you will be asked your gender, year of birth, 

to complete a measure of sensitivity to positive incentives, to rate your own personality, and rate 

the personality of individuals described in a series of statements. Participants seeking course 

credit will be shown instructions on how to finalise the credit at the end of the survey.  

Safeguards & Confidentiality: 
There is no direct benefit or risk associated with participating in this research. There is no 

requirement for you to participate and if you choose to participate, you may withdraw from the 

research at any time. No negative consequences nor penalty will occur as a result of your non-

participation or withdrawal. The survey is entirely anonymous, if you would like to request a 

summary of the main findings, please email Melissa Wiemers directly. Griffith University will 

not be informed about whether you chose to participate or not. For further information, please 

consult the University’s Privacy Plan at www.griffith.edu.au/ua/aa/vc/pp or telephone (07) 3735 

5585. If you have already completed this survey, please do not complete it again. 

Consent: 
If you have read this information and are willing to participate in this research, click the 

continue box below which will take you to the survey screen. Please print out this information 

sheet to keep as a copy. If you no longer wish to participate in the study, please close this 

browser. 

Contacts: 
If you wish to discuss any aspect of this research, feel free to contact Melissa Wiemers at any 

time. 

Researcher Contact Details: 

Melissa Wiemers - Phd Candidate 

0438 740 886 

M.Wiemers@griffith.edu.au 

 

Dr Arthur Poropat - Research Supervisor 

07 3735 3311 

Arthur.Poropat@griffith.edu.au 

Department of Psychology 

Griffith University 

 

Research Ethics Contact Details: 

Griffith University conducts research in accordance with the National Statement on Ethical 

Conduct in Human Research.  If you have any concerns or complaints about the ethical conduct 

of the research project please contact the Manager, Research Ethics on 3735 5585 or research-

ethics@griffith.edu.au  
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* What is your gender? 

Select one of the following: 

  Male 

  Female 

* What is your year of birth? 

Response to the environment 

* Please rate yourself on the following: 

  
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neither Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

If I think something 

unpleasant is going to 

happen I usually get pretty 

“worked up”. 

     

I worry about making 

mistakes. 
     

Criticism or scolding hurts 

me quite a bit. 
     

I feel pretty worried or upset 

when I think or know 

somebody is angry at me. 
     

Even if something bad is 

about to happen to me, I 

rarely experience fear or 

nervousness. 

     

I feel worried when I think I 

have done poorly at 

something. 
     

I have very few fears 

compared to my friends. 
     

* Please rate yourself on the following: 

  
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neither Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

When I get something I 

want, I feel excited and 

energized. 
     

When I’m doing well at 

something, I love to keep at 

it. 
     

When good things happen 

to me, it affects me strongly. 
     

It would excite me to win a 

contest. 
     

When I see an opportunity 

for something I like, I get 

excited right away. 
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* Please rate yourself on the following: 

  
Strongly 

Disagree 
Disagree Neither Agree 

Strongly 

Agree 

When I want something, I 

usually go all-out to get it. 
     

I go out of my way to get 

things I want. 
     

If I see a chance to get 

something I want, I move 

on it right away. 
     

When I go after something I 

use a “no holds barred” 

approach. 
     

I will often do things for no 

other reason than that they 

might be fun. 
     

I crave excitement and new 

sensations. 
     

I’m always willing to try 

something new if I think it 

will be fun. 
     

I often act on the spur of the 

moment 
     

Self 

* How well do the following statements describe your personality? 

 I see myself as someone who... 

 

  
Disagree 

Strongly 
Disagree a 

little 

Neither 

agree or 

disagree 
Agree a little 

Agree 

strongly 

... is reserved      

... is generally trusting      

... tends to be lazy      

... is relaxed, handles stress 

well 
     

... has few artistic interests      

... is outgoing, sociable      

... tends to find fault with 

others 
     

... does a thorough job      

... gets nervous easily      

... has an active imagination      
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For the next few items, there are a series of boxes, each with two sets of adjectives that refer to 

opposite ends of a personality trait. For each box with a personality trait, there are six words 

describing either end of the trait. Between the adjectives are numbers from 1 to 7. Please choose 

a number that reflects how close you are to either end of the personality trait. 

Shy 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Outgoing 
Quiet Talkative 

Introverted Extraverted 
Retiring Sociable 

Reserved Friendly 
Loner Joiner 

  

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

On the above scale, I would 

rate myself as: 
       

 
At Ease 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Nervous 
Unagitated Tense 

Calm Anxious 
Unworried Fearful 

Self-Assured Worrying 
Hardy Vulnerable 

 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

On the above scale, I would 

rate myself as: 
       

 
Lazy 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Hard Working 
Irresponsible Responsible 
Weak Willed Self-Disciplined 

Quitting Persevering 
Careless Thorough 

Unorganised Orderly 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

On the above scale, I would 

rate myself as: 
       

 
Headstrong 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Gentle 
Vengeful Forgiving 

Disagreeable Agreeable 
Stubborn Flexible 

Antagonistic Acquiescent 
Critical Lenient 

 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

On the above scale, I would 

rate myself as: 
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Uncreative 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Creative 
Unartistic Artistic 

Down to Earth Imaginative 
Conventional Original 
Uninquisitive Curious 

Realistic Philosophical 
 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

On the above scale, I would 

rate myself as: 
       

Perceiving Behaviour 

The next section asks you to rate brief statements of behaviour against personality traits. On the 

top of this page and the next few pages you will see a box which contains words referring to a 

personality trait, followed by a series of behaviours. 

In each box, there are six words describing either end of a trait. Between the adjectives are 

numbers from 1 to 7. For each of the behaviours listed below the trait, please choose a number 

that reflects how close that behaviour is to either end of the personality trait. 

In each statement, the behaviour of "X" is described. X refers to an unknown person who may 

be male or female. 

Please remember to rate each behaviour one at a time (i.e., when rating one behaviour, please 

ignore all the others). 

Shy 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Outgoing 
Quiet Talkative 

Introverted Extraverted 
Retiring Sociable 

Reserved Friendly 
Loner Joiner 

Using the scale above, please choose a number that best reflects the person's behaviour in each 

statement: 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

interacting with people. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she avoids planning an itinerary.        

X chose university courses that required him/her to explore new 

ideas. 
       

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved working 

alone. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she books well in advance and 

follows the itinerary closely. 
       

X avoided courses at university that required him/her to explore 

new ideas. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X quickly put up his/her 

hand. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X ignored it and        
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submitted the report. 

X went on holidays to places where he/she could discover new 

things about the world. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X lowered his/her gaze to 

the floor. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X fixed the error 

and reprinted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could relax without 

thinking too much. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on a popular beach with lots of 

people. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started working on it the evening before the due date. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying principles of 

the new work system. X read the handout to understand the 

principles. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on his/her own in a remote isolated 

cottage. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started right away and submitted the assignment early. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying principles of 

the new work system. X did not read it, he/she threw it in the 

bin. 
       

 

At Ease 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Nervous 
Unagitated Tense 

Calm Anxious 
Unworried Fearful 

Self-Assured Worrying 
Hardy Vulnerable 

Using the scale above, please choose a number that best reflects the person's behaviour in each 

statement: 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

interacting with people. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she avoids planning an 

itinerary. 
       

X chose university courses that required him/her to explore 

new ideas. 
       

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

working alone. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she books well in advance and 

follows the itinerary closely. 
       

X avoided courses at university that required him/her to 

explore new ideas. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X quickly put up his/her 

hand. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X ignored it 

and submitted the report. 
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X went on holidays to places where he/she could discover 

new things about the world. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X lowered his/her gaze 

to the floor. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X fixed the 

error and reprinted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could relax 

without thinking too much. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on a popular beach with lots of 

people. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started working on it the evening before the due date. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying 

principles of the new work system. X read the handout to 

understand the principles. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on his/her own in a remote 

isolated cottage. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started right away and submitted the assignment early. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying 

principles of the new work system. X did not read it, he/she 

threw it in the bin. 
       

 

Lazy 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Hard Working 
Irresponsible Responsible 
Weak Willed Self-Disciplined 

Quitting Persevering 
Careless Thorough 

Unorganised Orderly 

Using the scale above, please choose a number that best reflects the person's behaviour in each 

statement: 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

interacting with people. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she avoids planning an 

itinerary. 
       

X chose university courses that required him/her to explore 

new ideas. 
       

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

working alone. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she books well in advance and 

follows the itinerary closely. 
       

X avoided courses at university that required him/her to 

explore new ideas. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X quickly put up his/her 

hand. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X ignored it 

and submitted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could discover 

new things about the world. 
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When the lecturer asked a question. X lowered his/her gaze 

to the floor. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X fixed the 

error and reprinted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could relax 

without thinking too much. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on a popular beach with lots of 

people. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started working on it the evening before the due date. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying 

principles of the new work system. X read the handout to 

understand the principles. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on his/her own in a remote 

isolated cottage. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started right away and submitted the assignment early. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying 

principles of the new work system. X did not read it, he/she 

threw it in the bin. 
       

 

Headstrong 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Gentle 
Vengeful Forgiving 

Disagreeable Agreeable 
Stubborn Flexible 

Antagonistic Acquiescent 
Critical Lenient 

Using the scale above, please choose a number that best reflects the person's behaviour in each 

statement: 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

interacting with people. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she avoids planning an 

itinerary. 
       

X chose university courses that required him/her to explore 

new ideas. 
       

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

working alone. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she books well in advance and 

follows the itinerary closely. 
       

X avoided courses at university that required him/her to 

explore new ideas. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X quickly put up his/her 

hand. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X ignored it 

and submitted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could discover 

new things about the world. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X lowered his/her gaze 

to the floor. 
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X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X fixed the 

error and reprinted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could relax 

without thinking too much. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on a popular beach with lots of 

people. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started working on it the evening before the due date. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying 

principles of the new work system. X read the handout to 

understand the principles. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on his/her own in a remote 

isolated cottage. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started right away and submitted the assignment early. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying 

principles of the new work system. X did not read it, he/she 

threw it in the bin. 
       

 

Uncreative 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Creative 
Unartistic Artistic 

Down to Earth Imaginative 
Conventional Original 
Uninquisitive Curious 

Realistic Philosophical 

Using the scale above, please choose a number that best reflects the person's behaviour in each 

statement: 

  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

interacting with people. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she avoids planning an 

itinerary. 
       

X chose university courses that required him/her to explore 

new ideas. 
       

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

working alone. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she books well in advance and 

follows the itinerary closely. 
       

X avoided courses at university that required him/her to 

explore new ideas. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X quickly put up his/her 

hand. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X ignored it 

and submitted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could discover 

new things about the world. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X lowered his/her gaze 

to the floor. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X fixed the 

error and reprinted the report. 
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X went on holidays to places where he/she could relax 

without thinking too much. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on a popular beach with lots of 

people. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started working on it the evening before the due date. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying 

principles of the new work system. X read the handout to 

understand the principles. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on his/her own in a remote 

isolated cottage. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started right away and submitted the assignment early. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying 

principles of the new work system. X did not read it, he/she 

threw it in the bin. 
       

For this page, you are asked to rate each behaviour according to its consequences for you. 

If you were to see someone behave in this way, would it make you think that they were more or 

less difficult to deal with? 
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When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

interacting with people. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she avoids planning an itinerary.        

X chose university courses that required him/her to explore new 

ideas. 
       

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved working 

alone. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she books well in advance and 

follows the itinerary closely. 
       

X avoided courses at university that required him/her to explore 

new ideas. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X quickly put up his/her hand.        

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X ignored it and 

submitted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could discover new 

things about the world. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X lowered his/her gaze to the 

floor. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X fixed the error 

and reprinted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could relax without 

thinking too much. 
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While on holidays, X stayed on a popular beach with lots of 

people. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started working on it the evening before the due date. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying principles of 

the new work system. X read the handout to understand the 

principles. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on his/her own in a remote isolated 

cottage. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started right away and submitted the assignment early. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying principles of 

the new work system. X did not read it, he/she threw it in the bin. 
       

 

For this page, you are asked to rate each behaviour according to its consequences for you. 

If you were to see someone behave in this way, would it make you think that they were more or 

less predictable? 
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When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

interacting with people. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she avoids planning an itinerary.        

X chose university courses that required him/her to explore 

new ideas. 
       

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

working alone. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she books well in advance and 

follows the itinerary closely. 
       

X avoided courses at university that required him/her to 

explore new ideas. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X quickly put up his/her 

hand. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X ignored it 

and submitted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could discover new 

things about the world. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X lowered his/her gaze to 

the floor. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X fixed the 

error and reprinted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could relax without 

thinking too much. 
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While on holidays, X stayed on a popular beach with lots of 

people. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started working on it the evening before the due date. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying principles 

of the new work system. X read the handout to understand the 

principles. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on his/her own in a remote 

isolated cottage. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started right away and submitted the assignment early. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying principles 

of the new work system. X did not read it, he/she threw it in 

the bin. 
       

For this page, you are asked to rate each behaviour according to its consequences for you. 

If you were to see someone behave in this way, would it make you think that they were more or 

less likeable? 
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When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

interacting with people. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she avoids planning an itinerary.        

X chose university courses that required him/her to explore 

new ideas. 
       

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved 

working alone. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she books well in advance and 

follows the itinerary closely. 
       

X avoided courses at university that required him/her to 

explore new ideas. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X quickly put up his/her 

hand. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X ignored it 

and submitted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could discover new 

things about the world. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X lowered his/her gaze to 

the floor. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X fixed the 

error and reprinted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could relax without 

thinking too much. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on a popular beach with lots of 

people. 
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The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started working on it the evening before the due date. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying principles 

of the new work system. X read the handout to understand the 

principles. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on his/her own in a remote 

isolated cottage. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X 

started right away and submitted the assignment early. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying principles 

of the new work system. X did not read it, he/she threw it in 

the bin. 
       

 

For this page, you are asked to rate each behaviour according to its consequences for you. If you 

were to see someone behave in this way, would it make you think that they were more or less 

useful? 
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When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved interacting 

with people. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she avoids planning an itinerary.        

X chose university courses that required him/her to explore new 

ideas. 
       

When job hunting, X only applied for jobs that involved working 

alone. 
       

When X goes on holidays, he/she books well in advance and follows 

the itinerary closely. 
       

X avoided courses at university that required him/her to explore new 

ideas. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X quickly put up his/her hand.        

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X ignored it and 

submitted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could discover new things 

about the world. 
       

When the lecturer asked a question. X lowered his/her gaze to the 

floor. 
       

X noticed a spelling mistake in the work report. X fixed the error and 

reprinted the report. 
       

X went on holidays to places where he/she could relax without 

thinking too much. 
       

While on holidays, X stayed on a popular beach with lots of people.        

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X started 

working on it the evening before the due date. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying principles of the        
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new work system. X read the handout to understand the principles. 

While on holidays, X stayed on his/her own in a remote isolated 

cottage. 
       

The lecturer said the first assignment was due in 4 weeks. X started 

right away and submitted the assignment early. 
       

X received a handout that described the underlying principles of the 

new work system. X did not read it, he/she threw it in the bin. 
       

Mandatory fields are indicated by an asterisk (*) 

The survey is now complete. Thank you for participating in this study! As this is an anonymous 

survey, we are unable to provide individual results. However, you are more than welcome to 

contact Melissa Wiemers if you would like to know more about the scales used in this survey. 

 

If you would like to receive a summary of the results once all data collection is complete please 

email Melissa Wiemers on m.wiemers@griffith.edu.au 

Thank you!  
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Appendix D: Study 1 Analysis for Avoidance Behaviour  

The following section contains the interactions and simple effect comparisons 

for avoidance behaviour across location and activity-based situations. A 5x3x3 within-

subjects repeated-measures ANOVA that compared FFM ratings of vignettes based on 

avoidance behaviour in activity-based situations (social, task, and abstract thought) and 

locations (work, university, and holiday). The repeated factor represents how each 

vignette was embedded within each of the activity and location conditions. There was a 

significant interaction for activity-based situation, location and trait, Wilks’s Lambda = 

.30, F (16, 241) = 35.68, p < .001, partial eta squared .70. The interaction between traits 

and activity, Wilks’s Lambda = .27, F (8, 249) = 86.39, p < .001, partial eta squared .74, 

was stronger than the interaction between traits and locations, Wilks’s Lambda = .63, F 

(8, 249) = 18.53, p < .001, partial eta squared .37. 

Trait ratings of activities in the holiday location. 

The simple effects for personality ratings of activities were examined across 

each level of location. Within the holiday location, activities were examined across 

ratings of the FFM using 5x3 repeated-measures ANOVA. The repeated factor 

represents how each vignette was embedded within each of the activity and location 

conditions. There was a significant interaction for activity and traits in the holiday 

location, Wilks’s Lambda = .29, F (8, 249) = 76.77, p < .001, partial eta squared .71. 

Table D.1 presents the means and standard deviations of trait ratings across activities 

involving holiday locations. The findings along with the interaction indicate that the 

rating of avoidance vignettes varied considerably across activities and traits within the 

holiday location. Figure D.1 presents the average rating of traits across activities in the 

holiday location. According to Figure D.1, avoidance behaviours on holidays whilst 

engaging in abstract thought was associated with lower ratings of openness, avoidance 
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of social activities was associated with lower ratings of extraversion, and avoidance of 

task activities was associated with lower conscientiousness. 

Table D.1 

Trait Ratings of Avoidance Behaviour across Activities in a Holiday Location 

Trait Activity M SD Cohen d 

Social Task 

Agreeableness 

Abstract thought 4.46a 1.27 .76 .11 

Social 3.49b 1.28  -.62 

Task 4.31ac 1.37   

Conscientiousness 

Abstract thought 3.47a 1.48 -.24 .50 

Social 3.80b 1.22  .76 

Task 2.67c 1.72   

Emotional stability 

Abstract thought 4.52a 1.62 1.01 -.60 

Social 2.90b 1.59  -1.63 

Task 5.49c 1.59   

Extraversion 

Abstract thought 3.73a 1.30 1.45 -.84 

Social 1.96b 1.14  -2.20 

Task 4.92c 1.52   

Openness 

Abstract thought 3.34a 1.39 -.04 -.96 

Social 3.39ab 1.33  -.95 

Task 4.79c 1.61   

Note. Means within a trait that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as assessed using  

p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  
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Figure D.2. Trait ratings of avoidance behaviour in a holiday location across activities. 

 

Trait ratings of activities in the university location.  

A 5x3 repeated-measures ANOVA of personality ratings across activities at 

university locations revealed a significant interaction, Wilks’s Lambda = .39, F (8, 249) 

= 49.52, p < .001, partial eta squared .61. The repeated factor represents how each 

vignette was embedded within each of the activity and location conditions. Table D.2 

contains the average rating and standard deviations associated with trait ratings of 

activities at university locations and Figure D.2 presents the average ratings. According 

to Figure D.2, avoidance behaviours at university whilst engaging in abstract thought 

and social activities was associated with lower ratings of extraversion, and avoidance of 

task activities was associated with lower conscientiousness. 
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Table D.2 

Trait Ratings of Avoidance Behaviour across Activities in a University Location 

Trait Activity M SD Cohen d 

Social Task 

Agreeableness 

Abstract thought 3.35a 1.44 -.51 -.28 

Social 4.06b 1.33  .21 

Task 3.76bc 1.46   

Conscientiousness 

Abstract thought 2.93a 1.66 .22 .30 

Social 2.60ab 1.34  .13 

Task 2.39bc 1.91   

Emotional stability 

Abstract thought 3.16a 1.62 .49 -1.03 

Social 2.39b 1.55  -1.52 

Task 4.88c 1.72   

Extraversion 

Abstract thought 2.63a 1.31 .51 -1.39 

Social 1.99b 1.19  -1.89 

Task 4.65c 1.59   

Openness 

Abstract thought 2.98a 1.58 -.23 -.69 

Social 3.30b 1.11  -.56 

Task 3.98c 1.32   

Note. Means within a trait that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as assessed using  

p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  
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Figure D.3. Trait ratings of avoidance behaviour in a university location across 

activities. 

 

Trait ratings of activities in the work location.  

A 5x3 repeated-measures ANOVA of trait ratings at a work location across 

activities recorded a significant interaction, Wilks’s Lambda = .28, F (8, 249) = 80.88, p 

< .001, partial eta squared .72. The repeated factor represents how each vignette was 

embedded within each of the activity and location conditions. Table D.3 presents the 

means and standard deviations across trait ratings and activities in the work location and 

Figure D.3 presents the averages. According to Figure D.3, avoidance behaviours at 

work whilst engaging in abstract thought and task activities was associated with lower 

ratings of conscientiousness, and avoidance of social activities was associated with 

lower extraversion. 
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Table D.3 

Trait Ratings of Avoidance Behaviour across Activities in a Work Location 

Trait Activity M SD Cohen’s d 

Social Task 

Agreeableness 

Abstract thought 3.35a 1.50 .22 -.31 

Social 3.04ab 1.33  -.55 

Task 3.82c 1.52   

Conscientiousness 

Abstract thought 1.96a 1.42 -1.31 -.20 

Social 3.85b 1.46  .97 

Task 2.28c 1.75   

Emotional stability 

Abstract thought 4.97a 1.62 1.39 .04 

Social 2.76b 1.57  -1.35 

Task 4.91ac 1.61   

Extraversion 

Abstract thought 4.51a 1.50 2.13 .41 

Social 1.69b 1.12  -1.66 

Task 3.90c 1.51   

Openness 

Abstract thought 3.89a 1.38 .49 .11 

Social 3.23b 1.30  -.39 

Task 3.74ac 1.32   

Note. Means within a trait that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as assessed using  

p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  
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Figure D.4. Trait ratings of avoidance behaviour in a work location across activities. 
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Appendix E: Study 2 Analysis of Avoidance Behaviour  

The following presents the analyses for avoidance behaviour. This section will 

include correlations, regressions, interactions, and simple effect comparisons.   

Correlations of Traits and General Affordances  

Table E.1 presents the results for Olkin’s z test for avoidance behaviour across 

traits. According to Table E.1, ratings of ease of interaction with predictability 

correlated strongly with extraversion and agreeableness. Ratings of conscientiousness 

and openness did not correspond with any of the general affordances. These 

relationships were not as expected.  

Regressions of trait ratings and ELPU   

Regressions between ratings of traits and ELPU were examined to further 

explore the relationship between personality traits and affordances. Preliminary analyses 

were conducted to test the core assumptions of regression across the independent 

variables (IVs) and all criteria were met. Table E.2 presents the results of the 

regressions across traits. According to Table E.2, ratings of general affordances 

predicted ratings for agreeableness, conscientiousness, extraversion and openness. 

However, much of the variance in personality ratings remains unaccounted for 
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Table E.4 

Olkins’s Z Test of Dependent Correlations for Traits and ELPU   

Inter-correlations Olkins's z Probability 

Extraversion Ease of Interaction Likeability 3.90 < .001 

 Ease of Interaction Usefulness 2.50 .01 

 Ease of Interaction Predictability 4.59 < .001 

 Likeability Usefulness -1.24 .21 

 Likeability Predictability 1.91 .06 

 Usefulness Predictability 2.65 .01 

Agreeableness Ease of Interaction Likeability 2.44 .01 

 Ease of Interaction Usefulness 2.76 .01 

 Ease of Interaction Predictability 3.19 .001 

 Likeability Usefulness 0.53 .60 

 Likeability Predictability 1.57 .12 

 Usefulness Predictability 1.14 .25 

Conscientiousness  Openness Ease of Interaction -0.15 .88 

  Likeability 1.30 .20 

  Usefulness -0.14 .89 

  Predictability 1.85 .06 

 

. 
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Table E.5 

Summary of Regression Analyses for FFM predictions of ELPU of Avoidance Behaviour (N = 257) 

 

Agreeableness Conscientiousness Emotional Stability Extraversion Openness 

Predictor B SE B β B SE B β B SE B β B SE B β B SE B β 

Ease .28 .07 .31** .16 .08 .14* .03 .06 .04 .33 .06 .39** .25 .07 .26** 

Likeability .03 .05 .04 -.08 .06 -.08 -.10 .05 -.13* .01 .05 .02 -.05 .06 -.06 

Predictability .00 .08 .00 -.04 .09 -.03 -.06 .08 -.06 -.11 .07 -.11 -.13 .08 -.12 

Usefulness -.01 .07 -.01 .41 .08 .38** .01 .07 .02 .09 .06 .11 .23 .07 .24** 

R
2
 .10   .20   .02   .16 

  

.14   

Adjusted R
2
 .08   .19   .01   .14 

  

.13   

F 6.78**   15.62**   1.32   11.75** 

  

10.18**   

Note. * p < .05 **p < .01. Bold font denotes significance. B = Unstandardised coefficients, SE B = Standard error of unstandardised coefficients, β = Standardised beta. 
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ELPU and Situation Interaction 

A 4x3x3 within-subjects repeated-measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 

used to compare the ELPU ratings of avoidance behaviour across activity-based 

situations (abstract-thought, social, and task) and locations (holiday, university, and 

work). The repeated factor reflects that each activity and location condition is embedded 

within each rating of the vignettes. There was a significant interaction for ELPU across 

activity and location, Wilks’s Lambda = .53, F (12, 245) = 18.23, p < .001, partial eta 

squared = .47. The interaction between ELPU and location, Wilks’s Lambda = .47, F (6, 

251) = 46.52, p < .001, partial eta squared = .53, was stronger than the interaction 

between ELPU and activity, Wilks’s Lambda = .59, F (6, 251) = 29.11, p < .001, partial 

eta squared = .41.  

ELPU ratings across activities at the holiday location.  

There was a significant interaction for activity and ELPU in the holiday location 

using a 4x3 repeated-measures ANOVA, Wilks’s Lambda = .57, F (6, 251) = 31.18, p < 

.001, partial eta squared .43. Table E.3 presents the means and standard deviations 

associated with ELPU ratings across activities involving holiday locations and Figure 

E.1 presents the means.  
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Table E.6 

ELPU Ratings of Avoidance Behaviour across Activities in a Holiday Location 

Trait Activity Mean SD Cohen d 

Social Task 

Ease of interaction Abstract thought 5.15a 1.24 1.26 .66 

Social 3.36b 1.58  -.48 

Task 4.16c 1.74   

Likeability Abstract thought 5.14a 1.16 .99 .21 

Social 3.85b 1.42  -.70 

Task 4.86ac 1.45   

Predictability Abstract thought 4.32a 1.25 -.02 .97 

Social 4.35ab 1.47  .93 

Task 2.84c 1.76   

Usefulness Abstract thought 4.47a 1.19 .49 .50 

Social 3.90b 1.15  .08 

Task 3.79ac 1.50   

Note. Means within an affordance that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as 

assessed using p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  
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Figure E.5. Affordance ratings of avoidance behaviour in a holiday location across 

activities. 

 

ELPU ratings across activities at the university location.  

There was a significant interaction for activity-based situation and ELPU ratings 

in the university location, Wilks’s Lambda = .79, F (6, 251) = 10.96, p < .001, partial 

eta squared .21. Table E.4 presents the means and standard deviations associated with 

ELPU ratings across activities involving university locations and Figure E.2 presents 

the means.  
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Table E.7 

ELPU Ratings of Avoidance Behaviour across Activities in a University Location 

Trait Activity Mean SD Cohen d 

Social Task 

Ease of interaction Abstract thought 3.11a 1.52 -.14 -.04 

Social 3.32a 1.39  .09 

Task 3.18a 1.67   

Likeability Abstract thought 3.57a 1.53 -.05 -.07 

Social 3.63a 1.07  -.03 

Task 3.67a 1.41   

Predictability Abstract thought 4.57a 1.67 .14 .42 

Social 4.37ab 1.26  .344 

Task 3.82c 1.87   

Usefulness Abstract thought 3.61a 1.58 .38 .59 

Social 3.08b 1.22  .28 

Task 2.69c 1.55   

Note. Means within an affordance that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as 

assessed using p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  
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Figure E.6. Affordance ratings of avoidance behaviour in a university location across 

activities. 

 

ELPU ratings across activities at the work location.  

There was a significant interaction for activity-based situation and ELPU ratings 

in the work location, Wilks’s Lambda = .60, F (6, 251) = 27.57, p < .001, partial eta 

squared .40. Table E.5 presents the means and standard deviations associated of ELPU 

ratings across activities involving work locations and Figure E.3 presents the means.  
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Table E.8 

ELPU Ratings of Avoidance Behaviour across Activities in a Work Location 

Trait Activity Mean SD Cohen d 

Social Task 

Ease of interaction Abstract thought 2.76a 1.51 0 -.44 

Social 2.76ab 1.51  -.44 

Task 3.47c 1.68   

Likeability Abstract thought 3.05a 1.36 -.08 -.35 

Social 3.17ab 1.35  -.26 

Task 3.52c 1.36   

Predictability Abstract thought 3.25a 1.60 -.98 -.35 

Social 4.81b 1.59  .67 

Task 3.79c 1.46   

Usefulness Abstract thought 2.28a 1.28 -1.07 -.37 

Social 3.78b 1.51  .70 

Task 2.77c 1.38   

Note. Means within an affordance that are significantly different have different letter subscripts, as 

assessed using p < .01. SD = Standard deviation.  
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Figure E.7. Trait ratings of avoidance behaviour in a work location across activities. 
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Appendix F: Stranger Face 

 

  

Reproduced from random generated faces database available from 

http://tlab.princeton.edu/databases/randomfaces/, as described in “The functional basis 

of face evaluation” by N. N. Oosterhof and A. Todorov, 2008, Proceedings of the 

National Academy of Sciences of the USA, 105(32), 11087-11092. doi: 

10.1073/pnas.0805664105 

 


